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RESEARCH IN DISTRIBUTED UNDERWATER
ACOUSTIC ARRAYS

FINAL REPORT

SCOPE

uring the interval March 1977 through February 1980, members of the

Valley Forge Research Center technical staff have been investigating coherent

operation of large underwater acoustic arrays, taking account of the disper-

sive effects of the medium. Array organizations of two kinds were investi-

gated. The first of these is a very large array comprised of conventional

subarrays, the total extend being in the order of hundreds of miles. Most

of this work was carried out during the first tuo years of the project and

* resulted in a doctoral dissertation. The second system studied is an array

of submerged senscrs, suspended from freely floating buoys and randomly

dispersed over an area Of Lhe order of 500-1500 meters in diameter; in this

case, therefore, U4ement positions are continually changing. Work on the

latter array system was distributed over the entire duration of the project.

The results of the study were published in quarterly progress reports

of the Valley Forge Research Center and in other publications. We present

below a summary of our activities and results along with applicable excerpts

from our reports and copies of a published paper and a dissertation. Addi-

tional papers for publication, drawn from the material presented here, are in

preparation.

80 10 2 001
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SUMMARY OF WORK ON A LARGE UNDERWATER APERTURE OF COHERENTLY COMBINED
SUBARRAYS

The purpose of this phase of the work was to investigate the possibility

of coherently combining a number of widely spaced arrays into a superarray

or "very large array" (VLA). If such a VLA could be designed, the potential

resolution would be on the order of wavelengths due to the large aperture.

This research effort has been successfully completed, and is reported in

full in the Ph.D. dissertation [11] attached as Appendix 1. In this work, a

new solution is presented for the coherence between underwater acoustic sig-

nals in multipath channels which have uncorrelated random fluctuations. This

multipath coherence function (MCF) is specifically applied to the design of

a VLA composed of widely spaced conventionalsubarrays. The solution

is developed in terms of ensemble averages of the random channel transfer

functions. The oceanographic fluctuations considered in the MCF are internal.

waves, internal tides, spatial phase variations due to multipath interference,

and frequency selective multipath interference, and the relative effects of

these fluctuations are compared. The theory predicts VLA signal-to-noise gain,

resolution ability and scanning ability for specified system configuration,

multipath characteristics, and parameters of environmental fluctuations. Con-

cise and complete parametric results are presented which allow simple numerical

computation of the MCF.

A VLA system design approach is proposed and considerations in system

implementation are analyzed. A design example demonstrates the possibility of



significant coherence over large ocean areas indicating that a VLA design

may be feasible.

An entire chapter is devoted to recommendations for further study,

giving specific suggestions for a continuation of this work. A further

study of applications of the theory has been completed under another con-

tract [2]. The theory of the MCF is in preparation for the acoustics

literature.

SUMMARY OF FLOATING ARRAY STUDY

The array structure initially assumed was one developed by the Navy

Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, California. It is comprised of 31 hydro-

phones suspended from freely floating buoys, the hydrophones being about

300 meters below the surface of the ocean. The array, as originally con-

ceived, was a two-dimensional one. Array element location is carried out via a

subsystem using sound launchers suspended under 4 of the 31 hydrophones,

each transmitting a distinct signal derived from random noise. The entire

system was tied together via radio links from the buoys to an aircraft

overhead.

At one stage of our work consideration was given to array element lo-

cat ion without use of active sound launchers within the array. However,

this problem was deferred and our assumption throughout most of the work

reported here was that element positions are accurately known. The

principle problem considered is the followIng. Because of sound speed

variation with depth acoustic rays will be dispersed in the vertical plane in

travelling between source and receiver. The receiver will see multipath



arrivals, which for sources about 50 miles or more from the receiver, will

be spread over a range of vertical angles of about ±10* with respect to the

horizontal. The phases of the separate ray arrivals at a single frequency

can be expected to be substantially independent statistically and slowly

time varying. The result is that amplitude and phase of the resultant sig-

nal within the array will fluctuate in the typical manner of fading signals.

Furthermore, the phase of the signal across the array will, at any fixed

moment, be a sample function of a random process, unlike the phase of a

plane wave for which it would be linear with distance. Since the array will

be focused for a plane wave (a single ray) the phase perturbations can be

expected to have an adverse effect. Our work has been concerned with deter-

mining this effect and with an investigation of means for overcoming it.

The first problem investigated dealt with the effect of an assumed phase

random process across the array on the scanning ability of the array. One of

the ways in which arrays can be used is to expose the system to a beacon, to

conjugate the phases of the signals received from the beacon, and to sum all

outputs. This focuses a beam toward the beacon. With a knowledge of (approx-

imate) array element location one can scan the beam off the beacon to nearby

sources by injecting new phase shifts into array element outputs. The injec-

ted phases are based on a plane wave being seen by the array; phases not consis-

tent with a plane wave will cause gain loss in the scanned beam. The scanning

range for specified acceptable loss was the subject of the study. The analysis

was published in (3]; a copy of the paper is here attached as Appendix II.

Because this work was based on an arbitrary choice of the phase stochastic

process an investigation was made of the nature of the phase process when it

is caused by a number of plane waves converging at different vertical arrival
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angles. A typical sample function of phase vs. position was simulated and

the array pattern of a planar random array in such a field (with amplitude

assumed constant at all array elements) was determined. This work appeared

in [4] and a copy Is here attached as Appendix III.

As a next step a more direct and more accurate approach was used to deter-

mine the mean array pattern and the variance of the main beam gain f or the two-

dimensional random array. Multipath arrivals of independent phase and amplitude

and random element positions distributed according to independent normal random

variables were assumed. Here the array was also focused for a plane wave so

that the results obtained reflect the effect of phase and amplitude variation

across the array not accounted for by the phases introduced in the array elements

for focusing. The following observations are in order. When the array is small,

say 10 wavelengths or less, it sees a small part of the resultant phase front

which effectively appears as a plane wave to the array. However, the resultant

field magnitude is a random variable depending on the arrival phases and ampl-

tudes. When the array is large it sees a distorted phase front and the earlier

remarks about phase and amplitude variation across the array apply here and the

mean gain falls. Alternatively, one can take the view that the large array has a

smaller vertical beamwidth so that it rejects some of the multipath arrivals and,

on this account the mean gain falls. The results indicate that the half Power

point occurs when the element location standard deviation is about 35 wavelengths

for multipath in a range of ±10* to the horizontal. The analysis here summarized

has been organized for publication and is attached as Appendix IV under the title

"Statistical Properties of a Random Array of Acoustic Sensors in a Multipath

Environment." Additional detail will be found in (5,6,7].



The next step in the study was to extend the previous analysis to the

case of an array in three dimensions. The elements were now assumed sus-

pended at various depths following normal and uniform vertical distributions.

With a large depth range the vertical beamwidth will be small

suggesting the possibility of forming simultaneous contiguous beams in the

vertical. These can be expected to resolve the multipath, each beam absorb-

ing a small part of the vertically dispersed rays. Beam outputs can then be

combined using schemes commonly used in communication diversity systems

Because the same elements are used to form multiple beams there is reason

to suspect that element random noise passing to the beam outputs will

be correlated. It was found possible, however, to specify beam spacing such

that this is not the case and such that adequate coverage of the vertical

range is obtained. The operation of such an array was simulated

for various diversity combining scheme miaking comparisons among combin-

ing schemes and also to the two-dimensional array which was similarly simu-

lated. A substantial improvement in main beam mean signal-to-noise ratio was

obtained in using the best of these schemes, the maximal ratio combiner.

Furthermore, the relative variance of the output was much reduced over the

two-dimensional case, a result which was expected. Also touched upon in

the simulation was the effect of varying the frequency of the source when

focused for a given frequency. Because focusing was done by phasing, the

array bandwidth is narrow--in the order of 1% of the center frequency. Higher

bandwidths can be achieved by using delay focusing rather than phase focusing.

At the very last the response to an off mainbeam source was simulated indi-
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cating that the sidelobe properties (i.e., the response when the azimuth of

focus and the source azimuth are different) are impaired by 
this mode of

operation. This part of the study deserves further work.

The analyses summarized in the previous paragraph appear in part in [8]

and [9]; a final component will be reported in the next issue of the 
Valley

Forge Research Center's progress reports. Copies of the pertinent work are

here attached as Appendices IVa, b, c.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE FLOATING ARRAY

The study carried out indicates that the array outputs can 
be processed

so as to effectively separate multipath arrivals. Optimally combining them

will give a substantial improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. Initial results

on attendant sidelobe level indicate that a price is paid in this 
regard; this

requires further investigation. Also, the effect of an unwanted signal simul-

taneously present when focusing on a wanted source requires attention. 
It is

possible that large off target signals entering on the sidelobes of the indi-

vidual diversity branches will capture the adaptive combiner. 
These last prob-

lems indicate a need for good sidelobe reduction properties on the 
individual

diversity branches. Nulling and spatial filtering techniques should be exam-

ined for their application here. We believe it particularly pertinent to look

into the modern spatial filtering methods known as the maximum likelihood 
and

the maximum entropy method (see e.g., the compendium of papers in [10]). These

methods have in a number of cases been shown to be a considerable 
improvement

over straightforward beamforning in respect to resolution of nearby targets and

in sidelobe suppression.
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CHITER 1

INTRODUCTION

A problem of great interest and importance in underwater acoustic

signal detection is the coherent combination of the outputs of widely

spaced receivers to form a very large arrry. The description "widely

spaced" means that the receivers are separated by distances much larger

than both the acoustic wavelength of interest, and the correlation dis-

tance of the random fluctuations in the medium. The implication is that

the signals received by the individual sensors are stochastically

independent, so that totally new methods of array processing are re-

quired.

There are two aspects of this problem, which involve entirely

sapz at ar, mthds.-z c f in-.c st g at _4 n. The fin t 1 s pr e-d e tec t 4--- ccher -

ent combination, by which the receivers use a priori information about

the state of the medium to search coherently for a signal source; the

objective is to improve signal detectability, and performance is quanti-

tatively measured by the array gain. The second aspect is post-

detection coherent combination, in which the receivers independently de-

tect a signal source, measure the signal phase in real time, and then

form a cohnrently focused array by correctly phase shifting the signals.

This is essentially a problem in signal processing. The former aspect,

however, is primarily a problem in underwater acoustic wave propagation

In a random mediurt, and requires a complete analysis of the space and

time varying characteristics of the ocean environment. This is the

problem to which this research has been devoted, and which Is the

1
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subject of this dissertation.

1.1 THE PROBLEIM OF COHERING WIDELY SPACED RECEIVERS

As an acoustic propagation medium, the ocean presents many diffi-

cult problems to signal reception. The speed of sound underwater varies

in space and time, and these fluctuations are both random and determin-

istic. Deterministic spatial variations include a gradual change in

the sound speed with depth, causing refraction of acoustic rays and a

multipath signal at the receiver. In addition, there are oceanographic

phenomena which are space/time random processes, resulting in unpredict-

able variations in the sound speed. Some of these fluctuations are

internal waves, tidal phenomena, currents, eddies, and surface waves.

The combined effect of these sound speed changes is a received signal

with random ampl.tude and phase varying spatially and temporally.

Another important cause of spatial phase variations is the effect of

ray paths which change with range and the resulting spatial change of

multipath interference. Additive noise further degrades signal recep-

tion; the primary sources are ambient noise, which is random and

spatially continuous, and discrete noise sources such as shipping

traffic whose characteristics may often resemble signals of interest.

To overcome some of these obstacles, acoustic sensors are combined

into an array. An amplification and a phase shift are applied to the

received output of each sensor and the results are summed. If each

phase shift is proportional to the time of arrival of the signal at

that sensor, then the array is phaced for that particular signal source

direction. For other directions, the rcception will be partially



incoherent, which helps in rejection of noise. In a conventional

array, the spacing between sensors is on the order of a wavelength.

Since the correlation distance of most random phase and amplitude

fluctuations is much greater than this, each sensor sees nearly

identical fluctuations and the signal outputs of the sensors can

still be summed coherently. Therefore the primary cause of degrada-

tion of signal reception for a conventional array is the interfer-

ing noise. Many techniques have been developed for noise rejection

and can be found in the literature.

Another important function of an array is localization of a signal

source. A measure of localization ability is the beamwidth, which is

inversely proportional to tha size of the array in wavelengths. The

disadvantage of a conventional array is that since most signal sourcek.

are in the fzr field, the array can only scan in angle; range informr,-

tLion must be estimated from the intensity of the received signal.

The localization is then limited by the array beamwidth. However, if

the receivars are separated by large distances, i.e., distances very

much greater than a wavelength, and on the same order of magnitude as

the range of interest for signal detection, then, in principle some of

these limitations may be overcome. The array could then scan in both

range and angle, since signal sources would be in the near field of

the huge aperture. Also, since the effective beam of the array is

then a very small two dimensional focal spot, resolution ability

would be greatly enhanced.

But the u-;v of a ve-ry large array alfso introduces many additional

problems. The grC:;t of,.;tnclc I ; that of loc.i tl1 ation amh Iguity.



If the number of component sensors is small and they have omni-

directional reception, then there are numerous locations at which a

signal source may be coherent at the array, and localization would

be impossible. For this reason, the topic considered here will be

limited to the case in which each receiver itself is an array

(henceforth, reference to a sensor will imply a subarray receiver).

This limits the ambiguity problem to the area of overlap of the

beams of the subarrays, before coherent combination. Another problem

is the fact that, since the sensors are now spaced at distances much

greater than the correlation lengths of random oceanographic fluctua-

tions, the randomness in the signal is independent among the receivers.

The correct phasc shift to apply to each receiver to search coherently

for a signal source is now a completely unknowm quantity. What, if

anything, can be done to coherently combire these receivers to form a

superarray aperture, and thereby improve signal detection capability?

This is the question which will be addressed and answered in the

dissertation.

The basic approach to the problem is as follows. A beacon signal

source is placed in the ocean, and radiates a known waveform to each

sensor. Each sensor measures the travel time of the signal in propaga-

ting through the random ocean channel. This information yields the

correct phase shifts for the superarray to focus on the beacon. The

objective is to scan the superariay focal spot: away from the beacon in

search of a signal. But since the ocean Is fluctuating both spatially

and temporally, the distance anl time for which this cdin be done is

limited duie to loss of colic 'c . Moro b o' ; will be required so



that the superarray may scan from beacon to beacon to maintain an

acceptable level of coherence; the sensors must also refocus on the

same beacon as often as is deternined by the stability time of the

fluctuations. The results to be presented in this dissertation will

be utilized to determine these required beacon spacings and refocus-

Ing times, for specified system performance parameters.

1.2 THE COHERENCE FUNCTION APPROACH TO THE SOLUTION

The underwater propagation path between the source and each

sensor is modeled as a random channel whose stochastic parameters

depend upon the oceanographic fluctuations. Since the random variations

in the received signal are uncorrelated among all sensors, the ability

to coherently combine the distorted signals depends upon the degree of

similarity cf their waveforms. In the frequency domain, this is

viewed as a measure of how well each spectral component of the signal

pairs can be combined in phase, despite the randomness.

A quantitative measure of this pairise coherence is given by the

spectral coherence function. Its masnitude, varying between zero and

unity, is the gain in received signal power achieved by combining a

pair of random signals with partial coherence; a value of unity Indi-

cates 100% gain in signal power. The argument of the coherence function

is the average phase difference between the signals necessary to

coherently combine them. By considering all possible pairs of sensors

In an array, the coherence function definc3: an important array perform-

ance parameter, the array gain. The cohe!rence function is therefore

the key to the relatlonh.iip of array perfor:::iice to oceanographIc
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fluctuations. The bulk of this research has been devoted to develop-

ing a parametric form for the coherence function, which can be used

to predict array system performance. The general theory of the

coherence function is presented in Section 2.4, and its solution for

the random multipath ccean channel, called the multipath coherence

function, is developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

1.3 SUMMRY OF RESULTS

By means of the model of uncorrelated random propagation channels,

an expression for the coherence function has been derived in terms of

the parameters of real oceanographic fluctuations. The model is

generalized to irclude scanning distances and times. Although the

results include the most recent information available on ocean pheno-

mena such as internal waves and tides, the structure of the model itself

is independent of these data and can easily accommodate future changes

or new theoretical developments in oceanographic fluctuations.

The results of the analysis demonstrate a simplification that

allows numerical results to be computed with no more than a hand calcula-

tor. The derived expression for the multipath coherence function is a

composite of three factors which affect signal coherence: determinis-

tic multipath interference, random fluctuations which are incoherent

among the rays of a multipath set, and fluctuations which are completely

coherent among rays. The actual multipath configuration can be ob-

tained from a ray tracing computer program or from experimental

measurements of an ocean cii.,..1', impulse response. The second fac-

tor 1s do.nldated ly I)ttri I.0 wives and the spatial varlations due to
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ray paths which change with range. The last factor is a fluctua-

tion due to internal tides. The value of this mathematical factori-

zation is that it permits each source of coherence degradation to be

analyzed separately and the relative effects of each to be compared.

In the coherence function, system design parameters such as scan

distance and scan time have been related to the parameters of the

ocean fluctuations. This enables a determination of required beacon

spacings and beacon refocusing times for the design of a superarray

system. These results are then applied to a superarray system design

to demonstrate practicality.

]Numerical results of the analysis show that widely spaced receiv-

ers can be comabined with partial coherence to cover large ocean areas,

and with signtficant realizable array gain. In addition, it is shown

that such a s;stem design is practical with respect to required density

of beacons and refocusing times. Methods of implementation of such a

system are proposed, which require only system components and proce-

dures well within the limits of current capabilities, both technically

and economically.

1.4 SULIARY OF PREVIOUS WORK

The primary application of this work is to an adaptive array tech-

nique known as self-cohering. When the array element locations are not

known accurately, or when the medium has a randomly varying index of

refraction, then array beamforming and scanning must be performed not

by a priori phasing based only on array geometry but also by measurement

of signal phase from a direction near the dc:sired source location.



Self-cohering techniques applied to retrodirective antenna arrays

were first discussed in [1]. A survey of current and previous work

in self-cohering techniques, and an analysis of beamforming and scan-

ning of self-cohering microwave arrays, is given by Steinberg [2].

Most of the current research in self-cohering techniques for very

large IF and microwave arrays is being done at the Valley Forge Re-

search Center [3].

Self-cohering techniques for arrays were first introduced into

the field of optics in the early 1970's. A description of some of

this work can be found in [4]. In principle, the techniques are identi-

cal to those used for antenna arrays.

Although adaptive techniques have been used in underwater acoustic

array processing for some years [5], a common assumption has been per-

fect signal coherence across the array aperture. A discussion of

signal processing for very large arrays can be found in [6]; however,

the unlikely assumption of perfect signal coherence is also made in

that report.

The most important aspect of this work is the analysis of signal

coherence in random ocean channels. There are two different definitions

of coherence in common use. In the field of electromagnetic wave

propagation, particularly in optics, the measure of coherence most

commonly used is simply the normilized time-domain cross-correlation

function. A thorough theoretical analysis of the significance and

application of this coherence function is given by Beran and Parrent

[7), and they also give a survey of previous rescarches. It is surpris-

ing, however, that all of the re'SL.archvrs were unaware of the other



definition of coherence until its rediscovery by Mandel and Wolf (8]

in 1976. First introduced in time series analysis by Wiener (9] in

1930, it is defined as the cross-power spectral density of two time

functions, normalized by their auto-power spectral densities. Probably

the best description and explanation of the physical significance of

this spectral coherence function is given by Koopmans [101, who also

presents a complete history of its development. Other analyses of

this coherence function and its use can be found in Bendat and Piersol

[111], and Jenkins and Watts [12].

The spectral coherence function is the measure which is used in

this work. Its advantage is that it gives an unambiguous quantitative

measure of the ability, at each frequency, to coherently combine ran-

domly distorted signals. A good discussion of the difference between

the two measures of coherence, and the advantages of the spectral co-

herence function, is given by Roth [13]. In the field of underwater

acoustic array processing, both definitions of coherence have been

used. Use of the cross-correlation coefficient in the definition of

array gain was demonstrated in [14]. Some applications of the spectral

coherence function to underwater acoustic processing are given Jn [15].

There has been a number of studies, both experimental and theoreti-

cal, of coherence of acoustic signals in a random ocean environment

and its effect on array performance. Smith [16] has presented an

analysis of spatial coheronce in random m:;u]tipath channels due to the

effects of variations of multfpath interfernice with range. However

his results are li1mited to separations for 0dhich the received signal

is a plane wave, and the randem varlatfon:; arv completely correlated.
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Jobst and Zabalgogeazcoa [17, 18] have analyzed the effects of a

moving source on signal coherence in a multipath channel. Here again

the signal is assumed to be a plane wave across the array and the phase

fluctuations are also assumed to be completely correlated among sensors.

Munk et al [19] have determined limits on coherent processing due to

phase fluctuations caused by internal waves. Their analysis is also

limited to small sensor separations and large phase fluctuations.

The major difference between all previous work and the work to be

performed here is that the former has been limited to sensor separations

that are within the correlation distance of the random fluctuations.

Degradation of coherence, then, essentially becomes just a matter of

lack of correlation between the randomness in signals. But this gives

no insight Into the ability to combine signals with partial coherence

when the receivers are far beyond this correlation distance. If the

random fluctuations in signals received by widely separated sensors are

small enough, then the possibility exists for achieving some gain by

properly phase-shifting one signal with respect to the other. Another

difference from previous work is that plane wave phase shifts are gener-

ally used for conventional beamforming and scanning. However, these do

not take into account the phase bias due to multipath and oceanographic

fluctuations. By using the true average phase difference between sig-

nals as predicted by the coherence function in terms of oceanographic

fluctuations a further increasc in gain may be realized. The spectral

coherence function is a suitable measure of this potential, and it is

toward this end that most of this research ha- been directed.
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1.5 ORGANIZATION AND CONTENTS

The chapters of this dissertation are organized into five inter-

related levels of material as indicated in Fig. 1.1. The first level

consists of this introductory chapter which lays the groundwork for the

dissertation by stating the problem, the approach to the solution, and

giving a summary of results and previous work. The second level is com-

posed of Chapters 2 and 3 and presents essential background information.

Chapter 2, "Underwater Acoustic Propagation and Array Processing", dis-

cusses the wave equation and ray solution, and variations in the sound

speed as causes of phase and amplitude fluctuations. Some characteris-

tics of underwater acoustic signals and noise are presented and the

general theory of the coherence function is developed. Basic array pro-

cessing theory in the space and time domaf.ns is discussed including the

general effect of the randomness of the medium. Array gain and its

relationship to the coherence function is presented and methods of bezm-

forming are discussed. Conventional arrays are considered with respect

to their characteristics of size, directivity, resolution, and correla-

tion of random fluctuations. The characteristics of very large arrays

are presented, including near field focusing and scanning, resolution,

uncorrelated channels and uncorrelated noise, and the array pattern.

A comparison is then made between conventional arrays and very large ar-

rays (VLA). Finally, the topic of a VLA composed of conventional sub-

arrays is discussed.

Chapter 3, "Occanographic Fluctuations and Their Effects on Propaga-

tLion", presents the characteristics of ocennogrphic fluctuations deter-

tiaied from c-prhinmenta] oh:;ervatIlot:;, and clas fies them according to
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LEVELS OF ORGANIZATION

CHAPER 1INTRODUCTION

CHAPER CHAPTER 3 BACKGROUND

CHAPER 4THEORY

CHATE 6CHAPTER 5 APPLICATIONS

CH.APER 7SUMMARY

Fig. 1.1 Organization of dissertation.
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their effect on array processing. Types of fluctuations are then dis-

cussed and the theory of those fluctuations which are relevant to the

design of a VLA is developed. The chapter concludes with a summary of

the relative importance of these fluctuations according to the latest

experimental and theoretical results.

The third level of organization consists of the central theory of

the dissertation, presented in Chapter 4, "The Multipath Coherence Func-

tion for Uncorrelated Underwater Channels". This level makes the tran-

sition from background material to the subject of the thesis and, with

few exceptions, follows directly from the first chapter for one thor-

oughly familiar with the background presented in Chapters .2 and 3.

The MCF is presented as a new measure of array performanace, and it---

physical significance is explained. The MCF is derived using the

stochastic time-varying channel represeni ation of multipath propaga-

tion for general oceanographic fluctuatiuns. The theory is then extend-

ed to include the effects of VLA scanning in space and time. The re-

sults of the analysis are discussed in detail, and the summary presents

a prelude to the development of the MCF in terms of real oceanographic

fluctuations in Chapter 5.

The fourth level of organization, couposed of Chapters 5 and 6, is

an application of the central theory of Chapter 4 to the background

material presented in Chapters 3 and 2, respectively. Chapter 5,

"The Coherence Function in Terms of the Oceanographic Fluctuations",

incorporate3 the parameters of the predoinaznt fluctuations into the

MCF and analyzes the effects of e'dch on coh;rrnee. In particular, new

theories are developed for the Off(,ct!: of .; 1itLii ly varying multipath
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interference and internal tides. Complete numerical results are given

which show the effects of source range, frequency, multipath character-

istics, and scanning on coherence, due to each individual source of

fluctuation. Physical interpretations of the results are also given.

Chapter 6, "Application to a Superarray System Design", is con-

cerned with a practical application of the previous developments to the

design of a large underwater aperture of coherently combined subarrays.

An approach to a complete VLA system design is outlined, including such

considerations as beacon placement, beacon waveforms, and required bea-

con spacings. A system design procedure is then given which proposes

a methodology for implementation of system specifications. Finally,

other important considerations are mentioned, such as localization

and source tzacking.

The last level of organization is comprised of Chapter 7, "Summary

and Recommendations for Further Study". This chapter concludes the

work with an interpretation of results and a statement of all limita-

tions. Recommendations are then made for future studies of relevant

topics not considered here.

As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, the essence of this dissertation can

be obtained from Chapters 1, 4, and 7 which contain a statement of the

problem, the method of solution, and results, respectively. Chapters 2

and 3 provide a basis for the dcivelopment of Chapters 5 and 6, which
q

latter are necessary for a full understanding of how the conclusions of

Chapter 7 follow from the theory developed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2

UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION AND ARRAY PROCESSING

2.1 THE WAVE EQUATION AND RAY SOLUTION

The propagation of an underwater acoustic wave obeys the wave

equation for the pressure

V2p 12 (2.1)
Vp 2  2

C at

in which p = p(x,y,zt) and c = c(z).

Assu.in n time dnnendence e the wave equation becomes

+ - p = 0. (2.2)

By making a substitution of the form

p = Ae - p  (2.3)

the Eikonal equation for the phase is obtained:

(12 2 (2.4)
2

C

The speed of sound, c(.), has a v.iriation with ocean depth determined

17
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primarily by variations in temperature and pressure. The sound speed

increases as temperature and pressure increase, resulting in a sound

speed profile as shown in Fig. 2.1. The sound speed usually has its

maximum at the surface where the temperature is the highest. The

sound speed decreases as depth increases due to the decreasing tempera-

ture until the effect of increasing pressure causes it to again increase.

The depth of the minimum sound speed is known as the sound channel

axis. Maximum variations of c(z) are from about 1480 m/sec to

1550 m/sec and depend on climate, season and time of day.

The Eikonal equation is valid if

X Ag << 1 (2.5)
C

i.e., if the fractional change in the sound speed gradicnt, g = dc/dz,

over the distaAce 3f a wavelength is very small compared to f = e/X.

The surfaces (x,y,z) - constant define the wavefronts and the ray

paths perpendicular to these wavefronts can be found once c(z) has been

specified. An example of ray tiacing for a specific sound speed profile

is given in Fig. 2.2. From the Eikonal equation comes the underwater

acoustic equivalent of Snell's law, written as

c(z) = C(zv)cosO (2.6)

in terms of the sound specds at a depth z an(. ac the vertex depth zv,

and the angle 0 which a ray wakes with the horizontal at a depth z.

When the gradient g is positive, a ray is concave upward, and when g is

negative, it Is conc.avc dowwiard. lFor a ray which leaves a soturce at
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depth zs at an initial angle 00, the sound speed at the vertex can be

found from (2.6). The ray is within a sound channel when it has both

an upper and a lower vertex and all rays which leave the source at

angles smaller than 00 will stay within this sound channel. Certain

rays which leave the source will reach a receiver at a depth zR The

underwater sound channel is therefore characterized by multipath propa-

gation between source and receiver.

The total phase of a ray in propagating from source to receiver

is * wT, and total travel time is found directly from (2.4) as

T (z) • (2.7)

ray path

The travel times, pressure amplitudes, and arrival angles of all rays

which reach a receiver are usually obtained from a ray tracing

computer program. For a specified sound speed profile, source range,

frequency, source depth and receiver depth, the program will compute

the above quantities for all possible ray paths between source and re-

ceiver.

An example of the characteristics of multipath propagation is

shown in Fig. 2.3. The source and receiver are separated by a range

R = 500 ki. The figure shows the travel times and relative amplitudes

of the rays reaching the receiver, all of which are bottom reflected.

The nominal or average travel time for the chatinel is seen to be on

the order of To = R/c = 500/1.5 = 333 sec and i.; callcJ the bulk time

delay. The rays arrive in pairs with approximately the same amplitude,
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one ray arriving at an upward angle and the other at the same angle

In a downward direction. The initial angles of these rays at the

source are also equal about the horizontal. Rays which leave the

source at small angles have larger amplitudes due to shorter path

lengths and fewer bottom reflections. As the initial angle of each

ray pair increases, its path length and number of bottom reflections

increase, and the relative amplitude decreases. Due to the attenua-

tion of high angle rays over long ranges, ray arrivals with signifi-

cant amplitudes are usually limited to small arrival angles. The time

between the first ray arrival and the last ray arrival is called the

time spread of the channel, Ts. The time spread usually increases

with increasing range and, for the figure shoum, TS = 7 sec.

The received pressure field for a multipath channel is the

superposition of: K individual ray arrivals given by

ik eJ~t K -JwT k

I1wk = K I Ak e (2.8)
k=1 k=l

This field exhibits interference among the component rays. resulting in

frequency selective fading. Depending upon the arrival timaes and

amplitudes of the rays, the received field will demonstrate construc-

tive or destructive interference at different acoustic frequencies as

depicted in Fig. 2.4. The received field will be at a maximum at

frequencies for which the rays are all in pha:'e, while for other fre-

quencies it may fade due to total destructive Interfcrence. Frequency

selective fading demonct.rates the importance of a frequency domain

analysis of multipaith channul .
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2.2 EFFECT OF RANDOM FLUCTUATIONS

Besides the deterministic variation of sound speed with depth,

there are oceanographic fluctuations which are random processes in

space and time and cause fluctuations in the ocean temperature, result-

ing in random fluctuations in the sound speed. Among these fluctuations

are internal waves, which are predominant, internal tides, currents,

and eddies. The sound speed is now given by

ct c(z) + 6c(x,y,z,t) (2.9)

where 6c/c is typically on the order of 10- . In the presence of

this random sound speed fluctuation, the rays will be slightly per-

turbd fro= thc' . . panths azc -c= i 2.5.

The effect of the fluctuations must be found by solving the wave

equation usin; the sound speed given by (2.9). The method of solution

depends upon the acoustic wavelength, range from source to receiver,

and the correlation lengths and times of the random fluctuations. In

this work, the solution for the pressure in the presence of ray pertur-

bations will be restricted to the geometrical optics region where

diffraction effects are negligible so that amplitude fluctuations are

much smaller Zihan the phase fluctuations. The conditions which must be

satisfied for this solution to be valid are:

1. The wavelength is much smaller than the smallest correla-

tion length of the fluctuations,

<< 0 (2.10)

-" , .... ... . T, .. .... .. .i .... ... . ...... ..." .. .... .. ....- .. ... ... .,i. . .. I II II0 l
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2. The travel time is much smaller than the smallest correla-

tion time of the fluctuations,

T << TO . (2.11)

3. Diffraction effects (and therefore ray amplitude fluctua-

tions) are negligible, which requires that the size of a

Fresnel zone be smaller than the smallest correlation

length of the fluctuations,

2RF
A = F < 1. (2.12)

k 0

For homogeneous, isotropic fluctuations, the condition

is

A All_ < 1. (2.13)

For inhomogeneous, anisotropic fluctuations such as internal

waves, the diffraction parameter A is obtained by an average

over a ray path,

2
A =(2.14)

0 >ray path

For internal waves fl)

A - (50 lIz/f) (R1300 ki-). (2.15)

4. The total rean square phase fluctuation for an individual

ray, satinfiLs
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A 1. (2.16)

For internal waves [1]

-2 = 2
2 (f/50 Hz) (R/300 km). (2.17)

The region A > 1, P < 1 corresponds to the Rytov solution

of the wave equation (the method of smooth perturbations) in which

amplitude variations are no longer negligible. The combination of

this region and the geometrical optics regime comprises the unsaturated

region, in which a propagating wave can still be represented by an

amplitude and a phase. This is no longer true, however, in the

saturated regions in which there are very strong perturbations in the

ray paths. A diagram of these regions for internal wave fluctuations

is given in Fg. 2.6.

With the restriction to the geometrical optics region, the total

phase of the th ray is

k= dS dS c dS = (T

Sc(z)+6c(x,y,z,t) =  t- - C

kth ray path (2.18)

The received random multipath field now becomes

J() j' t Y, -JwT k -1 t k

=M-e X e e (2.19)
k=l

where tk is the travel time variation caured by perturbations in the

ray path. The mean scl:,'re phase fluctuation is
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2 2 (f -C S)(2.20)
k t

Another important parameter in determining the effects of phase

fluctuations is the phase structure function [2], defined as the mean

square difference in the phase fluctuations between two rays. In

terms of the fractional sound speed fluctuation along rays 1 and 2,

PI = (6c/c)1 and p2 =(c/c)29

it is given by

~12 <(Wt1 Wt 2) 2> = 'cf1d C ~2d ]
0 ji 0S

ray 1 ay

; 2 ._ 2
= 2 1 2 2p12 + 5 2 (2.21)

where the totil phase correlation between the two rays is

1 ( -'r11>)dS IdS 2  .(2.22)

1 2 1 1 2

The phase structure function thus depends upon the total mean square

phase fluctuation for each ray, and on the correlation between the

sound speed fluctuations at all points along the ray paths, given by

2 ,2
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2.3 SIGNAL AND NOISE CAACTERISTICS

The definition of signals and noise is somewhat subjective in

that it depends upon what type of acoustic reception is of primary

interest, and which others cause interference in the attempt to detect

it. A signal may be a partially coherent narrow band acoustic wave

such as a discrete frequency line from a surface ship, while the noise

may be incoherent and broadband, such as ambient noiqe arising from a

superposition of numerous long range sources. On the other hand, a sig-

nal might be a broadband random source, while interfering noise could

be narrow band and highly coherent such as from surface ships. In this

study, a signal is defined as any acoustic wave, either random or deter-

ministic, narro, band or broadband, which originates at a single point

source, and therefore is partially coherent at separated sensors. Also

the noise will te limited to random broadband ambient noise which is

incoherent at separated receivers.

2.4 THE COHERENCE FUNCTION

Consider an acoustic point source radiating a waveform s(t) which

has a spectrum S(w) . Assume that the wave propagates without attenua-

tion along single paths to two separated reccivers. In each channel,

the signal incurs a time delay equal to its travel time, a random

travel time fluctuation, and an additive noise. The travel time

fluctuation is slowly varying compared to duration time of the signal.

The received outputs are then spectrum analy:zed and summed as depicted

in Fig. 2.7.

*ln this d1.icut;:,;ion arvc/ox-:; arc truncatcd at some finite time.
Fourier tran-;for:,i; ;rfru takeii over thMi finite tme Interval.
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Fig. 2.7 Signal procc;:Jng for random channels.
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The ensemble average power output of this resulting two element

array is proportional to

PT = <sI (w)+Nl ()+S2(w)+N 2(w )12>

= (isp 12MI 2s 2 ( )1> +2Re (S 2 (w)

+ <IN1(W) I2+KIN 2 I() +2Re<Nl(O,, 2 *(u),> . (2.23)

Assuming equal noise power

N<0(W Nl(W)I > <I Ki2 (w)12> (2.24)

and equal signal power,

SK(W - ISlCw)17> = Kis2 w)I*?> ,(2.25)

then

PT = 2S0 (w)+2S 0 (w)ReyS ()+2o 0 (w)+2N 0 (W)Rey N (W) . (2.26)

The quantities yS(w) and yN(M)are the signal and noise coherence

functions, respectively, defined as

1Su1() = I y (2.27)

and

Y~ M _ <N . 2  . (2.28)
N. < I N.l . ..
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The significance of these functions is more apparent in their

relationship to array gain. The array gain is defined as the sig-

nal to noise power ratio of the array divided by the signal to noise

power ratio of the individual receiver,

G /NA (2.29)
S 0IN0

or, equivalently, as the signal power gain of the array divided by

the noise pouer gain of the array

G = A/,O (2.30)

Since for th,! two receiver array,

S= 2S +2S Rey (2.31)

A 0 0 Rey

and

NA 0 2N042NoReYN , (2.32)

then

l+Rey S
G 1+Ry (2.33)

It can be Fuen from (2.33) that ys(w) is a quantitative measure of

the gain in average sigaal powi.r achieved by combining a pair of sen-

sors with pirflal coherence; a NAluj- of un;y ludic:ites 100% gain In
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signal power.

In order to make the significance of the coherence function more

clear, it will be assumed that the random travel time fluctuaticns,

tI and t2, are temporally stationary Gaussian random processes which

have zero mean, variance a 2, and spatial correlation coefficient p

with largest correlation distance Los so that for receivers with

separations greater than L p, P = 0. From (2.27), the coherence

function is

jw~t t 22 -JL) (T 1 -T)yS~ ~ 1- e-(tt2)) -j-'(11-T2) -e2o2(i-0)e -JT-2)

\ee ' e ee" (2.34)

It can now be clearly seen that the coherence depends upon both the

correlatu.on of tbe f.tctu;.tinn i ad their Pize. The most important

conclusion to be made is that if p = 0, the coh-rece yS(W) is not

necessarily zero, and in fact can attain values very close to unity if

2a is small enough. The major premise of this dissertation is that the

random fluctuations are stochastically independent due to the large

receiver separations, so that the major effort is directed toward

determining the size of the random fluctuations. The above expression

also hints at the fact that the argument of the coherence function is

the average phase difference between the signals necessary to coher-

ently combine them.

For arbitrary signals, the coherence ftunction is formally defined

as [3, 4, 5)
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YS M -(2 (2.35)

where G1 2 (w) is the cross power spectral density of the received sig-

nals, and G1(w), G2 (w) are the auto power spectral densities. Its two

most important properties are

1 - its magnitude, varying betwueen zero and unity, is a quantita-

tive measure of the ability to combine random signals by giving the

gain in average signal power.

2 - its argument is the average phase difference between the

signals necessary to coherently combine them [4].

It should be noted that the coherence function is not simply the fre-

quency domain analog of the normalized tir:e cross-correlation function.

The correlation function is normalized on:.y to the mean of the total

power in each channel, but the coherence function is normalized at

each frequency separately [6]. Another major difference is that the

correlation function includes the entire .pectrum of frequencies pre-

sent in the signal waveform; there may be a high degree of coherence

at certain discrete frequancies, but this information will be lost if

coherence is low over the major portion of the signal spectrum. This

again demonstrates the importance of frequency domain analysis.

2.5 ARRAY PIOCE'SSIN;G

It was stated in the previous section that the argument of the

signal coherence functio n is the average pliao difference between
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the two received signals. In practice, then, each sensor pair

would phase shift the received signal by this amount before adding

the receiver outputs. The degradation of coherence would then be

determined by the magnitude of the coherence function which is a

measure of the random phase fluctuation about the average.

The generalization of array gain to an array of N sensors with

amplifications and phase shifts applied to their received signals

before combination is [7]

N N ,

S1n1 WmWn YSmn
G N N ,

I W MW n YNnn (c)

m=l n=l m n (2.36)

W t rS W

in which the w are the complex weights for the amplifications and

phase shifts, and the signal coherence between receivers m and n is

, with Yn(W) = Yn(w) and Y Smm(w) = 1, and likewise for

YNmn(). Conventional beamforming is the choice of the w. to co-

phase for the average signal phase difference given by yS (W).

This does not consider the effects of the noise on array gain.

Adaptive be.aniforming [8] however, consists of choosing the weight

matrix W to optimize the qunntity (2.36), which does take the noise

coherence matrix, rN' into account. For the, case of incoherent

noise, "N becoms the unit nirtrix, and tho two wneihods are then equiva-

lent.
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Assume that the signal coherence has the same magnitude be-

tween all pairs of sensors so that 1YSmn1 = YS for m j n, and that

the weights have unit magnitudes, with their phases chosen to co-

phase perfectly for the average phase difference between each pair

of signals given by the argument of y Smn If the pairwise noise co-

herences are also equal so IyNn1 = YN for m n, and if the noise

has zero mean, then

I+(N-I)y S

G =+(N)ys (2.37)

This expression will be valuable in corparing conventional arrays

with very large arrays.

Another important performance parameter in array processing

is the directional power response of the array, called the array

pattern. When an array is cophased for a particular source direction:.

a signal arriving from a different direction will cause a different

array response due to the different relative path lengths among sen-

sors to the new source direction. The direction for which the array

is cophased Is the primary wnximum of the pattern and is called the

main beam. For so:ie other directions the relative path lengths will

cause a partially destructive interference resulting in a region of

lower power icponse called the sidelobo region. Besides the direction

of the main beam, constructive IftCri :VtXcC will occur in other

directions causing addition:1. primary 'xia in the pattern. Since

an array cannot ditinguinh which pri::lry maxitmu is receiving a

signal source, tl'ic riml : iTn 5o1rc, ]oc ,tiou 1m1, iuitiCs sometimes
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called grating lobes. The quantities of relevance in this study

are the main beam width and the distance between primary maxima.

The order of magnitude of these quantities can be estimated

independent of noise and random fluctuations.

Consider a single path channel with constant, non-random sound

speed, and a source at a range R . The signal received at the nthn

sensor is proportional to s(t-T n) which has a spectrum S n(W)
-jwTn

S(a))e n, where Tn = R /c. The response of an array of N sensors

to this signal is

N NPA I w m
m=l n=l

(2.38)

I (W) 1211W,, * e-J'-'(Tm-Tn)

To cophase for a signal at a different range, R 0 , the complex
JWT nC 

n

weights are chosen so that wn = 1 Wnle , with Tn0 = Rn0/c.

Eq. (2.38) then gives the response to a source at an arbitrary

range Rn; when R n wR the array response is at its maximum.an nO '

2.5 .1. CONVENTIONAL ARIRAY

Consider a linear array of length L, whose N receivers are located

at distances d from the origin, uhich receives a signal from a source
n

at range Ro, as depicted in Fig. 2.8. A conventional array is

characterized by

1 - receiver !w1)ar:L1on. which are on thc ordcr of wavelengths,
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and therefore much smaller than the smallest correlation distance

of the fluctuations, i.e.

dn - X << Z 0 (2.39)

2 - Fraunhofer diffraction, so that the source Is in the far

field, and the array receives a plane wave, i.e.

R > (2.40)

It therefore follows that the total phase to receiver n is

WT T T4.kdn 5 ,Ls.
n 0 n

and from (2.38) the array pattern is

N N jk(d M-dn )sinOPA I WWCe • (2.42)

A I mwnem=l n=1

If the weights are chosen to form a beam in the direction 00, then

-jkdn sin90
W lIw.le n O(2.43)

so the pattern is

N N jk(d -d )u
PA ' I HIlW (2.44)

m.-]. n~l
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in which the pattern variable in sine space has been introduced,

u - sinO-sinO0 . (2.45)

The width of the main beam of the conventioaal array is approximately

Au - , (2.46)
B LL

and the spacing between primary maxima when the receivers are nearly

equally spaced is on the order of

AuM  NX (2.47)
L

S rnce (2.45) show.t that the maxi-,Jr-l range of u is 2, there wil! be

no ambiguities if

L !S NX (2.48)
2

Eq. (2.39) implies that p = 1 between all receiver pairs, so

that the coherence from (2.34) becomes

Smn k(d-d n )sinO (2.49)

which shows that the average phase difference between the received

signals is

- -k(d M-( )sinO . (2.50)

After cophasing, the sgan of (2.37) fot uit ,t. I gh :; is
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N

G +(Nl)yN (2.51)

in which the noise may be partially coherent due to the close sensor

spacings. For yN30, G4N, which is the maximum attainable value.

For yN -1, G+I, and for large N, the gain can be no greater than

1/YN, and does not depend on N. This implies that for very small

values of yN' it is worthwhile increasing N to increase G, but for

medium values of yN' say y N=.5, the gain can be no more than G = 2,

i.e., 3 dB, no matter how large N is.

2.5.2 VERY LARGE ARRAY (VLA)

Consider no;; the cunfigurLion of a VLA depicted in Fig. 2.9.

In contrast t3 the conventional array, it has the following character-

istics:

1 - receiver separations which are greater than the largest

correlation distance of the fluctuations, and therefore much greater

than a wavelength,

d 1>>Lo> . (2.52)

2 - Fresnel diffraction, which implies that the source is in the

near field, and the signal is not a plane wave, i.e.

R0 < L2  (2.53)0
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Fig. 2.9 Cofigiiraion of cvenioalaray
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For a single path, non-random medium, T R /c, and the arrayC.n n

pattern from (2.38) is

Pj Ww* e (2.54)

in which the weights should be chosen to cophase for the desired

source location. Unlike the conventional array, a VLA can discrimin-

ate in range. It is therefore convenient to give the pattern

characteristics in units of length in both range and azimuth. The

radial width of the main beam, called the depth of field, is on the

order of

APB X 6 (2.55)

and the corresponding width of the main beam in azimuth or cross-

range is

ASB x (Roy. (2.56)

The spacing between primary maxima when the receivers are nearly

equally spaced is

2

AP ~ N2 Ro (2.57)

in range and
*These results wore ozain,d from computations using a linear VLA
of equally spaccd rccxoivers.
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AS- "X (2.58)

in cross range.

It is apparent that, since L is large for the VLA (on the order

of Ro), there are numerous ambiguities in both range and azimuth,

with spacings on the order of wavelengths. For the same reason, the

VLA beamwidth is much smaller than that of a conventional array.

The characteristic of large spacings from (2.52) implies that

the random fluctuations are uncorrelated between receivers, so that

p = 0. From the simple example of (2.34) the coherence is then

.202 -jc (Tm-r n )

"Smn ' e e . (2.59)

The coherence now depends only on the size of te fluctuations

determined by a. The average phase difference is

m n = -(T m -T n) .(2.60)

In general, this phase difference cannot be predetermined due to

the random fluctuations, so that some method of measurement must be

used.

Due to the large receiver spacings, the ambient noise will be

incoherent, so that yN 0. The idealized gain from (2.37) Lhen be-

comes

G , +(N-I)yS (2.61)
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For S-0, G-1, and for ys-1l, G-N, its maximum. However, in con-

trast with the conventioaal array, there is now no limit to the

attainable gain as N increases. For intermediate values of yst and

for large values of N, G-'Nys. A comparison of the idealized gain

as a function of the number of receivers, N, is given in Fig. 2.10

for the VLA and the conventional array.

2.5.2.1 VLA OF SUBARRAYS

Consider a situation in which there are N individual omni-

directional receivers with which to design an array. If N is small

then it is not practical to design a VLA with these receivers by

separating then, all by large distances. There is no increase in

localization due to directional ambiguities, and gain is lost due

to decrease of signal coherence because of the large receiver

spacings. H{owever it is practical to subdivide the N available

receivers into coherently combined conventional subarrays. There

will be an increase in localization ability over that of a single

conventional array of N receivers since each subarray has a beam

which can intersect those of the other subarrays, and the ambigui-

ties of the VLA are limited to this region of intersection.

Consider a system of 11V subarrays, each containing N receiv-
S

ers. The subarray gain is

NsC N (2.62)

S S
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Fig. 2.10 Comnparison of conventional array gain with VLA gain.
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and the gain of a VIA of omnidirectional sensors is

Gv = 1+(N v-I)Ys (2.63)

so that the gain of a VLA of subarrays is

G C GvG

(2.64)
=I(v-I)y S  • +NS-~

For y. 0,

G NS[I+(NvI)Ys]. (2.65)

It can be sern from this expression that even small values of VLA

gain, GV, car. be very significant. For example, with Ns =20, NV  2,

and yS = .5, from (2.63), G = 30. By combiniiTg only 2 subarrays with

a coherence of only 50% the effective number of elements in each sub-

array when they are used incoherently has been increased from 20 to

30. The expense of an individual subarray system including its

deploymnent, operations personnel, signal processing, etc., may be

huge. The coherent cowbination of such subarrays requires only some

additional signal procc:ssing procedures and algorithms. Therefore,

from a cost effectiveness vie:point, a VLA gain of only 1.5 will in-

crease the value of such a large syst:ei by this same factor, with

mninmal additional cxpense.

The subarrays may still be us cd incoh arcnty to increase
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localization ability due to the intersection of their beams. When

they are combined coherently, the localization is no better than the

incoherent system, but the value of the increase in gain achieved may

be outstanding.

Due to the VLA ambiguity problem, application of the theory

presented here will be limited to a VLA of subarrays. Further

analysis of this subject will be presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTFR 3

OCEANOGRA\PHIC FLUCTUATIONS AND TIEIR EFFECTS ON PROPACATION

3.1 CHAPVACTERISTICS OF OCEANOGRAPHIC FLUCTUATIONS

Oceanographic fluctuations cause variations in the amplitude

and phase of a multipath acoustic signal. Some of these fluctuations

are environmental, in that they are due to variations in the ocean

medium itself, such as internal wave fluctuations, independent of

the presence of an acoustic signal.

The other fluctuations are classified as acoustic, since they de-

pend upon the presence of an acoustic signal and its propagation

characteristics. Examples of this type are spatial multipath varia-

tions due to zhanging source or receiver location, and frequency

selective fading caused by multipath arrivals with different travel

times. In addition, the environmental fluctuations cause acoustic

flttuations, since signal characteristics are influenced by the

medium.

Acoustic fluctuations may be spatial and temporal. At a fixed

location, the amplitude and phase of a signal will vary with time,

and at any given rime, they will vary for different source or re-

ceiver locations. A good ex.:imple of environmentally induced acoustic

phase fluctuti ton, which droi~straton th.:ir spatial and temporal

variability, Is given in Fig. 3.1. Thi," -.hows the results of a 13

month time series of acousti.c- phine tac,, in the Straits of Florida,

47
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and reported by Steinberg, et al [1]. The measurements were made

at three fixed colinear hydrophones at ranges of 7, 42, and 43

miles from a fixed source. Besides the obvious temporal phase

variation, it can be seen how the phase varies with receiver separa-

tion at a given time.

Environmental fluctuations are also characterized by a temporal

spectrum with different correlation lengths and correlation times.

Periods of the spectral components vary from minutes to months,

and characteristic lengths of the fluctuations have a scale ranging

from meters to thousands of kilometers. It can be stated as a

general rule, that the lower the frequency of the fluctuation, the

larger are its energy content, correlation length, and correlation

time. In Fig. 3.1, note the high degree of correlation between the

entire time s3ries of H42 and 1143 due to their small separation,

while they have a high correlation with 117 only at the longer

period, larger amplitude fluctuations.

Environmental fluctuations can also be classified as geographic

and non-geographic. Non-geographic fluctuations are those which

occur in all areas of all oceans of the world, such as interval waves

and internal tides. Currents and eddies are examples of the latter,

and occur only in certain areas of the ocean under certain conditions.

An excellent report on current knowledge of environmental and

acoustic fluctuntions in the sea and mca.;urcment techniques is pre-

sented by Sykes (2]. This report summarives the results of measure-

ments done over the at decade of all types of oceanographic

: . j
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fluctuations and their effects on propagation, and gives a com-

plete bibliography. Any reader who desires further information con-

cerning oceanographic fluctuations should consult this report.

Further analysis here will. be limited to only those fluctuations

which are relevant to this study. In order to determine this limita-

tion, a further description of the VLA system is necessary.

As described in Section 1.1, a VLA focuses its widely spaced

receivers on a beacon source at time t. Using' average phase shifts

determined by the pairwise coherences among all receivers, the VLA

then scans a distance S at time t + T. The statistics of coherence

are determined by considering an ensemble of identical such systems

over which tie environmental random processes of interest are

stationary in space and time. The requirement of stationarity first

implies that each member of the ensemble must have the same climate,

meteorological conditions, and season, all of which affect the nominal

multipath structure. Secondly, the requirement that

" <<T O  (3.1)

and

s << (3,2)

whereT 0 and' 0 are characteristic time and lungth of some portion

of the spectrum in tiuc and space of all environmental fluctuations

places a limit on thI fluctuation8; which mi-;t be considered in order to

Vantain st 1 t n;,rity. For T on the order of hoir klnd S on the order
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of 100 km the environmental fluctuations can be limited to

1 - Internal waves, which have correlation time of an hour, and

correlation length of several kilometers.

2 - Internal tides, with a correlation time of hours, and

correlation distance of tens of kilometers.

Larger scale fluctuations with T on the order of days or longer, and
0

X0 of hundreds of kilometers or larger, can then be omitted and

stationarity will still be maintainad.

In order to maintain a uniformity in the analysis and results,

this study will also be limited to those types of fluctuations which

are not geographic in nature, and therefore apply to all oceans of the

world. The analysis thus ignores geographic anomalies such as currents

and eddies which may further degrade coherence.

3.2 TYPES OF OCEVNOGRAPHIC FLUCTUATIONS

There are many known types of oceanographic fluctuations, and

some have only been analyzed experimentally. Sykes [2] lists the

primary causes of acoustical fluctuations as

1. Surface waves which cause frequency spreading of the signal

spectrum due to the Doppler effect. Their effect is

negligible compared to other fluctuations.

2. Internal waves, which occur due to varying density of the

ocean, and which cause variations in the sound speed. They

are one of the predominant causes of acoustic phase fluctua-

tions.
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3. Tidal phenomena, diurnal and semi-diurnal, cause changes

in water depth which are negligible effects for deep

ocean propagation, tidal streaming causing currents which

are a geographic effect, and internal tides which are one

of the primary causes of non-geographic phase fluctuations.

4. Rossby waves which cause long term large space scale

fluctuations.

5. Solar heating which causes daily changes in water temperature

and acoustic phase. Its effect is less than internal tides.

6. Changes in lunar declination cause large phase fluctuations

with a period of 27 days and a large space scale.

7. Wind influences acoustic phase by changing the water tempera-

ture.

8. Sourie motion causes spatial variations in multipath inter-

ference, as well as frequency shifting and spreading due to

a different Doppler shift for each ray path.

In addition to these from reference [2], a very important cause

of acoustic phase and amplitude fluctuations is

9. Frequency selective fading due to variations in multipath

interference as frequency varies. This effect was explained

in Section 2.1. The four types of fluctuations to be con-

sidered in thic anlysis will be discu;:;ed in the following

sectivois in their order of importance.
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3.2.1 SPATIAL VARIATIONS DUE TO JULTIPATH INTERFERENCE

As source-to-receiver range varies, the travel time of each

ray changes at a different rate. This causes a variation of the

amplitude and phase of the resultant multipath field described in

Section 2.1. For large changes in range, the number and types of

rays which reach the receiver may also vary due to changing propaga-

tion geometry. However, for smaller range variations, the ray types

and number of arrivals will remain constant. This latter situation

will be considered here for simplicity; in any event, the region

over which the ray characteristics do not change must be computed

from a ray tracing program.

Clark, et al [3], have analyzed, through a ray tracing program,

the variation3 in resultant phase and ampl:-tude for a source moving

from 500 km to 520 km at various speeds. The results of interest to

this study are the purely spatial variaticns without regard to the

complicated variations due to the Doppler effect. In the frequency

domain analysis, the effect of Doppler shift can be overcome by shift-

ing the filter frequency of the receiver by the proper amount.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawrn from the results of

[3]. First, there is a linear phase trend given by uiT where T = R/c.

When this effect is subtracted out, there is still a fluctuation of

the resultant amplitude and phase. This fluctuation increases as the

range increases from the reference point. Secondly, as the reference

range increases, the spread of arrival angics generally decreases,

since higher angle rays are attenuated by ajn increa.sing number of
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bottom reflections. This implies that the variation in resultant

phase will be less, since there is less of a phase difference among

rays with closely spaced arrival angles.

The importance of these variations is that they might severely

affect scanning ability of a VLA, since average phase shifts will

be used to scan, and there may be large variations about the average

due to the spatial multipath interference. Due to the impracticality

of computing actual variations with a ray tracing program for each

situation, the following analysis will take a stochastic approach

to the solution.

Theory

Consider" the expression for a multipath fiald presented in

Section 2.1,

K jt K e- j WTkH(W) I ~p k = e kj1 k e"28

k=1 k=1

Each of the K rays has an angle of arrival " Some characteristics

of the spread of angular arrivals are sy-nietry about the horizontal,

and a rapidly decreasing density of arrivals as angle increases from

the horizontal. If (2.8) represents the field received

from a source at range R, then for a range R + x, where x is small

compared to R, tho received field Js proportional to
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K -JwT X O
H(w) I k e os k

k=l

(3.3)

K -JwTk -JwtSkIA ke e S

k=l

The quantity t Sk is the travel time variation due to the spatial

changes in multipath interference.

It is desired to determine how the amplitude and phase of H(w)

vary with x for different characteristics of the arrival angles, ek

First, assume that each e is an independent random sample from some
k

distribution which approximaces the characteristics of the determinis-

tic spread of 0 k  Although Tk is also a function of 0 the quantity

of interest is the deviation of the phase and amplitude of H(w) from

its value at range R, regardless of the values of Tk, so that the Tk

will be considered to be non-random. In accordance with the arrival

angle characteristics stated above, the ray arrivals will be approxi-

mated by a zero mean Gaussian distribution, as shoun in Fig.3.2. Since

e is small, the exponential in (3.3) can be expanded as

k

cs .x .x Ok2

e = e e 2

The expected value of the received field is then

K -JwT k
= C5 (W) I Ae (3.5)

k=l
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where cs() is the characteristic function of tSk,

S M <e-wt S> - [l+(2ac2) 2 exp j -2+ -tan-l(2xa 2

C 2

(3.6)

where a = wx/2c and the variance is a2  <0k2 >* This result

shows that the average field is attenuated as its resultant phase and

amplitude fluctuations increase due to increases in source range varia-

tion, frequency, and angular ray spread, a. In addition, the result-

ant average phase is a composite of two terms. The first is the

nominal phase change due to a change in range and the second is due

to thp spread in arrivql. arles. The cha.racreristic function;

S (w), will be utilized in Chapter 5 to cetermine the effects of

these spatial variations on coherence.

3.2.2 INTERNAL WAVES

The greatest contribution to the knowledge of internal waves

and their effect on acoustic signals has been made by oceanographers..

Reference [2] gives an extensive bibliography concerning work in

internal waves.

Internal waves are generated in regions of varying density in the
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ocean. Propagation of the waves causes random variations of the

density, and hence the sound speed. The scale sizes of internal

wave fluctuations vary from meters to kilometers, with correlation

distances in the horizontal much greater than the vertical, i.e.

>> LV, implying that the ocean is anisotropic. In addition,

the sound speed fluctuations caused by internal waves are much

greater at the surface than at greater depths, so that the ocean is

also Inhomogeiieous. Internal waves are also characterized by a dis-

persive spectrum; roughly speaking, the spectrum of the phase

-3
fluctuations varies as (.W  for periods ranging from 1 hr. to 24

hr. [4].

The theory of internal waves used here will be based largely

on references [5] and [6]. This theory ha: been verified by conpari-

son with expe::iment [41, and by computer s:mulation [7]. Conclusions

have also been made that show that internaJ waves play a much larger

part in causing acoustic fluctuations than internal tides [8].

There are three important quantities which characterize the

effects of internal waves on acoustic propagation:

1. The strength parameter, P, discussed in Sec. 2.2, which is

the r.m.s. value of the phase fluctuation for a single ray

in the geometrical optics region. Depending on the angle

at which the ray crosses the sound channel axis, it has

the values [5]

_teep ray; (2.17)
(50II )~CL k0i
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2 , axis ray. (3.7)

In order to make the frequency dependence explicit, the r.m.s.

travel time fluctuation is introduced as

4 = Aw (3.8)

It has corresponding values given by

42 (3.4xl0-8 sec 2km-l )R, steep ray; (3.9)

42-8 2 -1-10

2 (6.8xlO sec km )R, axis ray. (3.0)

2. The liffraction parameter, A, defined in Section 2.2.

3. The phase structure function defined in (2.21).

For a horizontal separation, S, at constant range, R, and

a temaporal separation, T, the phase structure function

for internal waves is [61

-"21 'S 2 +1 2]
D(,)= - +hr (3.11)

From (2.21) and (3.11), the phase correlation coefficient

for internal waves can be deduced as

p(s,T) = 1-- + ( . (3.12)

m u.. I ...
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The structure function for the travel time fluctuations

is then written as

D(S,T) = D(ST)/W

20 2 [l-p(S,T)] (3.13)

Internal wave fluctuations are such that they cause phase fluctua-

tions which are uncorrelated among the individual rays of a riultipath

field [6]. Also as in [6], it will be assumed that the strength para-

meter and th2 phase structure function are the same for each ray.

3.2.3 INT.rlNAL TIDES

InternA.l tides are due to periodic lunar motion and cause corres-

ponding per: odic variations in the sound speed. There are two pre-

dominant internal tides, the semi-diurnal and the diurnal. In the deep

ocean, the dominant cause of tidally induced phase fluctuations is the

first mode M2 component internal tide, which has a period of 12.42 hr

and a wavelength of 100 km. The internal tide propagates outward and

inward from a continental. shelf, causing a sinusoidal sound speed pertur--

bation with the same wavelength and frequency as the tide.

An acoustic propagation model incorporated in a ray tracing program

by Weinberg, ct al [9], ha; been used to numerically calculate phase

variations due to internal tides based upon sound speed perturbations

derived by Maners [101. The model considers an acoustic path which is

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the Internal tide.
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The results confirm that there are no marked differences in the phase

behavior for different ray paths, and that phase fluctuations due to

internal tides can therefore be considered as coherent among the

individual rays. Since the phase behavior is independent of the ray

considered, it is sufficient to restrict the analysis to a ray on the

sound channel axis, and to assume that it yields a good description of

the bulk time delay variations.

Fig. 3.3 depicts the geor.etry of an axis ray propagating from a

range R at an angle with respect to the wave normal of the internal

tide. The axis sound speed at some range R from the receiver varies

according to the tidal propagation as

c(r,t) = c0+Ac0sin(wT t-kTrcos4) (3.14)

where c0 is the unperturbed axis sound speed, Ac0 is a small perturba-

tion due to the internal tide, and

wT 27/(12.42 hr.), (3.15)

kT = 21r/ (100 n.) (3.16)

are the radian frequency and wavenumber, respectively, of the M2 tide.

The travel time of the ray is given by

T R dr
(r, t.) (3.17)

_
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Since Ac0 << Co, the result of integration simplifies to

2Ac0 sin(2)t-kTRCOS+/2) s T 2
T T 0T 1 C O 0 . ~o ( 2

where T0 = R/c0 is the travel time in the absence of the internal tide.

Some important observations concerning the travel time fluctua-

tions can now be made, based upon the above expression. The maximum

variation occurs when the acoustic path is perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the internal tide propagation, i.e., when the acoustic signal

propagates parallel to a continental shelf; the minimum variation is

when the acoustic path is in the same direction as the internal tide

= 0). This is the opposite of the claim made in reference £9)

Secondly, it can rne seen that, for very long source ranges, the

fractional variation in sound speed decreases.

The model shows excellent agreement with experiment [9].

3.2.4 FREQUENCY SELECTIVE I4ULTIPATH INTERFERENMCE

The interference of multipath arrivals with different travel times

causes an acoustic fluctuation in the frequency domain called frequency

selective fading which was briefly described in Section 2.1. This is

listed as the least important acoustic fluctuation to be considered

*There were no cormputations done in this refercnee for the case of acous-
tic propagation in the some.' direction a.; internail tide propagtion, which
would require.a ranle dcpd'ut sound .'_;cL'd proffile.

. . . .. .. . -
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because it is a semi-periodic function of frequency, while the other

fluctuations increase monotonically with frequency. However, it plays

an important role in the analysis of coherent frequencies and coherent

bandwidths which will be discussed in Chapter 5.

3.3 SUMMARY

A survey and classification of oceanographic fluctuations has been

presented. In order to maintain a uniformity in applications of the

results, consideration of environmental fluctuations has been limited

to those which are not geographic. However this does not preclude the

later inclusion of anomalous fluctuations, since the multipath coherence

function developed in Chapter 4 will have general applicability because

of a classifization of fluctuations according to those which are com-

pletely correlated among rays (e.g. internal tides), and those which a,:t!

uncorrelated (e.g. internal waves and spatial variations).

The justification for considering only internal waves and tides

as the predominant types of environmental fluctuations is due to the

very large scale sizes and correlation times of other fluctuations

relative to VLA scan distances and scan times. In principle the theory

could be extended to larger systems which n',st consider these fluctua-

tions if more was known about their characteristics. However the much

larger amplitude of these fluctuations would make the design of a larger

system impractical, so that the size of a VIA system would still be

determined by the smaller f]uctuations conuidered here. In addition,

the combined effect of the smaller fluctuations on coherence is large

• il J
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enough to preclude consideration of larger fluctuations.

There has been some controversy between the oceanographic and

acoustic communities concerning the relative importance of internal

waves and internal tides. A paper describing a recent experiment

claims that 70% of the energy in phase fluctuations of periods less

than one day is due to the semi-diurnal internal tide [11]. However,

the large frequency bandwidth used in making that conclusion includes

a large portion of energy due to high amplitude internal wave fluctua-

tions, while the internal tide itself has an extremely narrow bandwidth.

An analysis using uniformly accepted values for sound speed fluctua-

tions due to both internal waves and internal tides has shown that 90%

of the total energy in the phase fluctuations is due to internal waves

[8]. Internal waves therefore have the larger effect on phase fluctua-

tions and it will be shoun in Chapter 5 that internal tides have a

negligible effect on cohcrence compared to internal waves and spatial

fluctuations.
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.CHAPTER 4

THE M ILTIPATH COIIERENCE FUNCTION FOR UNCORRELATED UNDERWATER CHANNELS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces a new measure for determining the

coherence of acoustic signals i.n multipath channels which have random

fluctuations that are uncorrelated between channels. This multipath

coherence function (MCF) is based upon a formulation of the spectral

coherence function in terms of the random multipath transfer functions.

The MCF allows each channel to be analyzed individually, and separates

the effects of random fluctuations from the effects of deterministic

multipath interfe7ence (frequency selective fading).

The physical significance of coherence was explained in Section

2.4. Coherence is a quantitative measure of the extent to which it is

possible to combine randomly distorted signals in phase, at each fre-

quency in the signal spectrum. The coherence is quantitatively related

to the array gain in that it is a measure of the increase in received

signal power achieved by combining signals with partial coherence

relative to combining them incoherently (i.e., adding intensities).

All previous analyses of coherence have becn limited to the

situation in which the receivers are located within the correlation dis-

tance or "patch size" of the random fluctuations. Most of these inves-

tigatioais have u'ed this correlation length as the limiting sensor

separation for lhch cohertnt processing can be pc!rforned. sminth [1]

has presented an analysis of spatial coherencc in random multipath

66
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channels due to the effects of spatial variations in multipath

interference. However, his results are limited to separations for

which the received signal is a plane wave, and he assumes that random

variations are large, and completely correlated between sensors.

Jobst [2] has analyzed the effects of a moving source on signal co-

herence in a multipath channel by assuming the number of ray arrivals

to be a random variable. Here again, the signal is assumed to be a

plane wave across the array, and phase fluctuations are assumed to be

completely correlated between sensors. Munk, et al [3] have deter-

mined limits on coherent processing due to phase fluctuations caused

by internal waves whose characteristics they have thoroughly analyzed

[4, 5]. Their analysis also is limited to small sensor separations,

and their criterion for degradation of coherence is not quantitatively

related to array gain. Beran and McCoy [6,7] have done analyses of

coherence in ocean channels using the mutui. coherence function.

Again their work is limited to plane wave propagation within the

correlation distance of the fluctuations.

There are two major differences between all known previous work

and the results to be presented here; the former have all been limit-

ed to the case in which the sensor separations are small enough that

they are within the correlation distance of the random fluctuations,

and each ray defines a plane wave arrival across the sensors. The re-

sults in this dissertation apply when the receivors have uncorrelated

fluctuations, and each may even receive an entirely different multipath

field.
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4.2 DERIVATION OF THE MULTIPATH COHERENCE FUNCTION

Quantitatively, the coherence function can be defined in terms

of the power spectral densities of the received signals, using the

stochastic time varying channel approach [8, 9, 10]. Consider a

point source radiating a signal s(t) with spectrum S(w) which propa-

gates through two linear, random multipath channels as shown in

Fig. 4.1. Since the channels are time dispersive, the impulse re-

sponse is of the form
t

K

h(t) = Ak6 (t-Tk) (4.1)
k=l

in which K is the number of ray arrivals, Ak is the amplitude of a

r a l- z uctuato. which are

slowly varyiag conpared to signal duration time and travel time.

The transfer function is proportional to

K -jwT
H(M) = kAke k (4.2)

The resulting output spectra at sensors m and n are

Sm (w) H m(w)S(w) .(4.3)

and

Sn(W)= n (W) S (w), (4.4)

*This instire- that the source is coherent.

tReflection phmise shifts have been omitted. They will only affect the
exact locations of coherent frequvuciL!s; (Section 5.2.4) wnich must be
found by measurement.
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in which RM(0i) and H (w) may be different.m n

It is desired to coherently combine the received signals

S M(c) and S (w). A measure of the ability to do so is given by the
Ifl n

spectral coherence defined in Section 2.4 as

G(n ( ) (2.35)
y~m (w )
SGn rG (w) G (W)

in n

Since the complex transfer functions of the channels are random, it can

easily be shown that

G m(w) KH(w)H(w)> G(w) (4.5)

and C (W) <1,11 (w)1 2\ G(w) (4.6)

where K.) cenotes an average over an ensemble of random processes

as described in Section 3.1, and G(w) is the power spectral density

of the input signal, s(t). The coherence can then be written as

<HM ()_ (w)> G(_) _."

Smn<1, () 2>1, <11, n 01>39G(W) '(4.7)

The doherence therefore is independent of the input signal and depends

only on the properties of the channel. If the random transfer functions

of the channels are independent, the multipZthI coherence function can

be written as
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(W) = <H ) . <' __*__> -= Ym (W) * (4)Y~n<IIIm(W) 12> n h I

(4.8)

where y (w) and y (w) will be called the auto-coherences.

The significance of this result is very important. First, it

demonstrates the existence of partial coherence when the channels are

uncorrelated. Second, the convenient factorization into two auto-

coherences allows each channel to be analyzed, independently of all the

others. This implies that, for an array of N receivers, only N auto-

coherences must be computed to completely determine array gain. This

can represent a great savings compared to the computation of N(Nl)
2

much more cotaplicated pairwise coherences if the channels are nct

independent. Although the most important oceauographic fluctuations,

i.e. internal waves, are independent among rece.ivers of a VLA, the

MCF can easily be generalized to include an additional type of

fluctuation which may have some degree of correlation between channels

e.g. internal tides. The effect of this generalization will be the

addition of a third factor to the MCF which is the coherence due to

the correlated fluctuations alone.

The random travel time of a ray will now be written in terms-of

its components as

Tk  T kO.-tI tT, ray k (4.9)

identified as:
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T ko - the nominal travel time of the ray in the absence

of any fluctuations.

tWk - a zero-mean fluctuation which is independent and

identically distributed among the rays of a chan-

nel and uncorrelated between channels.

tT - a fluctuation which is completely correlated among

rays of a channel, having the same value for each

ray; there may be some degree of correlation between

channels, and it is independent of the fluctuation

tVIk

The transfer functions of the two channels are therefore

H (w) = A w'w(TkOm+t m +t Tm) (4.10)
k=l

Kn -jw(T +t 4tn)
H n(w) = A kn e  kOn (4.11)

k=1

The numerator of the MCF is then

• > -Jm jn (.. e _j an> < .

l ( ) (i ) MI = . jX? Ae 
k 0 m e i~ n  -Jm e n

-J (t Tm- tTn)>

(4.12)
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where 11 (i ) and Hno (w) are the normalized transfer functions in

the absence of fluctuations, and ck (w) is the characteristic func-

tion of t km . Similarly,

<111 ()1 >= JX1 Ze- Tk~m-ZOM) <ej'(tWkm-t14n)>
k2.

+ ' ) Ij (W) (4.13)

with an analogous expression for channel n. The ratio of coherent

field intensity to incoherent field intensity is the quantity

(X ) /( ). When the ray amplitudes are equal, this ratio is

equal to Kn, the number of rays in channel m. Henceforth, the para-

meter K will be substituted, with the understanding that it designates

this ratio when the amplitudes are unequal. 7he square magnitude of

the MCF can then be written as

22 2 K c 20(W)12

IYSmn l+(I H 0 (W) 2-1]c2. (W) 1+[KHIi 0 (w) I2-l]c2n (w)

IY'(LO) I2 -n(W)j 2  (4.14)

where y (w), Yn (w) are the auto-coherences. It is shown in the

appendix that each of these factors has an envelope given by

cnly•) (4.15)
2
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The complete MCF is therefore

2 K2wK mc* , 1 K n%, M
YSmnl(w) H 1+( NO11 ~ H) 2w c,(c) H (w)

1 i +(K -1) flQ(W!(Kn ci

< j(t m- tTd)

Y (w)Y'(w)Yn() (4.16)

(m (1I (n imn ()Yn()Ym

The MICF has conveniently factored into five terms that permit the

effects of the random fluctuations to be analyzed independently of

the effects of multipath interference as can be seen by writing

YSmn YWYTYM (4.17)

in which the effect of uncorrelated ray fluctuations is

Yw = WmYWn ' (4.18)

that of correlated ray fluctuations is

YT =  'ITmn (4.19)

and the effect of deterministic multipath interference is

T M m>' "(4.20)

The argument of the MCF, which is the average phase difference between

two received zignalr, is given by the phase of YT added to that of
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YM" The characteristics of the individual coherence factors will

be analyzed in Chapter 5.

4.3 EXTENSION TO SOURCES SEPAPATED IN SPACE/TIME

The preceding section has derived the MCF for a fixed source

location. An extension of the analysis to include scanning to a

different location at a later time will introduce additional coher-

ence factors due to the effects of randomness in the scanning channel.

The VLA system design procedure discussed in Sections 1.1 and 3.1

requires the use of a known beacon source upon which the array can

initially focus due to the unknown multipath structure and unknown

phase of each ray due to the initial state of random fluctuations.

The source-receiver configuration for scanning is illustrated

in Fig. 4.2. From a beacon source at location y and time t, the

sensor at x receives a signal proportional to the transfer function

of the channel, denoted by

11(to,x,y,t) = A(m,x,y,t)e (4.21)

and the sensor at x + receives

H(w,x+,y,t) = A(w,x7+r,y,t)e (4.22)

It is desired to form a VLA by focui;ng the receivers on the known

source at y, t, and then scanning for an unknown source at y-01, t+T.

Each re'ceiver cophas.;es for the beacon source by u,;ing a matched
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POINT SOURCE

H (a)RANDOM,1 CHANNELS H 2 (w)

Fig. 4.1 Random channel representation.

SCAN LOCATION

BEACON y1r,

x -RECEIVERS

Fig. 4.2 Sour c -rcce iver configuiratit for scanning.
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filter, so that the received signals are then proportional to

H (Wx,y, t)H* (uF,9, t) (4.23)

and

H(Wx+E,y,t)H (w,x+ ,y,t) . (4.24)

The signals from the unknown source at Y+n at time t+T, are

(w,x,y+, t+T) --A(,x,y+,xy+,t+T) (4.25)

and

HI(m, x+ , y+n, t+T') = A (wx+ , Y+n, t+T) ej i ( 'x+ , Y+n, t+T) . (4.26)

After cophasing for the source at y and applying phase shifts to

scan to Y+, +T, the signals received from the unknown source are
-t) |W' , ! ( 5 1T +

1I(ti%,x,y+nr,ti 't) ejl (w,x,y+t+ ) (4.27)

and

* e~j '(W, x+ ,)+n, t+T)
ll( , x , +Nt+ )l (, x ,y t)(4.28)

The total phase of (4.27) is

-(,x,y+nt+T) -(wx,,t) + t'(w,x,y+,t+T). (4.29)

The first two terms in (4.29) are random variables; the term

0 t(w,x,y+T,t+T) is the deterministic and yet unknow-n average phase
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shift necessary for scanning. The quantity

4' (w, x, y+n, t+T) - ' (, x+,+ t+T) (4.30)

will be found to be the negative of the phase of the coherence func-

tion.

The transfer functions for the scan channels after cophasing

for the beacon source are

L(W) = H(W)H *(W) (4.31)

and
S *

f{ (W) H'(w)Hn(w) (4.32)
n n n

where the subscripts m and n denote sensors at x and x--k, respectively,

and the prime denotes the scan channels, i .e.

K
__ m --Jw Tkm

Hm (w) = H(,x,y,t) = Akm e (4.33)

k=l

Km -jwT

1'(03) H(u',x,y+9t+T) = .,.e (4.34)
m k=L

n -jwTkn
Hn(W) = H(w,x+ ,y,t) I Aj:n e  (4.35)k=l

K,Kn -j T'n
nk

H#(w) H(w,x+-,y+n,t+T) A I Ane (4.36)
ni 

k=l

The MCF for scanning in space and time is now
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78

_:-, ,, ( ) I m <1) if n  ( ) 2 [ > )

, * 2< H,() M(w)H 1' (tWll (wTm M n n. n> _(37

II i(Wi))11(W)I 2> KH, ()~) I > (W()7

4.3.1 DISCUSSION OF SCMNING CHANNEL

The extension to scanning introduces the remaining type of

acoustic fluctuation, that due to spatially varying multipath inter-

ference as discussed in Section 3.2.1.

In order to determine this effect on scanning, the following

scan channel model will be postulated. The scanning geometry is

depicted in Fig. 4.3, in which S is the linear horizontal scan dis-

tance from tle beecon to a new source locaticn. The components

along the new source-receiver paths are designated x and x n, and

correspond to the changes in source range due to scanning. As

postulated in Section 3.1, S <<z01 the correlation distance of

the large scale, long period environmental fluctuations. The

deterministic riultipath field in the absence of the smaller scale

environmental fluctuations can then be considered as azimuthally

isotropic for a given receiver. As prescribed in Section 3.2.1, the

same rays are received throughout the scan area, and the require-

ment -hat each ray describes a plape wave with the same arrival

angle throughouL the scat area is satisfied if
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Fig. 4.3 Scanning geometry.



so

x << R (4.38)

for each receiver. Also, the relative amplitudes of the rays do

not vary with changes in source range due to scanning if the above

condition is valid (11].

With this realistic model, then, the total ray travel time for

each channel can be decomposed as follows (the subscript m or n is

implied):

beacon channel

Tk - TkO + tWk + tT9 ray k (4.39)

identified as

T kO - noinal travel time defined in Section 4.2."k0

t - the fluctuation described in Section 4.2 which is indepen-

dent and identically distributed among the rays of the

beacon channel, and uncorrelated between receivers. It is

now assumed that it is a zero-mean Gaussian random process

with the following characteristics:

K tWkm t tZn> 0 0, k#Z or min; (4.40)

Kt 4,2, for all k, mn. (4.41)

tT - the correlated fluctuation defined in Section 4.2.

scan channel

Tk' T k'O + tWk' + tT

To k' Tk'0 + t's , ray k' (4.42)
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identified as

T' VO - the nominal travel time in scan channel.

TkO - the component of T'kO which is the nominal travel time

of ray k' in the beacon channel.

tSk - the additional travel time in the scan channel due to a

change, x, in the source range, defined in Section 3.2.1

as

tskI = xcos (4.43)
S C k'

The 0k, were assumed to be independent random samples from

the same distribution. An additional assumption is now

made that the arrival angles are independent between re-

ceivers. This is reasonable, since widely spaced sensors

roceive entirely different multipath fields. The ray

arrivals are not plane waves across the receivers, and the

nominal travel times also differ due to the larger scale

fluctuations (note that no restriction was made on receiver

spacing with respect to the larger scale fluctuations;

due to the large time scale, they are frozen for all time

parameters of relevance in this problem, and can therefore

be considered as deterministic, contributing only to the

nominal travel times).

t , the fluctuation described previously. Ilowevcr it may now

be correlated with the fluctuation of ray k' in the beacon
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channel of the same receiver if the scan distance is

small. With the Gaussian assumption, its characteristics

can be summarized in terms of rms values and its

correlation coefficient as

<t' ' k ~ ;(4.44)

< yk,mtwn> = 0, Mjk' or min;

<t,2 t > '2 , for all k', m. (4.45)

<t kmtWin> 0, k'iZ or min; (4.46)

Kt~ktmtwktm , rm for all k'., m. (4.47)

tT  the fluctuation which is correlated among rays of the scan

channel. Since there may be a correlation between receivers,

this implies that there may also be a correlation between

the scan channel and beacon channel, since scan distance

will generally be smaller than receiver separation.

4.3.2 DERIVATION OF THE COIIERENCE FUNCTION

From (4.31), (4.32), and (4.37) the numerator of the MCF is

( Hn> . (4.48)

Substituting the transfer functions from (4.33) - (4.36) yields

the expressions

H'1I K " A. ,mexp-jw(Tr,-T (4.49)

mm k, k k k km)
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K n K
HOn H A At fn exp j(Tin-Tn) . (4.50)

The expected value in (4.48) will then be

< H = n I JjI , A., A An xp-Ow[Tk,m-Tkm-T',n+Tn] •,
kk' ZZ ZZ kknflL n> (4.51)

Expanding the exponential into its components gives

<exp-jw[T' -T r-T IT
<4km n<o kn]>

X
exp-ju(T, 0-Tkn 0 ) exp-jw(t', -t )<exp-j.--- coson

exp jw(Tt 0  (exp iw(t', -t-exp j cos%,>

exp-jw(t, -t -t t +tn)\ . (4.52)
Tm Tm Tn Tn/

Denoting the three factors on the above lines by k'km' akn' amn i

then

<H* o= ( 1 A ~ak ~k )(YY AAZI naZ,n)am • (4,53)

kk' kkm n n .'n mn( )

The first component factor of ak,km contains the phase due to the

nominal travel times of channel m, the second due to uncorrelated

ray fluctuations, and the last duc to spatial variations in scan-

ning; the same description applies to the factors of a '£n for
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channel n. The factor y contains the effect of fluctuations
TMn

which are correlated between channels m and n, including the scan

channels.

Consider now the expansion of (4.51) due to the first factor

in (4.52),

x11
I A A , e x p -j w ( T , 0 -T k ~ ) e p ( t , -t n ) e x - M0 - O ~ k m

(4.54)

The first expected value is

1 2 2

= xp - Dm(S,T) ,k'=k (4.55)

1 2(Vm2 + 2 ), k'#kCexp--( in m

in which D' (S,T) is the structure function of t defined as
M k

D'(S,T) = 2 _ 2p(S,t)O , + V2 (4.56)mni m m i

where P(S,T) is the correlation coefficient from (4.47). The

characteristic functions are

cm(W) = xp-jt,)- cosem> (4.57)
Sm

C, (W) = cxp -- (4.58)

2,2n
c ,r,()=OP- 2 tI (4.59)
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so that (4.54) becomes

CS[exp---D'(St-)J +cm l
k ' Sm Y~al kn,~epj,(Tm Om-kOm)

(4.60)

An important simplification can be made if it can be assumed that

scan distance and time are greater than the correlation distance

and time of t., i.e., S > L0 and T > T0, so that p(S,T) = 0. In

Chapter 5, twk will be identified with internal wave fluctuations,

for which L0 = 6.4 km and To = 1.6 hr [4]. Since the primary

interest of this study is for scan distances and times greater than

these values, it will be assumed that p(S,T)=0. (This point will be

discussed further in Chapter 5.) iith this simplification then

1 2 , 1 2 2 2.1cexp - Vo Dm(ST) -= exp - M ( M) = cwml' (4.61

so that (4.60) becomes

Cs~ ~ C2'(A)'~V=[ (YA, )11Q1 ]cSc '(JAklII (4.62)
SmW k W k km k

which has been factored into separate terms for the beacon and scan

channels and where HM0 is the normalized transfer function of channel

m in the absence of fluctuations, as defined in (4.12).

The result for the second factor of (4.52) is derived in an

identical manner. The complete result for the nuumerator of the MCF is

A ,.• . . . . ... . . . ... . . .. . . . . . ... .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .
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* ' (H-n, [ I Iyr

[wn(Akn) iHnoI snn (4.63)

The two factors of the denominator of the MCF likewise have

identical derivations. The first factor is

0' ~ 2> 2 11< 1 12,11 12> .(4.64)

With the assumption made above that p(S, ) = 0, the magnitudes of

the transfer functions are independent between the beacon channel

and scan channel so that

<IHI> I~i2 .(4.65)

The square of the first factor of (4.65) is equation (4.13),

<J2 = + [(JAkm) 2 IHmO 2  - 2]c , (4.13)

and a similar derivation for the scan channel yields

<"I m 12., + [( Akm ) 2 ] 12 - Y 2 2c,2

I\+ ((E A, ),m]H c s
-

l c' (4.66)k',A k' k Hmo k ' wm

The expressions for -'f !>adKl'1> are analogous.

The final result can now be written as a composite of five

factors,

T StunYn¥YT,n (4.67)

S n tnm 1 n n
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in which the prime denotes the auto-coherence for the scan

channel. As in (4.14), the substitution K (Ak)2 /(XAk) is

made for each auto-coherence factor. Using the envelope approxi-

mation, the results are

Ym h2 IH trioI I M m (4..68)

1+(K m -1)c

Sm jc I j~

c 2 c, 2j

y= m1+(K~ eJSm "~ i (4Y, Yi70m

j~sm
C Csm le ;(4.69)

2 2 I

nu KexpO(t-tT-tTItTn)> (4.72)

The solution to an extremcly eompke: problcmn ha s been reduced to a

composite of strikingly sirnplu faicturs, gith no restrictive
c I c ICJ n 4.1
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assumptions or approximations. Equations (4.67)-(4.72) are the

most important results of this work.

The first important feature of this solution is that it includes

the MCF without scanning developed in Section 4.2 as a special case.

That solution is obtained by setting all primed auto-coherences to

unity, and omitting the primed fluctuations from yTmn" (The result-

ant phase of the multipath transfer functions does not appear now

since the beacon is used as a focus; also, the former solution

cannot be found by letting S-0, since it was assumed that S>L0, which

makes the scan channel and beacon channel independent.)

The first auto-coherence factor, equation (4.68), is a composite

of the effects of uncorrelated ray fluctuations and frequency select-

ive fading in beacon channel m.. Equation (4.69) is the auto-coherence

for scan channel m. The additional effect cf fluctuations due to

spatially varying multipath interference now multiplies the effect

of uncorrelated fluctuations. The phase of y'Sm' Sm' is the average

phase difference between the scan location and the beacon. It is the

primary component of the phase shift for receiver m which will be re-

quired for scanning. The auto-coherence factor due to frequency

selective fading is the same as that for the beacon channel, since it

has been stipulated that the multipath field is azimuthally isotropic

over small scan distances. The resulting effect is that the

extension to scanning has squared the cohercnce due to frequency

selective mulLipath interference. Ilowcvor, it will be seen in Chapter

5 that this has no degrading effect at coherent frvquencies.
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The auto-cohorences for channel n have the same interpretation

as above. The last factor of the MCF is the coherence due to

fluctuations which have some correlation among the channels, and

which will be developed in Chapter 5. The phase of this term is an

additional phase difference between channels m and n required for

scanning.

The convenient factorization of the MCF into eight auto-coherence

functions and d coherence due to correlated fluctuations allows group-

ing of terms to determine relative effects of various combinations.

To study the relative contribution of scanning to coherence, write

Y~ *y

YnYmnYTmn ,(4.73)mn mnTn

and y' can be compared to y ."The reLitive contribution of each
Yan Ymn.

receiver ch .nnel is similarly determined from

Smn m mn nYn) YTmn

YmYnYTmn (4.74)

by comparing Ym to Yn" The most important simplification is the

separation of the effect of random fluctuations from that of frequency

selective multipath interference by writing

" t i . .. .. . . .... . ... . -. . . . . ... ' " . .. I . .... ... - . . . ll.Allll . . . . ... - - . . . . , , I . . ' ' , -
;
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Ysmn = (YYW, SmYWnY!W, SnYTmn ) (Y LnI1n)

- (YW, SYT)Yl . (4.75)

The value of this factorization is that, since the effect of random-

ness forms an envelope of the MCF and is a monotonically decreasing

function of frequency, it enables a prediction of maximum coherent

frequencies without knowledge of the particular multipath structure

or its frequency selective coherence function, YM(W).

4.4 SUMMRY

This chapter is the most important, and the theory presented

provides the sics for the rest of the dissertation. The theory of

the multipath coherence function has been developed based upon a

formulation of the spectral coherence function in terms of the random

multipath channel transfer functions. This has shown that the MCF

is independent ef the signal source, and depends only on the

characteristics of the channel. It therefore applies equally well

for narrow band or broad band, random or deterministic signals, at

each frequency in the source spectrum.

Due to the stochastic independence of channels, the MCF factors

conveniently into two auto-coherences. The value of this factoriza-

Lion is that each channel. can be analyzed indepcndently, rather than

computing non-separable coherences; for all pairwise Combinations

of receivers.
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The NCF has been formulated to consider the two types of

environmental fluctuations: those which cause uncorrelated ray

fluctuations and those which cause correlated fluctuations. The

MCF has been generalized to include the latter type as a cause of

acoustic fluctuations which may be partially correlated between

receivers.

The next important development is. the envelope approximation,

whereby each auto-coherence factors into two coherence terms, one

for the effects of random fluctuations alone, and the other for

frequency selective multipath interference. This allows computa-

tion of maximum coherent frequency independent of the multipath

configuration.

The generalization of the MCF to include the effects of scan-

ning introdu,-ed another type of acoustic fluctuation, that due to

spatially varying multipath interference. This fluctuation was

accounted for by applying a stochastic model to the ray arrival

angles. Due to the weak assumption that scan distance and time were

larger than the corresponding correlations of environmental fluctua-

tions, the NCF could again be factored into separate coherence

functions for the scan channel and beacon channel. The resulting

generalized NCF is a concise mathematical expression composed of

simple factors which allow any single coherence term to be analyzed

separately.

The remaining task to be performed in Chapter 5 is the
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specification of the MCF parameters in terms of real oceanographic

fluctuations. The parameters of environmentally caused fluctuations

will be derived from the theory of internal waves and tides, and the

effects of both spatial and frequency selective multipath interference

will be determined from realistic models of the underwater channel.

However it must be emphasized that the results of this chapter, the

most important of which are equations (4.67) - (4.72), do not depend

upon the presently known types of real oceanographic fluctuations and

their actual stochastic parameters, but only require that they be

classified as described in Section 4.3.1. Should future oceanographic

developments provide an update of the present state of knowledge, the

model will still be completely applicable.
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CHAPTER 5

THE COHERENCE FUNCTION IN TERMS OF THE OCEANOGRAPHIC FLUCTUATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 4 the general form of the MCF was derived for beam-

forming and scanning in multipath channels. The travel time

fluctuations in the ray paths were defined in terms of their general

stochastic characteristics, but their parameters were not specified

in terms of environmental fluctuations.

Chapter 3 identified the four primary types of oceanographic

fluctuations which affect coherence: spatial variations due to

multipath interfcrence, internal waves, internal tides, and frequency

selective multipc.th interference. The first three types cause

travel time fluctuations in the ray paths, and the stochastic para-

meters of these fluctuations were specified. It now remains to

identify these fluctuations with those of the MCF developed in

Chapter 4 in order to determine signal coherence in real ocean chan-

nels.

The travel time of a ray in the beacon channel was decomposed as

Tk = TkO+t ,4-tT, ray k (4.39)

In terms of oceanographic fluctu.Itons they are identified as

T - nomiua]. travel tince affecting frequency selective
kO

mUlt ipatl interfurton,,e.

94
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tWk - fluctuation due to internal waves.

tT - fluctuation due to internal tides.

In the scan channel

T' k' = k'0 t o '- tT'

T'k'O TkO Sk', ray k' (4.42)

and there is an additional fluctuation,

tsk , - fluctuation in scanning causing spatial variations due

to multipath interference.

The effect of each of these fluctuations on coherence will be deter-

mined in the following sections.

5.2 EFFECT ON COHERENCE OF OCEA .OGIAPIIIC FLUCTUATIONS

The system geometry for scanning away from a beacon using a

two-receiver array was described in Section 4.3.1 and illustrated in

Fig. 4.3. The purpose of this section is to determine the MCF

mnY Y, Y., YSinYT (5.1)

where the individual auto-coherence factors were defined in (4.68)-

(4.72). In terms of oceanographic fluctuations they are now

identified as

YM - effect of internzil waves ia channel from beacon to

receiver in.

Yni1 - effect of frequency ,melep Lhe wi1tlpat Interrference in
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beacon channel to receiver m.

- effect of internal waves and spatial variations due

to multipath interference in scan channel to receiver m.

Ylmn - effect of internal tides in beacon channels and scan

channels to both receivers m and n.

The remaining factors in (5.1) have corresponding definitions for

receiver n or for the scan channel (denoted by a prime). The con-

tribution of each type of fluctuation to the MCF and its relative

importance will now be determined in terms of its respective auto-

coherence factor.

5.2.1 INTRNAL WAVES

A basic premise of this work has been that the receivers are

separated by such large distances that travel time fluctuations

induced by internal waves are independent between them. In Section

4.3.2 it was further assumed that horizontal scan distance, S, and

scan time, T, are larger than the corresponding correlation distance

and time of the fluctuations, so that the fluctuations in the scan

channel are independent of those in the beacon channel. In Section

3.2.2 the correlation coefficient was giv!n as

p(S 1) = i1 S 6. ) + .6 __ (3.12)

and Is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. From this equation the scan dis-

tance S for which the beacon ind scan chaninels are independent can
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be determined for a given time T from initial focus on the beacon.

The auto-coherence due to internal waves in each beacon

.channel is of the form

Kc (5.2)

In Section 4.3.2 the characteristic function was shown to be

c = exp( -. 2e 2 ) (5.3)

as is shown in Fig. 5.2 as a function of fl. The mean square travel

time fluctuations were given as

(3.4xl-8sec 2km- )R, steep ray; (3.9)

2 = (6.8xl0 8sec2km )R, axis ray, (3.10)

and are shown in Fig. 5.3.

With these equations the auto-coherence due to internal waves

for each channel can be computed as a function of acoustic frequency

and the range to the beacon from each receiver. Fig. 5.4 illustrates

a typical variation of y with beacon range, and the attenuation with

acoustic frequency is depicted in Fig. 5.5. Both computations assume

steep rays using (3.10) and the ray parameter ir K = 4.

5.2.2 SPATIAL V AR LATIO S DUE TO XUI.TIPAT1I I ':fEN PERUNCE

The effect of spatial variations due to scanning for each channel
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is determined from

KI S [1K)ce~j j (5.4)

The characteristic function for the spatial variations,

Cs IJse , (5.5)

was developed in Section 3.2.1 and can be written in terms of the

wavenuraber, k0, ac

S= +k 0xa ) k+ tan (kx (5.6)

The magnitude of cS consists of the first factor. Fig. 5.6 shows the

variation of Jcs with jxj/X for characteristic values of the ray

spread, a.

In Section 5.2.3 it is shown that internal tides have no effect

on average signal phase. Therefore thu term ¢S is the total average

phase change for one receivr channel due to scanning away from the

beacon. In (5.6) it is seen to consist of two terms. The first

term is the linear component, -k 0 x. The second co":ponent is due to

the ray spread. Note that S (-x) = - ,s(X). Thu 'hase with the
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linear component removed is illustrated as a function of x/X in

Fig. 5.7 for characteristic ray spreads.

The coherence also includes the effect of internal waves

in the scan channel. For the purpose of co.parison with y W the

characteristic function c' is set equal to unity and

IY;I = Kic, 2 (5.7)

is computed. Assuming a ray spread a = 20, the variation of IYI

is illustrated in Fig. 5.8 as a function of Ix!, and in Fig. 5.9

as a function of frequency. Note the larger rate of attenuation

of Iy.I with range and frequency compared to that of yW in Figs. 5.4

and 5.5. This indicates that for a given increase in range due

to scanning, the decrease in IysI is much more severe than the

corresponding decrease in yW' and is the limiting factor in scanning

ability. Since x is the change in range due to scanning, it can

also be concluded that the maximum limitation on scanning is in the

direction of the propagation path from beacon to receiver. In a

direction perpendicular to this path the change in range is much

less so that there is less limitation on scanning.
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5.2.3 INTERNAL TIDES

The effect of internal tides on coherence is described by

YIn -- <exp-jw(t -tTm-tn+tTn)>

-< *exp-jwAt> T (5.8)

The travel time of an axis ray from source to receiver in the

presence of internal tides was derived in Section 3.2.3 as

T =T[ _ 2Ac 0  sin(kTRcos,/2)]
- sin(wTt-kTRcos,:/2) (T (3.18)

where TO = R/c,. The travel time fluctuation due to internal tides

is the same for each ray [1] so that the results for an axis ray are

used.

Consider the simplified source-receiver configuration shown in

Fig. 5.10. Two sensors separated by a distance R are located on a

baseline perpendicular to the direction of internal tide propagation

(e.g., on a continental shelf). A beacon is located equidistant from

the two receivers at a range R0. At time t, the travel times to the

two sensors are

II 2A~o sin (kTRCOm co 2 )1

T F1  - CO sin(w t-k R Rco.Sm /2) '

= TmO (l-A ) (5.9)
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and

F 2Ae 0  sin (k TRcos./2)1
T Tno - sin(wTt-kTRncoS4n/2) (kTR COS /2) 

n~ nL C0  T~ T sl kRncs

Tn(1 An) (5.10)

The travel times from the scan location at (SO), at some later time

t + T are

sln(k R'CoS, ./2).
T T -C--O sin[ T(t+)-kTRCoS~m/2] T m /n

M MoC 0 T M(k R'cos '/2)
I -T m m

=T' (1-A') (.1
mO m

and

2Ar' sin(k R'cos~'/2)1
Tn 0  - a sin mT(t+r)-k R (kTRncosn/2)
T'= 0  T~csn2  n n

V T0 (1-A') (5.12)
no n

The travel time fluctuations due to the internal tide are

R
tTm - m--O m

R
Tn n An

(5.13)

SIn

c0 i

R'
n A'"Ti co0 D
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But t. tTn , so that

At ' - (5.14)Tf t~l -tTn

It is also true that

R'cos' R'cos,' R0+SsinO
n n in ii

so

CO kT (R 0-sSsinO)/2 •

(5.15)

Here the quarntity AR is the range differencemn

AR R'-R'
Ann m n (5.16)

(R0+SsinO)2+(S +Scose) 2 /(R0+Ssin)2+(RS -Scosq)2 .

the effect on coherence is given by the factor

YTmn = Ke-AtT> (5.17)

which will denote an ensemble average over all time of initial focus

on the beacon 0 < t < 2Tr/w V i.e.

21r/wT

2wAt A - A T dt T (5.18)

AI
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Writing the phase as

oAtT = asin[w T (t+)- (5.19)

then

<eJtT> 27T/w T
<- J e  dt

(5.20)

= o(a)

in which J is the zero order Bessel function. The complete effect

or. hrczn~cc bctwacc channcls -. ana n, c:c to i-ternal tidi

therefore given by the expression

2c0 /ARran sint kT (R0+SsinO)/2]

" O -) [k (Ro+SsinO)/2]

The only assumption which has been made in this derivation is that

Ac0 /C0 << 1 (a characteristic value for Ac /C0 due to internal tides

is 10-5 ). Since yTmn is real, it makes no contribution to the

average phase difference between the signals.

It is important to analyze the physical significance of this re-

sult. For this purpose, assurne that the scan distance S << RO. It

can then be shown that
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AR 2ScosO (5.22)

The coherence then becomes

-A 2Sco'0) sin(k R /2)1

nmn JOE c 0) c0 ) 4(IR) i (k TR /2)j

(5.23)

First, there is a noticeable absence of dependence on the time

difference, . This is explained by the 'act that the bulk time de-

lays are equal for the first source location. If they were not

chusen to be equal, the maihematics would become unwieldy, but it

can be shown that, in general, the effect on coherence would be a

dependence ci a sinusoidal function of wT"* This would cause the

coherence to oscillate between unity and some minimum value deter-

mined by the other parameters. The configuration considered here

corresponds to the minimum value.

The manner of dependence of yT on the quantities w and

(Ac0 /C0) is obvious. The effect of the quantity ScosO is interest-

ing: the coherence depends primarily on the component of scan dis-

tance perpendicular to the tide normal. This is consistent with the

previous ob ;ervation that the maxi mum effect ou phase fluctuations

is when ray propagation is perpendicular to the direction of the

tide.
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As the quantity R /P becomes large, the difference in travel
0 Sa

time between the two sensor channels for a constant scan distance

S becomes small, causing coherence to increase. Likewise, as

R/X T increases, coherence Increases. The explanation for this is

the fact that, since R0 is the component of the ray paths in the

direction of the internal tide propagation, as R /X becomes large

the ray travels through a larger number of periods of the internal

tide, and the positive and negative variations of the sound speed

variations tend to average out to zero. Note that when the ray

has travelled through an integer number of periods of the internal

tide, the sound speed variations are completely cancelled out, and

coherence becomes unity, i.e.,

sin (kTRo/ 2 ) R0
(kTo/2) =0, for-= 1, 2 ......

(5.24)

This is, of course, exactly true only for axial rays as considered

here; however it can be concluded that, in general, coherence is

greater when acoustic propagation is in the direction of the internal

tide.

The coherence, yTn' is plotted in Fig. 5.11 as a function of

wST where

LC Alk s in ( k. (!R ' +n 9) / 2
T h El! t"l (5.25)

is the travol timne vriation dho to the Jntei-na] tide. In the deep
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ocean it has been found that the 4m internal tide is predominant.

For a typical sound speed profile with the sound axis at a depth

of 1200m, reference (2] gives the sound speed variation as

Ac = .06m/sec for c0 = 1489.55 m/sec., so that Ac0/C 0 
= 4.03 x 10 - 5 .

Fig. 5.12 shows the corresponding variation of 6T with scan distance

S, for 0 = 0 and RS = 150 km, and for selected values of range RO .

For other amplitudes of the internal tide, the appropriate value of

e& 0c 0 should be substituted in (5.25).

Based on the results derived here, it will be shown in Section

5.3 that internal tides have a negligible effect on coherence com-

pared to internal waves and spatial multipath interference.

5.2.4 FRk(UENCY SELECTIVE NULTIPATH INrERFERENICE

The effect of frequency selective mtuLtipath interference cn the

14CF is given by

TM - "mMnT 3nT  (5.26)

The individual auto-coherence has the form

ymm (5.27)

where 10m (w) is the normalized transfer function of the channel in

the absence of random fluctuations. The effect of yIfi(w) on the total

coherence is bost dctermined by n q-uiiing K rtyF which arrive with

equal time spacings and equ;1l ampliLudOs. Folloaing [3], the rays

arrive over an interval of time T which is the time spread of the
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channel, and T is the bulk time delay of the channel as depicted

in Fig. 5.1'. The auto-coherence Y m(w) is easily found to be

Ssin(wTs/2)

(w) S i-nu (5.28)

The periodic lobe structure of this function determines the actual

coherent frequencies, i.e., the frequencies of the primary maxima

of the structure where

w nTS = 2ni'K
nK

f =  --T , n 1, 2, ... . (5.29)
S

As the time spread of the channel icreanes for a given number of

rays, there is an increasing number of coherent frequencies in a

given bandwidth. This is the case for increasing source range.

Also for a constant value of T, the spacing between coherent

frequencies increases as K increases, as would occur upon entering

a convergence zone. Also, if the time spread is proportional to the

number of rays, the location of coherent frequencies does not change.

The coherence bandwdth cuntercd on f is determined by
n

Af (5.30)
TS

For long range propagation, T is on the ordr of seconds, so that

5"i
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Af is generally less than 1 Hz. Although exact only for ray arrivals

which are equally spaced on the time axis, (5.29) and (5.30) are

reasonable order of magnitude estimates for arbitrary multipath

fields, given K and T s(see footnote to (4.1)).

The effect of scanning is to square the auto-coherence factor

for each channel so that

Y Y O i(5.31)

The effect of squaring this factor is to narrow the peaks and widen

the nulls of the interference pattern caulking an effective decrease

in the coherent landwidth to

Af = 1 .(5.32)
2Ts

However there is no effect exactly at the peaks of the pattern, and

coherent frequencies will remain the same.

The total coherence is

YM -- 1110. ((,3 12  ,,on ((0) 12 (5.33)

Since receivers spaced by large distances nay receive entirely dif-

ferent multipath fields, the reting couernt or partially coherent

frequencies .ust be conputcd by mtiltiplying the coherence factors for

each receiver as indicated by (5.33). floaver if the scnsors receive
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identical multipath fields, the coherent frequencies remain the

same, but the coherent bandwidth is reduced to

Af = 1 (5.34)
4TS

An example of the variation of yM with frequency for identical

multipath fields with K = 4 and T = 4 sec is illustrated in

Fig. 5.14. For these parameters it is found that f = I Hz,
n

2 Hz, ..., and Af = .0625 Hz.

5.3 THE COMPLETE MTLTIPATH COHERENCE FUNCTION

The previous sections have presented the effects of the individual

oceanographi:c fluctuations on their rc;pcc-ti;u auto-cohlerence fa-tors.

It now remains to compare the various effects and to determine their

combined effect on coherence. A summary is then given with respect

to the application of these results to tle computation of coherence.

5.3.1 COMBINED EFFECTS ON COHERENCE

In Section 4.3.2 the M'1CF was factored into an envelope due to

travel time fluctuations and a coherence term due to frequency select-

ive multipath ir.tcrfercnce which %:-is %:rittcn as

Ysin : (Yw, sYT)Y " (4.75)

Since the first factors, dne to ra;ndon travol Lin:,e fluctuations

"lone, decrca.1e monutonica]ly lwith fr :,ii.:c., it if-, appropriate that

6hI
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they be considered separately. The factor YM containing the

frequency selective effects on coherence gives the coherent

frequencies for which YbI = 1.

The four components of the factor *WS all have the same

functional form 'ritten as

Y(c) Kc2(3)

and is shown in Fig. 5.15 for various values of K.

There is a subtle dependence on the ray parameter K (equal to

the number of rays when they have equal amplitudes). Since this

form was obtained from the envelope approximation in Section 4.3.2,

each corresponding auto-coherence has a companion factor due to

frequency selective multipath interference. Consider a coherent

frequency of this factor obtained from the equal time spacing formula-

tion, say f , and keep it constant while increasing K so that the

corresponding factor of YM equals unity. Since K satisfies

S Tn (5.36)n

this can be accoi:tplishrd by allowing K to increase by increasing TS.

From (5.35) it can be seen that the auto-coherence then increases

as K increascs. The explanation for this is that coherence is

primarily determined by the variLtion-. of the resultant phase of a

single friquoncy coniponcnt of each mu]tLI.AII i Agnal. For a given
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phase variation in the individual rays, as the number of independent

rays increases, the variation in the resultant phase decreases. This

phenomenon has actually been observed in convergence zones, i.e.,

where many ray paths converge in a focal zone [4J.

The above effect must be carefully considered in analyzing the

effects of spatial variations due to multipath interference. Although

"S will increase with K when the other parameters are held constant,

the ray spread a may also increase due to the increase in the number

of rays, and this will cause a decrease in y' . The relationship

between K and a should therefore be considered in computations of

Y1,s

For the purpose of comparing the various effects on coherence,

the simplified geometry of Fig. 5.10 will be u'sed. Each auto-coherence

term in (5. 1) due to random travel time flucti.ations was computed as

a function of scan distance for e = 0 (perpendicular to R0 ) and

o - -90° (parallel to R0 ), which are the approximate directions of ex-

trema of th2 variations due to internal tides and spatial multipath

Interference. The ranges used are R0 = 250 kin and RS = 150 km, the

multipath parameters are K = 16 and a = 2, and the. acoustic

frequency is f = 50 Hz. Figs. 5.16-5.18 show the results for scan

distances up to 50 km.

Fig. 5.17 illustrates the results for 0 = 0, which is the direc-

tion of the maxi.mum effect of intcr:iI Lidts, and the approximate

minimum of spatial fluctu,'tiont;. The s;olid lines are the approximate

region of validity of the at;uupt jon of indt-pendemice between scan
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channel and beacon channel. The dashed lines are extrapolated to

give the proper coherence of unity at S = 0.

The highest coherence factor is yTmn which remains at unity

throughout the entire scan distance. It was shown that the effect of

internal tides decreases with increasing range Rol while all other

effects increase. The conclusion is that internal tides have a

negligible effect on coherence for long range propagation and for

scan distances of this magnitude, and henceforth they may be ignored.

This result removes any restrictions on the system configuration or

its orientat.ion with respect to the direction of internal tide

propagation as in Section 5.2.3. Furthermore it was shown in Section

5.2.3 that internal tides have no effect on coherence phase.

Next in value are the auto-coherenc .s due to internal waves in

the beacon channels, which are equal due to system geometry and do

not vary with scan distance.

The auto-coherences and due to the combined effectThe ut-ornesW, Sm W , Sn

of Internal waves and spatial multipath interference in the scan chan-

nels have the largest effect on coherence. However 0 = 0' is the

direction of the approximate miniu.m effect of the spatial variations,

due to saller changes in range, so that total coherence should be

higher in this direction. The diffEcrence in the values of YW,Snm

and y' is due to differences jn scanung ranges. The compositeW4, Sn

MCF, Sn is ]argest ih the direction 0 z 0' ;o that this is the

direction of largest -:can distance for a constant coherence.
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Fig. 5.16 demonstrates coherence for 0 +90*. The coherence

factors yTmn' YWm and YWn are the same as in Fig. 5.17. The increase

in range for a given scan distance is the greatest in this direction.

The effects of both the spatial variations and internal waves there-

fore are greater than in any other direction and the auto-coherences

YWSm and Y' (equal by symmetry) attain their absolute minimum

values. The MCF ysmn is minimum in the direction 0 = +90° and scan-

ning ability is consequently the most limited.

Fig. 5.18 shows the effect of scanning in the direction 6 = -90° .

The effect of spatial variations is approximately the same as

0 = +90* for a given S, but since ran;e from the receivers to the

scan location is decreasing, the effect of internal waves is somewhat

less than e = +90. This accounts for the slightly higher values of

YWSm and YW,Sn -zausing a slight increasa in the MCF, Y Smn However

for scan distances of the magnitude considered here, the difference

in the MCF between 0 = +900 and 0 = -900 is minimal and scanning

ability is approximately the same in these directions.

The average signal phase for each receiver channel varies as a

function of scan distance according to the change in source range.

Negative values of phase correspond to increases in source-rzceiver

range relative to the beacon, and positive values indicote

decreases in range. The primary component of the phase is the linear *

variation k0x. It can be seen from (5.6) that for large values of

kol lo2, tse iasnitud oe pha i approximately Isj = koxl - •

The decrease in Rey S11 when scanninp? with thl. platie wave phase k0 x

rathLr than 'S is as large as ]-co, - n .2 93.
S4
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5.3.2 COMPUTATION OF THE COHERENCE FUNCTION

The purpose of this section is to summarize the procedure for

computation of the MCF. It has been emphasized that the MCF can be

computed for all receiver pairs by the computation of only the auto-

coherence for each receiver. The following outline gives the pro-

cedure for computation of receiver auto-coherence, and the MCF for

each receiver pair is- computed by multiplying their auto-coherences.

Procedure

1. For a given sound speed profile, beacon depth, receiver

depth, range R to beacon, and frequency f, compute the

number of ray arrivals K', relative pressure amplitudes,

A., travel times, Tk0, and arrival angles, 0k (usually

from a ray tracing program).

2. Compute the ray parameter

(K' \2[ (K' 2)

and estimate the rms ray arrival angle from

2 (5.38)
k

3. For given scan location deter::inc new range to receiver,

R', and compute x R'--R.

4. Determine : ',(R) and ;' = -(R') from Fig. 5.3 or from

(3.9) aild (3.10) for characteri,;tic ray type in channel.
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Find cW  C w(f) and c c w(fW') from Fig. 5.2 or

from (5.3).

5. Determine c.1 = Ics(x/X,(O)! from Fig. 5.6

or from (5.6).

6. From Fig. 5.15 or from (5.35) compute y(cw) and y(c lcS)

for the value of K found in (5.37).

7. Determine the phase S = .S(x/XG) from Fig. 5.7 or

from .(5.6).

8. If f is a coherent frequency (yM 1), the complete

auto-coherence is

Jos
y (cW) y(c ,IcS )e

Coherent frequencies are determined from

K' -jwT KIII o(w)) I Ake-JT0 I iA . (5.39)

k=l /=1

The above procedure is performed for each receiver channel. In

terms of these auto-coherences for N receivers, ym9 m = 1,2 .... N,

the MCF for each pair of receivers is

YSmn Ymyn , n =  1,2, .... N, m , n. (5.40)

5. 4 SMMAVRY

This chapter has pre,,;ented the :!CF ill erwil; of real oceanographic

fluctlations, and has compared the effect of each type of fluctuation.

The condition for whi h the scan t hanc,:il are Independent for

-~~... --- - -- v -. ~- - - -
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internal wave fluctuations was shown to depend upon scan distance,

S, and scan time, T. For T = 0, P(S,T) = .5 for S = 6.4 km, so by

restricting the analysis to S > 6.4 jm the channels can be considered

to be independent, and the time dependence can also be ignored. The

coherence due to internal wave fluctuations was shown to decrease

with both range and frequency and to increase with the number of rays.

Spatial fluctuations due to multipath interference were shown

to have the most severe effect on scanning, and their effect is com-

bined with that of internal waves in the scan channel. Their effect

on coherence depends upon a difference in range to the receiver be-

tween the beacon and the scan location. Ihis implies that the maximum

scanning ability is generally perpendicular to the direction from

receiver to Leacon. Scanning is much more limited in the parallel

direction. The coherence decreases with increasing angular ray

spread, frequency, and scan distance; it increases ,-tb an increasing

number of rays within the same spread of arrival angles. The total

average signal phase to the scan location is determined by the spatial

fluctuations and each receiver uses this as an average phase shift

for scanning.

The coherence due to internal tide't; ducrcases with increasing

scan distance and frequency, but increa:;c:s with rnnge. However, the

effect of internal tides is negligible compared to the other effects

for the scan distances, range;s. and frequencies cf iitcrc:;t here.

Internal tides al o have no effect on average .ig,,al phase.
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The above effects form a monotonically decreasing coherence

envelope of the effects of frequency selective multipath interference.

This latter effect depends upon the constructive and destructive inter-

ference of the rays as frequency varies. It can be stated in general

that the spacing between coherent frequencies decreases with increas-

ing time spread and decreasing number of rays, and that the coherence

bandwidth (about a coherent frequency) decreases with increasing time

spread. However, the exact interference pattern must be computed

from the ray amplitudes and travel times. The dependence of the

auto-coherence on YM is determined by the location of the coherent

frequencies. Rather than compute YM for an arbitrary frequency (since

YM may be low due to destructive interference), the approach taken has

been to assume lozation at a coherent frequency so that ym = 1. Since

there generally will be small spacings between coherent frequencies,

the preferred approach is to determine coherent frequencies from the

exact multipath summation, and to assume that the signal bandwidth is

large enough to iaclude at least one coherent frequency. This fre-

quency is then used for computation of the coherence envelope. This

subject will be discussed furtier in Chapter 6.

The complete auto-coherence can be coumputed SirT:'ly from the equa-

tions and figures given in this chapter. With the aid of a ray tracing

computer progran or other data, the procedure of Section 5.3.2 can

be used to predict Ithe MCF.
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CHAPTER 6

APPLICATION TO A SUPERARRAY SYSTEM DESIGN

6.1 SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

,rray processing was discussed in Chapter 2 and the VLA was com-

pared with a conventional array. In particular, a VLA of conventional

subarrays was discussed, and its advantages with respect to gain and

beam pattern were emphasized. In Chapter 5 the final formulation of

the MCF was presented in terms of known oceanographic fluctuations.

The purpose of this chapter is to apply the results derived from the

MCF to a VLA of subarrays.

Consider a system of N V widely spaced conventional subarrays,

each of which has NS sensors and beamwidth LO . A beacon is placed at

B at the range R0 , and the beam of each subarray is scanned to this loca-

tion as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). The beacon radiates a waveform which

enables each rece:'ver to measure the impulse response of the channel.

With this information each receiver then focuses on the beacon as des-

cribed in Section 4.3. The pattern of the system then changes from the

independent patterns of the subarrays to the near field pattern of a

VLA with a high resolutio:n, coherent focus on the beacc.a as shown in

Fig. 6.1(b). Any am.ibiguities in the VLA pattern are limited to the

original area of i ntcr:3ecti.on of h w :'arrsiy bcu .:.

At the beacon th2 coherence i; unity for all subarray pairs, so

128
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that the VLA gain attains its maximum value, GV  NV. The goal is to

scan the superarray focus away from the beacon in search of an unknown

signal source while maintaining an acceptable vaue of gain. First

each subarray scans its beam to the location S as shown in Fig. 6.1(c).

To focus the supcrarray at S, the phase shift determined from (5.6) is

applied to the output of each subarray and the outputs are sunumed as

depicted in Fig. 6.1(d). The VLA gain at S is determined by the degrada-

tion of coherence due to the random fluctuations, as predicted by the

MCF. The superarray continues to scan away from the beacon until pair-

wise coherence decreases to such a value that there is no appreciable

gain.

Since it may be desirable to cover a larger area, it is necessary

to place other beacons to insure continuous coverage. Each beacon has

its own area of coverage, and the beacon locations are determined by the

size of these areas so that coverage is continuous. The procedure out--

lined above is then repeated for each beacon.

It is, of course, necessary that the required density of beacons

is practical for the given system specifications. One of the primary

purposes of this work is to provide a procedure for determining the

feasibility of a VLA system design for given acoustic parameters and

system geometry, within the limitationn of the oceanographic fluctuations

considered here. It should be remcmbertCd that geographic anomalies have

not been Includcd as sources of fluctuat ions and will. be a source of

further performance dcgradation.
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6.2 SYSTFM DESIGN PROCEDURE

The primary considerations in the design of a VLA of subarrays

are the performance specifications of detection ability and localiza-

tion ability. Detection ability is measured by the system gain and

is determined by the MCF. Localization ability is determined primari-

ly by the system configuration.

The primary system requirements related to the gain are the num-

ber and density of beacons required for coverage of a desired area,

given the system configuration and the acoustic parameters for the

ocean area of Interest. Fig. 6.2 gives the value of the MCF required

to achieve certain values of VLA gain, Gv, as a function of the num-

ber of subarravs. N._. from (2.63). Mhen the recuired value of y. has

been determined, the area of coverage with one beacon, AB, can be

found from tA2 contour of constant cohererce using the results of Chap-

ter 5. It was shown that the directions of extrcma of scanning ability

are approximately parallel and perpendicular to the VLA baseline. By

computing these coherence distances, Sx and Sy, respectively, for the

outermost pair of receivers, the area A B can be approximated as a

rectangle,

A = S s . (6.1)
xy

Within this area the gain will exceed the uini.i:., required value since

the outermo.t pair of recevors hi:is tihi. lot..;t colcronce. Assume that

each beacon iN til,. area of iuLerc.st hi:; app':uxi. .tcly thoe same coher-

ence contour w-,ith the .- u, area A B . Then thLu r,.quircd spcing between
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beacons is S in the direction parallel to the VIA baseline, and Sy

in the perpendicular direction. For a desired total area of coverage,

AT, the required number of beacons is

A TN = (6.2)

B A B

Another design consideration is the required refocusing time for

each beacon. In Section 3.1 the scanning time was limited to T <<TO.

where T 0 is a characteristic time of the large scale environmental

fluctuations, which is on the order of days. In addition there was

shown to be no dependence on scan time due to internal waves and

tides. For internal waves, the scan time determines the minimum dis-

tance for which the channels are indepcndent; thus, for scan distances

larger than this, there is no dependence on T. Since internal tides

were show.n to have! a negligible effect on coherence, their dependence

on scan time can be ignored. The limiting factor on scanning time

therefore is the characteristic time TO'

Assume that an upper limit, T., is placed on scan time so that

<< To. A value of TS = 12 hr may be reasonable, but due to the

limited knowledge of large scale fluctuations it should be determined

by experiment. If a beacon has a lifetimiie T., and if TB > TS, then

each subarray must refccus on the beacon at intervals of T . However,

if TB < CS it will be necessary to replace each beacon at intervals of

T . This is an important consideration for systerm des-.ign imp]eiisenta-
Bt

tion and requires further study.
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The localization ability of the VLA is determined primarily by

the subarray beamwidths and the range to the source. If each subarray

has a length L then the beamwidth is

AO (6.3)
L

When the separation between subarrays is large the area of intersection

of the beams at a range R is then approximately

as  ( S)

(6.4)

2 2

The desired ttsolution determines limits on the relationships between

frequency, range, and subarray length. The number of resolution cells

per beacon is

AB

NR B (6.5)

A requirement for feasibility is that «S < < AB so that NR is large.

The resolution cell of the VLA focus can be determined from (2.55)

and (2.57) as

v2 ( _ (6.6)
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where L is the VLA length. If the subarray beamwidths are small
V

enough it may be possible to have only the main focus of the VLA

within ass with all ambiguities outside. The increase in resolution

would be

aS  RL s2

- = - (6.7)

For R ~ and , = 100 LS, aS/vV = 10 , Indicating that this is a

subject well worth further study.

As a simple design example consider the VLA configuration shown

in Fig. 6.3. The-e are NV = 7 linear subarrays distributed along a

baseline of LV = 150 km. Each subarray has NS = 40 sensors spaced one

half wavelength apart at f = 50 Hz (A = 30 m), so the subarray length

is LS = 585 m. If the noise is incoherent between individual sensors

in a subarray, then the subarray gain is GS = 16 dB from (2.62).

It is desired to form a VIA\ which will increase the system gain

by a minimum of GV = 6 dB at f = 50 11z. The desired area of coverage

2is AT = 75000 km centered about an initial beacon range of R0 = 250 km

as shown in Fig. 6.4. From Fig. 6.2 the required value of the l.CF is

found to be yS = 0.5.

Assume that the. .ultipath parameters are K = 16 and a = 20. To

determine the scan distances Sx and S , the outer pair of receiversx

is used for the computatlon since they will have the lowest coherence.

* Based on calculations using random array theory.
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Fig. 6.2 Required value of MCF for specified VLA gain.
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1Tis insures that the gain will be greater than 6 dB throughout the scan

area, A.. At and near the beacon the gain will be l0 log1 0 7 = 8.5 dB.

Thus the average gain within the y 0.5 contour is in excess of 7 dB

and the maximum gain is 8.5 dB. Using the MCF computation procedure

of Section 5.3.2, it is found that S = 165 km and S = 50 km, givingx y

a total coverage area of AB = 8250 km 2 with a beacon at RO. Assuming

that the area of coverage for each beacon is the same, the total number

of beacons required is NB = 9, from (6.2). The beacon configuration and

coverage areas are illustrated in Fig. 6.5.

The subarray beamwidth is found to be AOS = .051 rad. At
S2

R= 250 km the resolution cell from (6.4) therefore is as = 164 km2

and the num-cer of resolution cells per beazon is NR = 50, from (6.5).

From (6.6) the resolution size of the VLA focus is found to be U.V -

4000 M2 . The- beacon coverage area and resolution cell, as, is illus-

trated in Fig. 6.6.

In summary, this VIA will increase system gain by more than 6 dB,

covering an area of 75000 km2 with 9 beacons spaced by 50 km in the per-

pendicular direction and 165 km in the parallel direction. The size of

the resolution cell is 164 km2 for a total of 50 resolution cells per

beacon and 450 resolution cells over the entire coverage area.

6.3 CO:sn':D\TvrIONS IN SYSTEM IxPi::.:;TATIC:

1his vork has been primarily concr-red with the most important VLA

system dueiii con!%iduration, that of signal coherence between widely

spaced receivers. The derived ini]Lipath cohe'1rence function provides the
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beacon spacings required to maintain a desired coherence and VIA gain.

Tlere are other considerations for a complete system design implementa-

tion which will determine system feasibility. A detailed discussion of

these factors is beyond the scope of this work. However, this section

enumerates the most important of them, with practical suggestions as a

basis for further study.

Beacon placement

For a practical VLA system design the method of placement of bea-

cons is an important consideration. Permanent beacon installations

would be expensive with a lack of flexibility in location and a high

probability of discovery. However, temporary beacons with a limited

lifetime wou]J avoid these problems. The controlling factors in deter-

mining the feasibility of temporary beacon installations would be the

method of pl~cement and the beacon lifetime, T Since the use of

temporary beacons implies a beacon replacement if the desired scan time

about a beacon, T., is greater than its lifetime, TB, the method of

beacon placerent should be expedient. One method that warrants consider-

ation is dropping beacons from an aircraft. The technology in this

area is well developed and the method offers the obvious advantages of

flexibility in beacon location, accuracy of location by navigational

methods, and ease of ir-idiate beacon repL]coment.

Another po3nibiliLy is the use of beacons of opportunity such as

surface shippin. [!]. The adv..nta,,.; are a v.i.lability at no expense,

and concealt,.,nt. There will be difficultie. in phase measurement due to

spatial variatons, an. a lack of reliabillty and flexibility in location.
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However, due to the abundance of shipping traffic in areas where bea-

con placement would be difficult or impossible, it should be explored

as a possibility.

Beacon waveforms

The most important requirement for a beacon waveform is that it

enables accurate measurement of the channel impulse response in the

presence of noise. The waveforms of all beacons must be known at all

receiver sites and they must be distinguishable. In addition, the bea-

con signals should be undetectable to all others.

Measureientsof the impulse response of underwater channels and

acoustic phase detection have been investigated theoretically [2],

[3], [4] and expcrimentallv [5] - [101. It appears that pseudo-

noise (PN) sequences [11] satisfy the requirements stated above and

should be coisid.red in a superarray systc:m design.

Some of the characteristics which the PN code should possess will

be dictated by the channel characteristics. The time length of the

code must be greater than the time spread of the channel to insure

unambiguous measurement of the multipath arrivals. The sequences must

be distinguishable between beacons, thus a different code should be

used for each beacon. Each pair of sequences should have good cross-

correlation properties so that only the desired beacon waveform is de-

tected. Another consideration is the tinu. requi.red for each receiver

to synchronize with the beacon PN sequvence.
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Source localization

The VIA localization accuracy is primarily determined by the

accuracy of location of the beacons and subarrays, and by the number

of ambiguous VLA focal areas within the area of intersection of the

subarray beams. If there arc VLA ambiguities within as, then CS is

the miniaum resolution cell. The linear dimension of aS is typically

on the order of tens of kilometers. The beacon locations and the loca-

tions and orientations of the subarrays will be known to at least

navigational accuracy, whose error is much less than this value.

Therefore, it can be assumed that there is little effect on the local-

ization accuracy determined by the resolution cell S"

It was s:iown in the previous section that if there are no VLA

ambiguities within TS, then the size of the resolution cell will be

2
decreased to JV, which is on the order of ' . However, the location

of aV is highly sensitive to the location accuracy of the system com-

ponents. Evea if the subarray and beacon locations could be known

within fractiens of a wavelengtb, the location of a would still be in

error due to the randomness of the medium. llowever, due to the poten-

tial increase by orders of magnitude in localization ability, this sub-

ject should receive further study.

Source motion

An application of a VA syst:m to the detection of moving sotrces

presents add i 1i'u ii comtpl ic;1 ti,n:. Tu Section ?.4 it was shown that

travel tine fluctuitions mot::t vary ,.;1o-:y c.;p: 'cd to signil duration

tlmo, so that the chalmitl ta n:fer funct ion!; will be time invariant.
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However, this may not be valid for a moving source, because the spatial

fluctuations due to multipath interference will vary with time. The

seriousness of this effect will depend upon integration time and source

velocity. A related problem is the ability to track the source by main-

taining the VLA focus on its changing location. The source motion also

causes a complicated Doppler effect due to a different frequency shift

in each ray. However, this effect cah be minimized by properly shifting

the center frequency of the receiver filters.

Post-detection focusing and tracking

After initial detection of a signal source with the VIA, it may be

possible to further increase the signal to noise ratio by enhancing the

partially coherent VLA focus. Each subarray would measure the relative

signal phase or coherence of the signal wavefor:ms. Using this informa-

tion a refocused, high resolution spot is placed on the source by self-

cohering or adaptive beamforming techniques. The focus is then scanned

in the vicinity of the source for the purpose of tracking.

CeogrsT)_.,hic fluctuations

In Chapter 3 geographic fluctuations such as currents and eddies

were discussed. The theoretical developmcnts in this work were limited

to those which arc not gco;,r aiphic 4n nature. However, due to the

prevalence of geographic anomalies, they must be considered in a VLA

System design.

Due to the variabil ity a1d un,'cdictbi L'ty of : :1e of these fluC-

tuationr it is difficult to dc'tur-ino their effect on coherence. The
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best approach would be to evaluate the effect of geographic fluctua-

tions by experiment in the ocean area of interest for a VLA system.

The geographic areas of prevalence of some of these fluctuations might

be considered in the geographic location of a VLA.

Determination of actual phase for VIA scannin$

The development of the MCF in Chapter 4 theoretically predicted

the average phase shift required for each subarray in order to scan

the VLA with partial coherence. However, this result depends on an

accurate knowledge of the multipath structure which may not be available.

It is important to know the correct average phase for each individual

situation. If the average phase shift is inaccurate then another ran-

dom v .riahr is introimeod which will further degrade coherence.

This suggests the desirability of experimentally measuring phase

as a function of scan distance. This mersurement will show a phase

trend [12] iith fluctuations about the trend due to the variations con-

sidered in this work. This procedure of surveying the scan area is

performed only once, and the phase trend measured is then used as the

average phase shift for future VLA -canning. The true phase will vary

causing a dcgradation of coherencc, but the trend should remain constant.

Cohercnt noiso sourcc:;

In Section 2.3 noise was i iii.tred to random broadband ambient noise

which is incoherent bctw.. n VL., :;ty w.oever the,': is a possi-

bility of di screte shipping e eronce %.;-;' .-h y be coherent between

subarray.. Exporimcntal [131 and thcorer ict.:1 [1,',) roc,;ulLs can be used
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to predict this shipping density for the North Atlantic. A method of

near field adaptive nulling of coherent noise with a VLA of subarrays

was developed in [14] based upon the concept of null steering [15].

Practical implementation of this technique would involve an initial

localization of interfering shipping by airborne radar detection or

other means, and a null tracking system in each subarray so that individ-

ual nulls in the subarray patterns can follow the shipping traffic.

The near field pattern of the VLA can then be visualized as having

"holes" which follow the ships as they move throughout the area.

Subarray location

Some additional system flexibility can be acquired if the subarrays

can be placcd in arbitrary locations. A possible VIA system might con-

sist of sevez-al floating random arrays [16] which could be deployed by

an aircraft Ln aay desired locations Ccmbined with the use of air

dropped beacons, the VIA system would then have the advantage of com-

plete mobility. The disadvantage would be a further degradation of sys-

tem gain due to the larger spacings between sensors in a random float-

ing array.

6. 4 SUMIARY

This ch'apter has presented an application of the MCF to the design

of a VIA of widely suparatcd subarrays. The gencral system design

*'his idea va; :;up,,':;t td by Profer: or F. lhl!,,r, Ioore School of Electrical
Engineering, Univlr!; ty of Pem;y] ,ina.
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approach was outlined. A procedure was then developed for determining

beacon spacings required for a given VIA configuration to maintain a

specified gain over a desired coverage area. VLA refocusing times were

shown to be dependent on the large scale oceanographic fluctuations.

Localization ability was discussed in terms of the subarray beamwidths

and the size of the focal area of the VLA.

A design example was presented for some realistic system para-

meters. This example showed that coherent combination of 7 subarrays

could increase system gain by an average of more than 7 dB over an area

2
of 75000 km with the use of only 9 beacons.

Finally, some important considerations in system implementation

were discussed, and proposals were made for practical solutions.

Specifically mentioned -ere the possibilities of beacon placement by

aircraft, and PN sequences for beacon waveforms. The idea of floating

subarrays also deployed from an aircraft uas discussed as a method of

making an entire VLA mobile.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMfltRy AND RECC2,17INDATTONS FOP FURTIER STUDY

7.1 SUI.ARY OF RESULTS

In order to view the results of this work in the proper per-

spective, it is helpful to review the line of reasoning that led to

their development. The motivation for this work was the idea of

coherently combining widely spaced subarrays in a random multipath

underwater medium. The purpose of forming this very large array is

to increase the potential signal to noise ratio and the localization

ability. Th. enhancement of detection ability is measured by the

array gain, defined in terms of the signa. coherences between all

pairs of sub.rrays. The foremost problem, then, was to develop a

solution for this coherence in terms of the environmental and acoustic

characteristics of the ocean.

This led to the development of a new measure of coherence, called

the multipath coherence function, defined in terms of ensemble averages

of the random transfer functions of the multipath channels. Since the

receivers are widely spaced the clunnels are stochastically indepen-

dent. This important s.implificaticn dci:onstrated the existence of

coherence without correlation betw n chanlnels; it also enabled the

MCF to be factored into separate alt,-coc'rc-ces, making the final solu-

tion mathcer:tically feo.;ible. AnoLhr important simplification was the

147
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envelope approximation for the auto-coherence, which factored the

effects of random fluctuations from those of frequency selective multi-

path interference. The MCF was then formulated as a function of source

range and scanning distance, for general oceanographic fluctuations.

It then remained to specify the stochastic paraineters of the MCF

for real oceanographic fluctuations. This required original analyses

of the effects of spatial variations due to multipath interference, and

of internal tides, on coherence. The stochastic parameters of internal

wave fluctuations were obtained from the literature. A comparison of

these effects then showed that spatial variations were predominant in

scanning, while internal tides were a negligible influence.

The remaining step was to apply these results to the initial objec-

tive of predicting VLA performance in terns of signal to noise gain for

given system configurations. The system design approach was to use

self-cohering te-chniques whereby the VLA initially focuses on a known

beacon source in the near field, and then scans in the vicinity of the

beacon in search of an unhnowni signal. Thus the quantities of interest

were the number and spacing of beacons required to maintain a specified

gain while scanning the VLA between beacons. A design example for some

realistic parameters then showed the existence of signlficant coherence

over large ocean areas. The conclusion is that a VLA design might be

possible and practical.

In su.,.mary, there are throe pri..:iry results from this research.

The first is a general solution for sipal cohtrcnce in uncorrelated

multipath channels. The second is a specific application of this
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multipath coherence function to the design of a VLA composed of wide-

ly spaced subarrays. Finally, numerical results showed that such a

VLA design is feasible for certain system configurations and multipath

characteristics.

7.2 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The following sections outline the important conclusions to be made

from the results of this work, and an explanation of its limitations.

The points considered are limited to the areas of the three primary

results of this work stated in Section 7.1. Further information and de-

tail can be cbtained from the summaries at the end of relevant chapters.

7.2.1 CONCL.SIONS

The most important conclusion to be made from the development of the

NCF is that it demonstrates the existence of coherence without correla-

tion between random channels. The MCF demonstrates the importance of

the size of fluctuations compared to their correlation. The existence

of partial coherence implies a non-zero mean signal field for fluctua-

tions which are small enough. It was also sho.rn that the NCF is indepen-

dent of the signal source and depends only on the properties of the

med uRm.

The importance of frequency dor:main processing is readily observed

by comparino, th2 coherenue functfo:n ,.1t1i the normalized cross-correlation

function. A broad band siignal waveform in a :iviltipath medium may have

only one or two di!,crete frequenci,. at w'hich coherence 1s high. The
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cross-correlation function, however, considers the entire signal wave-

form and will have a much smaller value than the maximum value of the

coherence function.

The relevance of the MCF is in its relation to array gain. The

magnitude of the MCF gives the signal power gain achieved by combining

the outputs of a pair of receivers. Its phase is the average phase

difference between the received signals which is required to combine

them with partial coherence.

The mathematical solution for coherence led to a convenient

factorization into nine auto-coherence terms. The stochastic indepen-

dence of the receiver channels permits an auto-coherence to be com-

puted for each channel independent of the others resulting in a large

computational savings. The envelope approxirnation further factored

the effects rf random fluctuations from those of frequency selective

multipath interference. This allows the prediction of maximum coherent

frequencies independent of the actual. multipath ray configuration. The

extension of the MCF to VLA scanning led to a further factorizatien of

the MCF into an auto-coherence due to the effects of spatial variations

in the multipath interference. The advantages of these factorizations

are computational simplicity and the ability to compare various effects

on coherence readily.

The MCF formulation is a simple, concise m.athematical expression,

and does not depend on pre :cnt knu\:hdge of ucc,,ino r;'hic fluctuations.

The solution in adaptable to future dcv,,p:::cntm in the causes of these

fluctuations.
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The complete value of the MCF is determined by multiplying the

eight auto-coherence factors for a given channel, system geometry, and

acoustic frequency. It has been shown that, for a constant value of

0, and for a coherent frequency (yM = 1), the MCF increases as the num-

ber of rays, K, increases. However, if an increase in the number of ray

arrivals causes a corresponding increase in the ray spread, a, the coher-

ence may decrease. This fact is an important consideration in the

choice of receiver location. For example, it may be wise to place the

receivers at depths where there is a large number of ray arrivals with-

in a small angular spread, rather than to choose a location having only

one ray with the hope of avoiding spatial variations due to multipath

interference zntirely.

The identification of the auto-cohere-cee with specific oceanograp.ic

fluctuations allowed the relative effect of each type of fluctuation te

be determined. For each receiver there is an auto-coherence due to

internal waves in the beacon channel, y an auto-coherence due to

internal waves and spatial multipath interference in the scan channel,

and an auto-coherence due to frequency selective multipath inter-

ference, , There is also the effect of internal tides on the coherence

between receivers, YT"

The factor yW depends upon the typical ongle at which rays cross

the sound channel a.is- and has a highrC value for steeper rays. It

decreazve.; :. ith the svcin. rali , .2, and .:ith tl,o acoustic frequency, f.

Y1 contain- the effect of 5iternal waves in the sc;n channel plus
W , S

the effect. of spiat~al v:irintionc . du,. to railit.111:,th interfterence in
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scanning. The effect of spatial variatiors depends upon the change

in source range, x, in scanning away from the beacon. Thus, the effect

is most severe when scanning in a direction perpendicular to the base-

line of a VLA. The parameter which affects the spatial variations is

the angular ray spread at the receiver, a, and it was found that coher-

ence decreases as u increases. For a given value of a the coherence

decreases in scanning as a function of 1xi/2.

The effect on coherence due to frequency selective multipath

interference, Y11, was found to depend on the nominal time configura-

tions of the multipath arrivals for each receiver channel. The coher-

ence yM is specified primarily in terms of coherent frequencies, i.e.,

frequencies at which the rays interfere constructively, and the coherent

bandwidths centered on these frequencies. For a simplified equal time

spacing formulation of the ray arrivals, it was found that coherent

frequencies occur at harmonics. The fundamental coherent frequency in-

creases as the number of rays, K, increases, and as the time spread,

TS2 decreases. The coherence bandwidths are inversely proportional to

Ts •

It was found that internal tides had a negligible effect on coher-

ence in scannin- compared to the effect of spatiztl multipath interfer-

ence. Consequently y T has a value of unity for all scan distances of

practical itterest. However, the coherence due to frequency selective

multipath itterf erence is a15o a con;Jd(rntion, siucc the spacing between

coherent frequonciev increases as V. incre,.:Qs. All of thcse factors

should be takev into .cceuit for -n - ,, ;y, y tem design.
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The argument of the MCF is the average phase difference between

signals necessary to combine them with partial coherence. The only

contribution to this phase is due to the spatial multipath interference.

It was found that the phase has an expected linear variation, k0x, and

a contribution due to the ray spread, a. It was found that the devia-

tion of the average phase from the linear trend is less than n/4 radians.

The actual design of a superarray system requires the use of bea-

cons with known locations and knoun waveforms for the purpose of

initially focusing the VIA due to the unknown state of the medium.

Scanning the VLA is performed by first scanning the subarray beams to

the desired location and then applying the required phase shifts to the

subarray outposts. These phase shifts are nominal or average values

which are either predicted from a ray tracing program or experimentally

measured. The MCF then predicts the defocusing of the VLA due to the

fluctuations about the average phase. The localization accuracy of the

VLA is determined primarily by the area of intersection of the subarray

beams because of ambiguities in the VLA pattern.

The MCF predicts the contours of constant coherence giving the

area of coverage with one beacon for a desired array gain. This deter-

mines the niumbcr of beacons and their Feometric configuration for a re-

quired total area of coverage.

Nunierical results for a specific multipath configuration and a VLA

of 7 subarrays predicted an average gain in excess of 6 dB over an area

of 75000 kmr 2ith the u:;e of only 9 beacons.
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7,2.2 LIMITATIONS

The restrictions of the foregoing theory are few, and are simply

stated. There are some limitations, however, which may be important

considerations in a VLA system design, and are itemized below.

Geometrical optics - the theory of fluctuations has been limited

to the geometrical optics regime (small fluctuations), with

associated limits on frequency and range. However, since the

fluctuations are uncorrelated, the MCF depends only on their size.

ConsequetiLly, coherence would be very small for fluctuations larger

than those of the geometrical optics region, so it is unnecessary

to consider the other regions of fluctuations.

" Small scale size of fluctu.tions - the 1imitation to fluctuations

of small correlation distance and tirme (internal waves) places re--

strictions on scan distance and scan time. But since coherence

is low for larger scan distances due to the fluctuations considered

here, there is no need to consider larger scale size fluctuations.

0 Non-geographic fluctuations - the theory here does not consider

geographic anomalies such as currents and eddies. These fluctua-

tions should be seriously considered in a VLA system design, either

by measuring their effect for the arca of interest, or by avoiding

them entirely in locating the VIA.

" Source motion - a restriction imposed early in this work was that

signal duration Lime be mitch less than thce chlmracterisLic time of

Lll fluIctuIt iow. Source motion ipipli e; the exi!stence of spatial

varlatiotis of multipath in trrertic,, in ,ho siginal duratii on time.
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There is therefore a requirement that the source motion is minimal

for the time that it takes the signal processor to compute the

power spectral densities. The effect of Doppler can be accounted

for by simply shifting the center frequency of the signal processor

filter. This subject requires further study.

Horizontal scanning - although no restriction was placed on receiver

location due to the use of a beacon for initial cophasing, scanning

was limited to a horizontal plane at the beacon depth. It is

assumed that there are no great variations in depth for typical

signal sources. The vertical coherence distance therefore can be

presumed to be large enough to detect all sources of interest with

beacons at only one or two depths.

Accuracy of beacon and receiver locations - the VLA localization

ability is determined by the area of intersection of the subarray

beams, which may be on the order of tens of square kilometers.

Since receiver and beacon locations will be known within areas much

less than this, there will be essentially no effect on localization

ability of the VLA.

Incoherent noise - if the noise is incoherent between receivers

there will be no effect on VLA gain due to ambiguities in the re-

ceiving pattern. Coherent no i.s sources, such as shipping traffic,

will cause a decrease in gain if loc;tted at one of the ambiguous

focal points of the 'JL,. Tl, -'rccdhr of near field adaptive

nul In. di:;c,:';~d in Chptor Cay aWid thi-s prob1cm.
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Isotropic multipath field - it 'as assumed that the number of

rays, the nominal travel times,'and the angles of arrival, are

invariant throughout the scan area for each beacon. The source

ranges and scan areas for which this condition is fulfilled must

be predicted from a ray tracing program. This is a further consid-

eration in beacon and receiver location.

7.3 RECOIENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Section 6.3 has discussed other considerations in a VLA system design

implementation, and Section 7.2.2 has stated limitations of the theory

and its applications. The topics mentioned warrant further study and are

stimarized here Uith further reco-nmendations concerning experimental

verification of iesults.

1 - An expeiinental test of the theory of the MCF using beacons.

2 - An expezimental test of application to a ILA system design.

3 - A study of beacon waveforms such as PN sequences.

4 - Evaluati'on of methods of beacon placcment such as beacons of

opportunity and air-dropped beacons.

5 - An experimental test of source localization ability.

6 - A study of the effects of source motion.

7 - A study of the efft:cts of geographic fluctv,-tions such as

currcnts and eddies.

8 - Evaluate the effects of col,'crcnt noi;e ncurces.

9 - A study of po:-t-doct!Cti un foc'i:-Aing ai.d tiack ing.
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10 - Consideration of methods of subarray location such as the

use of floating random arrays.

11 - Study of the use of sources of opportunity instead of

beacons.



APPENDIX

THE ENVELOPE APPROXIMUTION

It is desired to approximate the envelope of the function

2 K 2 (W) 110 ()J 2
y (W) 2 2 (A.1)

l+[KIIo(w) 2-c2 (w)

In the above equation 1110 (w)1 2 is the square of the normalized multi-

path transfer function exhibiting frequency selective fading. It is

shown in Section 5.2.4 that coherent frequencies located at the primary

maxima of the pattern have typical spacings on the order of 1 Hz, and

that the n-'2, sadjacnt to ,ac' c.hr... fre-2ncy .....e Separe . ,

fractions of 1 llz Between coherent frequencies there are a number of

secondary maxima *which have generally the same spacings between their
9

adjacent nulls. The function c-(w) is the squared characteristic func-

tion of random fluctuations and is a monotonically decreasing function

of frequency. The typical characteristic functions considered, that of

internal waves in (5.3) and of spatial variations in (5.6), vary slow-

ly compared to 110()i 2 , and can be considered constant between any two

nulls.

At the nulls of 110 (w)12, Y2 (W) = 0 WUn c 2 (() < 1, so the local
2

Unxizma of y (W) also occur beLween the null %;. Considcr a pri:,.ary maxi-

mum of !0(0)L located at w = so l0(w0 )2 = 1. Thun in the region

between tho adjacent nulls

158
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2 Kc2 (w0) H0 (W) 2 (y2 (¢o - •(A. 2)
JL+[KII10 (w0) 1 2 -11c2 (W 0)

Since y 2(w) increases monotonically with I10(W)12 when c 2 (W0 ) < 1,

its maximum value in the region between the nulls about c0 is

2 KcC (Cu0)

max y2 (w) = •c (A.3)
l+(K-l)c2 (u)0 )

This is true for each primary maximum, so tho. envelope of y2 (w) for all

W is

2 2 Kc 2 (n)
(.) --"~~ ,,c 2 (i (A.4)

" +(K-l)c (w)

Since the primary maxima and zeroes of y2 (w) coincide with those of

i11 0 ()1 2 , the al'proximation to y2 (t) is now written as

2 = Y )2 2 (W) (A.5)

where

Y(W) 1 2 (A.6)

The fractioi,:,] irror in thi:; apprioxi7i:it i n is;

C A (A.7)

Y
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Equation (A.1) can be rewritten as

-2 22 (A.8)

Then

( 22 )y2 (A.9)

2

At the primary maxima, Y 2 1, so there is no error. These are the

regions of main interest since they are the locations of coherent

frequencies. The error in the approximation is greater at secondary
2 1

maxima. For example, consider a secondary maximum whereY =

2 = 2 1 2 1Assume that yV= - Then y but y so The
2 1. -, buty , --ea 25 .

fractional error continues to increase as ydecreases.

It should b,-! noted that the envelope approximation is not valid
c2 ( 2

when there are no random fluctuations, i.e., when c (o)= 1 for all w,

since, from (A.1), y() 1 for all w.
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Phase decorrelation effects on array beam scanning
Tong LLim
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(Received 22 December 1977; revised 26 April 1978)

The beam scanning capability of a planar random array has been investigated for the case when the signal
phase decorrelates across the array and conventional beam steering is used. The phases are assumed to

d ' have a joint Gaussian density, and the values of the correlation function used are assumed to decirease
linearly with element separation. Analytical expressions are derived relating the array gon to the

41 maximum angle of sca.
.1 , PACS numbers; 43.60.CS

INTRDUCIONThe second topic of Itnterest Is the scanning capability

Sevral uthors in th~e past have investigated the ef of the arr:ybeam. This topic is covered i., Ref. 8 and

fects of phase decorrelation on array performance, such will be briefly outlined as follows. Assume that the
V asRefs1-6 n liearphase s.ifters are adjusted to maximize the beaniformt.

a~* .The asued -eemet r- output, ieto "look"l in the direction of a pilot wave 0!1
ray oin Gassin pobailiy dnsiy fr te N known l:earing. This Involves applying the conjugates off

random phases, and several covariance matrix models
I eerpsdi e .. the signal phases at the array elements. The pilot pro-

vides initial directional information and beam scanninu.
This paper Investigates the performance of a random involver, changing the p4;ase shifters to look at direction.

ayccrntecseoarray In which the elements are assumed isotropic aud in the v-,cirity of the pilot direction afier turnin,t off the

uniformly distributed over a horizontal plane and there latter sgna%. Although the element position coordinates-
Is phase decorrelation across the array. This situation are not needed for beamform lng, they are necesisary to

m a ocur n te cse f afree-ficating array of hydro- compuzte the additional phase shifts required fol' scanr.n
phones. First, the main beam gain is computed as an away from the Initial direction. If the coordinates are

average over the array element distribution. Secondly, not known accuarately, it is showr in Ref. 8 that scaniiif
t and of prime interest here, the scanning capability of is limit 3d only to a small region around the initial lock

the array Is examined. This determines how far a beam directi*n because of gain degrada-tion. ncusituation:
* can be steered off the main axis before the gain de- here, sgnai decorrelation would have the same effectlt grades appreciably. Gaussian densities are also as- even with the element positions exactly known. The

s.inned here and analytical expressions of the main beam analyst in the next seton determines the array scan- *

gain are obtained froin which the maximum scan angle ning capability. The effects of uncorrelated noise can
can be derived as a function of the number of elements be incorporated but will not be considered here.
atsd the phiase variance, and froms certain correlationf coefficient mnodels. 11. ANALYSIS

A. Conventional eamfonner array gain
1. PROBLEM STATEMENT~ ~Assume a horizontal plana array with the N eleme-

Amonochromatic plaie wave is asnumed to propagate arbitrarily spread out as shown in Fig. 1. The compiE
IIa random inecdiwtn In which the two-dirnensional hori-

routal array Is situaiel. In addition t0 uncorrelated 1umi
AI noise at eachi array element, several factors such as

suitipath effects in the inedium causes rpertturbationn on '
the wvavefront and hence signal decorrelatlon across the 0
,arlray. Consequently lia phzes of thp moniccbromatic DWCIO

wave neasured at thea elements wcu!d daiiata trom the
valus bsed n gomeric consIderationi; 11 the mnedilim

were tranisparent. 'Elie measured signal amplitudes -*
%nnttd thesesslves be different, but in tie nailyai; given INTA
in See. 11 they are assumed to be equWlized with limiters DIRETION
before bpainforiivi ns in Ro't. 7. A troa-fluating sona-
buoy arr-ay would drift rai-domly so t'he clemnt loca- t.4 ?

Itions can be &Fsigncd it probability citibutton. e__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l

We first cozm:!der convnitioail bearnformit-g and in-
vestigate Ihe array gain taken as~ an avi-rsge over the 1

cleinent diuilbution. C3avissian uttiidrs to bedis- 03

e!cssoed Inter are asssuniod. FiG. 1. Array cnfiryr'tI'7. It,
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4 radiaton pattern due to a signal arriving at angle 0 ized before beamforming. Instead we assume the fol-
Vlle looking in the direction 9, can be written as lowing model for the correlation,

= At9)- . .eXPU$.) 1 - Id , (4)

X ejjk , U,+ Y.,) -b. ](1) 0, otherwise,

where U, = CosS - cos9,, U, = sinO - sin,, k is the wave where d - d. = (x. - x.) cosO + (y. - y.) sinD is the longi-

. mber and a, exp(j&,) is the measured signal at the tudinal sepa.ratlon between the elements and D is the
meth element. Om is the phase shift applied for conven- correlation distance. The model implies perfect trans-
tional beamforming and would in general differ in value verse correlation and is believed to be reasorsble for

-. from 4,,, which Is a random variable that is assumed the long range deep sound channel. It is based on phys-

to be normally distributed, N(6,,, e2). The signal phase tcal reasoning and not experimental measurements of

i; variance e Is assumed to be identical at all the ele- transverse and longitudinal correlations, which the

gments. The phases considered in this paper are as- author has not to date been able to find in the open liter-
Smsed to be true phases and not restricted to modulo 2r. ature.

iblity The power pattern which Is defined as the array gain The main beam gain Is next computed as an average

8 and. can be written as over the clement positions. From (3) and (4) the mean

1e - . " of the summand is

orme:i A|)AN()=pI a!+ E [.[ fexp[j(e.-ep,] - f "

ave a!' - exp[-° -P..)]1 =  P(X.,x.)

ttes o!i  xexp[-jf. - 4.)] exp[jk{(x. -x,)U,-(y. - y.)U,)]• of -
pro-...I
ning We quickly specialize to the case where the amplitudes + ,, -, iix x,,5)
,ctions-' a. t, are assumed to be equal to unity and In addition, +J-dl >,
f the - consider only the main beam axis gain, I. e., U, = U, = 0.
inates. Sidelobe structures are also of interest but were found where dx=dxdy. Without any loss in generality, let 9

ry to 7 to Involve tedious calculations and will not be pursued 0; so
annin. here. With these simplifications, the main beam power f
are . pattern as an average over the phase distribution is 1= JJ p( , x.)exp[-- ac x. --x.1j/D] dX,dX

look -(A()A())! +exp- o2) f p,., j dx
tion - 1-4,: Ismrnl>D

ect x(exp j(6. - . >)) (2)
et+1 (6)

an- Let ,. and i. be jointly Gaussian with a correlation co-:an- Let the array element positions be Independent, iden-

.an efficient p.. and marginal distributions N(4., 0Y) and tically and uniformly distributed over a square
- NIO., e). From the joint characteristic function M(vt,
' LP)(foundlntextslikeRef. 9), weobtain s(X, =leL, I x<2L, ys2L (7)

r . (exp[j(,6,- $)I) =M(1, - 1) There are two cases to consider.

.ep - b.) - a2 (I - p.)],Case 1: D< L. From (6),

plex: and from (2),
iplex'1= ff f

(A-) + P exp[- o2(1 - .], (3a) ,.i, L

U --' x exp(- olx .-,I/D) dx. dy. dy. dy..
which depends on the element positions through the phase
spatial correlation coefficients p,,,.. If we also include The y,, y. terms integrate out and using a change of
noise which is identically distributed and uncorrelated variables x. + x, = u, x. - x. = v, it can be shown that

between the elements and independent of the random 2 fD ex(-d
variables ,. and 4,, then it can be shown that (3a) be- f=a dVe ot- '/D)
Comes

(AA*)=- (exp(j8$))2 -'exp_o2(l-p.)]. (3b) ) 0

N NNO
us, Similarly,

*here 64 Is the phase noise variable. 2 .L

Although several authors have derived expressions for I2 jCJ(L ,

the spatial correlation coefficient, e.g., Refs. 10 and 11, . 1 DIL2 .9)
they are quite complicated to evaluate, and besides, they 1 Dl L) 9 * "9)

'leude amplitude effects which we as,:n e to be equal- So from (3), (8), and (9)
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E((AA*)}= I/N+ ( - 1/N) (+ ;a). (10) scan angle 0 is not too large), (2) p is the phase corre-
lation coefficient between the phases observed at an ele-

Case 2: D> L. Using the same method for deriving ment due to individual wavefronts from bearings 0 rad
(8) apart and (3) p,.,, is the phase cross-correlation coeffi- I

i) 2 cient between elements "t and n due to waves arriving
= (L- v)exp(- zv/D)dv from the initial and final bearings respectively. In gen.

eral the correlation coefficient between $0 and $' would
= 2(D/Loz){I - (D/La2)[I - exp(- La2 /D)1I, be different from that between $, and $. Although nu-

I and 12=0, note that If DIL>> 1, that is, high spatial cor- merical computations based on this model Is feasible, c
relation and o is not too large, then 11 and hence the we choose to assume further that

main beam gain approaches unity. It can be also shown E. (1 5b)
that the main beam gain is unity for both cases 1 and 2
above when the phase variance a is zero. With local isotropy and 9 small, the assumption appears

Ireasonable because if 8 -0, then p - land p.n -p.

B. Beam scanning capability This simple model is used owing to the absence of any
theoretical model derived from principles of underwater

Let the pilot wave referred to previously be arriving acoustics.
from bearing 9=0, as shown in Fig. 1, and the measured

phases be 40 so that the initial phase shifters are set to From (13)
_IV.. To look In the direction with bearing 0, an addi- (exp[j( _ _4o+ 0)])=M*(1,_-,_l,1),

tional phase shift is needed at each element. It is com-
puted as that required when assuming an ideal medium and it can be shown that
and the absence of uncorrelated noise. In the latter sit- 1 -
uation, the initial phase shift for the rnth element would (AA*) expf- 2o2(1 -Pro-P+P.,X
be - kx,, and to look in the direction 0 requires a m-1
shift of - 4=- k(x.cos+ymsin9). So the actual phase 1
shift Is set to -o +<Do - D'. If the measured phase due =7-+-, E exp[- 2(-p)o2(-p] . (16'

to a source at bearing 9 Is now 4,, then the main beam
gain can be seen to be Note that (16) is identical to (3) with o2 replaced by

2(1 - p)oe and the results from (8)-(11) can again be
Al)fN =Lexpj(i _4+$~ e- V1)] used, assuming the uniform element distribution in (7).

-exp~j(0'- 64°)] (12) Case 1: D< L.

and
and.-'- N , 21 ] (-p,?L

x(exp[j(V, - $.- $0 + $.)]) (13) / D
We next assume that -', "ltio ,- (1 -p)o expf- 2(1 -p)o "r ) . (We~. nex asuetht$ are jointly Gauss-

ian with marginal distributions having means equal to the Case 2: D> L.
values in a transparent medium and equal variances a2.

For example, T-N(,co). The joint characteristic ED 1
function Is-. D -- ___-)

i×= exp(j1 (1j -ep'A 1, (14) D 1 .

where we have 2L (l -

, , , So far the array element positions have been assume
to be exactly known. In practice, there could be error

The correlaiion matr-ix A is assumed to have the form which cause additional loss In the array gain. Let the
mth element coordinate be (xM +6x., y.+by.,). The

P phase term in (12) becomes

-a 1 5(a) a - 6400 +k(1- cos)zx - slnB by.]

~ ~ ~ 1 jbi~64- - 0 by.
I- p, for a small angle 9. The phase variance (If p=0)

where (1) p ,, Is the phase correlation between elements o:.(1
m and n due to a perturbed wave from one direction (we
assume local isotropy in letting the correlation be- The term kO is small even with operating frequencec-

Preen ' and b equal to tht bew , and $.. about 100 H if 9 is a small angle. It implies that It
This appears to be a plysically sound ausomption if the the phase fluctuation a, is large, the element positio

Lt I" ,I- ._
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;e corre- m IVI GLE (oEGREE4,

at an ele- i %6,
gs 0 rad lO.
,l coeffi-
trrlving O
f. In gen- 0
Ji; would
hough nu-
easible, & 6 10

VA 0.51

U15b) 94

on appears as

ce of any
underwater 0'

LO -
0.1 0.5 M 1.0 LO to0 P

niG. 2. Average main beam gain .as a function 'of signal phase
vriance factor p. N= 10. ot =(p)(rad)i. 0.'

% 6.0. . 6 , /. 0

sed not be located too accurately since 2 a2  would
still be small compared to o.

0 .1 . .3 .4.A .6 .7 .6 .5 1.0 P
It can be seen from (17) or (18) that the number of FIG. 4. Curves of maxdmum scan angle. parameterized by the

elements N does not significantly affect the scan capa- normalized angular correlation ratio SIR. o: (p r)2(rad)2 .
billty but a small phase variance a2 and high correla- DIL = 0.5.
tions p and p,, in (16) will allow a wider angle to be

ced by scanned. The factor N is expected to affect only thegain be uidebands of the random array (average sldelobe level Fig. 2 are shown the beam gain curves for different val-
gin bn (7). tl(v)*. ues of the normalized correlation D/L and the number ofI .1N). elements N Is taken to be 10 for all curves. It can be

II. RESULTS seen that the loss in gain is considerable for phase vari-
ances exceeding 7r

2 (rad)r even with high correlation co-
-2The main beam gain is iotted as a function of a varl- efficients (i.e., the ratio DIL as large as 10).

able , where the phase variance u2 is pY-2 (rad)2. In
I In order to Illustrate the beam scanning capability of

0the array, assume that a maximum main beam loss of

1.2 dB can be tolerated (average array gain =0.75). In
L addition, suppose that the phases, measured at an ele-

(1/) ment, of sinusoids originating from two sources are un-I . correlated If their transverse separation exceeds a dls-
- lance S. If the sources are at a range R away from the

receiving element, then only signals arriving within an
-Iangular separation less than SIR rad apart would be

correlated in phase. A correlation model for p might be

t 8) 1expressed as
P-Pi) J O =1 - SI1el 1 Si

een assumed

rid be errors f S0, otherwise. (20)
n. Let the At a target range of 30 NM and at 200 Hz, a reasonable
J. The value of S might be 2 NM. (See Appendix.) So SIR

*~rad.

* In Fig. 3 are plotted the maximum scan angle curves
as a function of the phase variance factor p and param-

Ieterized by the ratio DIL. These results are obtained
fpO0) 1 -' by solving (17) or (18) and with the number of elements

(19)1 N to be 10. Figure 4 shows the scan angle curves pa-
rameterized by the ratio SIR In (20). It can be seeft that

requences 'I It o0.2 . 0.5 0. 0.11 . . .0' for values of o, DIL and SIR that are typical in the hy-
ics that it li,. 3. Curves of maxium scan angle, parameterized by the droacoustic medium, beam scanning is limited to only a
,nt position v"rllzed correlation distance ratio DI,. few degrees. Moreover, these results do not take into

-. t. -'. . . . . .
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account element position errors, noncoherent noise, nor Also, let the detection range of Interest, R, be 30 NXI
multiple sources arrviig at the array, and the nominal frequency be 200 Hz. So YO2 NM.

From the equation, we can see that at lower frequencie
IV. SUMMARY say 50 Hz, the correlation distance would be four times

The random array main beam gain and Its scanning larger.

performance in a perturbed medium have been investi-
gated. Analytical expressions, based on certain corre- 'H. 0. Berman and A. Berman. "Effects of Correlated Phase
latlon models and Gaussian statistics, have been derived Fluctuation on Array Performance," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 3
that relate the toss in array gain to beam steering away 555-562 (1962).
from the Initial "look" direction. Phase fluctuations 2D. J. Bordelon, "Effect of Correlated Phase Fluctuations on
caused by the medium are an important factor in the Array Performance," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 34, 1147 (L)
scanning capability. (1962).

'J. L. Brown, Jr., "Variation of Array Performance with Re. A
spect to Statistical Phase Fluctuations." J. Acoust. Soc. At
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APPENDIX III

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF A RANDOM ARRAY

OF ACOUSTIC SENSORS IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT

Fred Haber

Valley Forge Research Center
The Moore School of Electrical Engineering

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

The statistical properties of the power pattern and main beam gain
are here determined for an array of randomly located submerged acoustic
sensors. The system investigated models a sparse array in which the sen-
sors are dropped haphazardly over a region or in which the sensors, how-
ever they are initially placed, become spatially diffused by a process
akin to a two-dimensioval random walk. Signal energy is assumed to arrive
over a vertically dispersive channel typical of the long range deep sea
acoustic channel with a bigradient sound speed profile. Results are ob-
tained for the mean value of the power pattern and the mean and variance
of the main beam power gain as a function of array size. It is shown that
in typical cases the mean array gain will preserve its value within 3 dB
until the dispersion parameter of the array measured by the standard dev-
iation of element location is around 35 wavelengths. The results are found
to be consistent with results obtained by others for the coherence distance
in a multipath acoustic field.
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF A RANDOM ARRAY OF
ACOUSTIC SENSORS IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION

The statistical properties of the power pattern of an array of acous-

tic sensors suspended from individual freely floating buoys, receiving from

a source via a time-dispersive medium are here investigated.' The system

geometry is indicated in Figure 1. The array elements, numbering N, are

assumed/ distributed in a region centered on. th e origin of coordinates. By

independent means the system learns the position (x i, y±' 4i), i - 1,2, ... N

of each of its elements. We suppose that the array then organizes itself

at a specified frequency forming a beam aimed in some selected direction

by adding suitably phased versions of the element outputs. If, for instance,

the element outputs were of unit magnitude at the specified frequency, if

the signal were arriving at angle (6~,and if the array were focused to

RAY ARRIVAL

DIRECT71ON

ARRAY 8 7
"BOUNDARY*m  e

j.ARWI~ *~. / .

AL INTEPAE 0

ARURRAYRRYGEMER



receive a signal ray arriving in the y-z plane at a colatitude angle I the
a5

complex array output at that frequency would be,

N Jk[. sinOcos + yn(sinesin* - sines) + zn(cose - cos*s ) ]

A e

where the wavenumber k = 2r/X, X being the wavelength. In

this work we will assume that all elements are at the same depth, all in

the x-y plane, so that all zn = 0. Though surface waves will cause verti-

cal displacement of the elements, the wavelengths of interest are such that

in placid seas (sea state S 4) the displacement is less than 0.1 wavelength.

Furthermore, the system envisioned is expected to utilize a drouge with

each buoyed element so that vertical motion will be filtered. Element po-

sitions in the (x,y) plane will be assumed independently distributed accord-

ing to some appropriate two-dimentsional probability density function (pdf)

fXy(x,y), as will be discussed later.

The dispersion model utilized assumes a collection of M planar wave-

fronts impinging on the array all originating from the same source and

all arriving with the same azimuth angle but with different colatitude an-

gles. This model requires that the phase front corresponding to a given

ray arriving at the array center be adequately approximated by a planar

surface wherever the phase front contacts the array. If the array length

in the azimuthal direction of arrival of the ray is d and the colatitude

angle of the ray is e the distance across the wave front over which planarity

should hold is dcose. Each wavefront is characterized by a complex amplitude

Re , im 1,2 ... H, (2)
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at the frejiency, f;,the phases and amplitudes are measured at the origin

of coordinates, the former relative to an arbitrary reference. B will
m

be treated as a random variable, independent of ' will be assumed a ran-

dom variable uniformly distributed in 27r and 0 for different m will be as-
a

sumed independent. No assumption is made about the dependence among the I

f erent m. The colatitude angle of arrival of a wavfront will be

denoted e, m = 1,2, ... M. The 8m will be viewed as nonrandom constants.

They may be taken to be equally spaced angular samples. The modeli employed

corresponds to one used by Smith (1] to calculate spatial coherence in a

multipath channel.

With:the wavefronts arriving at azimuth angle € and the array focused

to receive a plane wave from a source at azimuth angle j , i.e. from a

source in the y-z plane, and colatitude angle e the total array output be-s5

comes

M N Jk[x nsinem cosO + y n(sinemsin - sines) + #M]

m-i n-i (3)

This Is the comiplex array pattern. The statistical properties of the cor-

responding array power pattern IA2(0,6S)t will be investigated below.*

The terminolo-y used here differs somewhat from that given in Urick [2].
We initially calculate an array pattern IA2(4,6%)I which corresponds to
the square of Urick' response function R2(9,O) [2,pp. 49-50]. We then de-
termine a normalized mean array pattern which is similar to Urick's "beam
pattern" [2, p. 50]. The normalization used here differs however from that
used by Urick allowing us to account for loss of coherence across the array.
Finally, we define the normalized mean array pattern evaluated on the main
beam as the mean power gain.

(1] P. W. Smith, Jr., "Spatial Coherence in Multipath or Multimodal Chan-
nels," Jour. Acoustic. Society of America, Vol. 60, No. 2, August 1976,
pp. 305-310.

[2] R. J. Urick, Principles of Underwater Sound, McGraw Hill Book Co.,
Second Edition, 1975.
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF ARRAY POWER PATTERN

The mean value of the array power pattern is given by

M M M M
< l el 1 2A n49 1 B

I
jk[x 11sine m cos -x nsine 1 cos 1 (sine M si0sne)_n2 (shem s'nfs'ne )]>

<60 mi n21 a2 n)> " " "

The expectation <_xp(j mI - Jim2 )>= 1 when ml - m2 and is zero other-

wise so that (4) is

. M N N 2 jk(x -x )sine cos4

m=l n 1=l n2=1

jk(y n-:yn2 )(sinMsin - sines)>
e 1 2

(5)

Using the assumption that the element positions are independent random vec-

tors (5) is written

2(4 X 2  N N jk(x -c- -)sine cos .

<::JA 'es l>- 1 < > I N + I I <e n n2
M-1 nlml n 2-1

jk(yn yn )(sinemsin*- sine,)>
*e 1 2

2

M Njk[x sine cos4 + y (sine sinf - sin8d!>

- <E [N 2 n M. n m

..... N jkxsinemcos + y (sin8msin - sinO)] (

nal
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The expectations inside the brackets are two dimensional characteristicifune-

tions of the random vectors (xnyn). Assuming all elements to have identi-

cally distributed location vectors and denoting

Jexk[nsineMcost + yn(sinemsint - sineS)> - 0 ( (7)

then

M< 2< 2e~ ml )e., 121 8
JA <B 2> [N +(N -N)JO (0 ,,'e) 1 (8)s M=l mxy m's

At this point we specialize the distribution of the location vectors.

We assume the effect of the forces tending to scatter the array elements

to be modeled by a two dimensional random walk with independent increments

along the coordinate axes. (xn, y ) will, after a time, be distributed ac-

cording to a two dimensional random variable approaching a normal with1 vari-

ance along x and y given by a2 and a2 respectively. In this casex y

[or 2[k2sin2 Cos 20 + a2k2(sinO sin9 - sin )2 1/2
( .xym9)

The model chosen accounts for element diffusion but ignores drift compon-

ents which are sure to be present. The assumption is implied that trans-

lation of the entire array will not seriously affect array response when

attempting to focus on a distant target if the translation is small. We

point out that a2' and a2 are functions of time; as the array ages thesex y
parameters, which are a measure of the size of the array, will grow.
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If we were to suppose that initially the elements are close to one

another so that

y (6 ,,e)-=I (10)

xy M S

then

t -

i<A'(*.,s)l>-n N2  <B 2>- N2B2  (11)
l m~m

B 2  < B2 > is the mean square value of the total signal arriving at the

array center and (11) represents the power delivered by the array when it

is sufficiently small not to be defocused by the multipath. It is useful

to normalize A(f,0s)I by N
2B2  We denote this random variable.

IA2 (es)l
r22 (12)

the normalized array power gain, Its mean value is

1 MB 2-? _02k 2sin2G Cos 2  o 2 k2 (sn 2+M kljj k e(siy esino sinO~
Nr N M1 B2  (13)

An alternative normalization is given by

1A2 (0, s )i

This random variable approaches the constant unity 
when the array shrinks

to small size, r as given by (12) approaches a random variable whose mean

is unity. In r the variability associated with the total arriving signal

power at the array center has been removed by the normalization 
and the

quantity is more nearly representative of the effect of array defocusing.

r is however a more difficult quantity with which to work. We have there-

fore settled on r in which the normalization is done with a co"Stant.
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As a final step we define

0(em)ae - m (14)
m B2

that is, we suppose the continuum of possible signal arrival angles to be

quantized into increments Ae and that the fractional power obtained from

the nth increment is 8( m)Ae. By allowing the increments to become small

(13) will be approximated by an integral as follows:

2 k 2 sin(2 Ocos 2 2k 22(sinesin0-sinO ) 21r 1+(i f S(e)e x - Y de

/(15)

<r> as given by (15) is shown evaluated in Figure 2 for the case

a2  a 2 a2 with ak/2wl = O/A, a family parameter, given by 5,10,20, and 40 wave-

lengths. The power density $(6) is assumed uniformly distributed over±i ±i00

relative to the horizontal. The array is assumed focused for a source in

the plane of the array, \that is 88 = 900, and at an azimuth angle of 90°.

Of particular interest is the magnitude of the normalized mean array

pattern evaluated on the main beam as a function of array size. We refer

to this quantity as the power gain r . Its mean value, <ro>, is obtained
00

from (13) or (15) evaluated at * = 90. Thus using the discrete ray model

we have

KB> >.-a k (sin -sine) 2
<rl + 2  e m s(16)
0 N N m=l

V
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Or, using the continuous approximation for the integral,

r> I+ ( f-) a (e)e k (sine-sine )2de (17)

In (16) and (17) the subscript on 02 has been dropped. (17) has been

evaluated numerically as a function of the normalized size variable

ok/2w - a/a, with the angular distribution of energy arriving, 0(8), as a

parameter and es set to zero. 0(6) was assumed uniform over angles

5, +100, and ±20% relative to the plane of the array. Results are shown

in Figure 3. For distant sources the arrival angles are apt to be within

NORMALIZED MEAN POWER GAIN
ON MAIN BEAM (0

1.0.

.6b

.4.

1O 20 30 40 50 60 70

ARRAY SIZE PARAMETER o/x*

FIGURE 3.1 MEAN POWER GAIN AS A FUNCTION OF NORMALIZED

I.ARRAY SIZE VARIABLE, a/.

(a) 0 (0) - 1/10, 850 <e< 950
(b) 1(e) - 1/20, 800 <8< 100q
(c) () - 1/40, 700 <0< 1100
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±10. Note that delivered power is reduced to about 1/2 when o/A & 35 wave-

lengthsj For sources nearby, bottom and top reflections may result in

energy arriving at steeper angles and the ±20% distribution may be viewed

as a model suggesting the effect in such a case. Here delivered power is

reduced to about 1/2 where o/X & 8 wavelengths.

Setting the angle 8 to zero means focusing the array for. signal ar-5

rivals in the plane of the array. This is not optimum for signals arriv-

ing over a dispersion of latitude angles. To show this we have plotted

this mean power gain as a function of the colatitude angle 6s for the case

of 0(0) uniform in ±100 around the horizontal and a/X - 33.3 wavelengths.

The result is shown in Figure 4. The maximum is seen to occur with the

beam formed for Os = 86' (by symmetry it will also be maximum for 8s  94*).

NORMALIZED MEAN POWER GAIN

.8 ON MAIN BEAM (o >

.6

.4

.2 3." t

80 82 84 86 88 90
COLATITUDE ANGLE, es

FIGURE 4. MEAN POWER GAIN AS A FUNCTION OF
VERTICAL AIMING ANGLE e

s8(8) - 1/20, 808 <6< 1000I
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The variance of, the power gain will be useful as an indicator of the

gain variability. We thus determine Va r° = (<r2> - <r> 2) where
0

= IA2 (2" O)/N 2B2 " Starting with (3) evaluated at v ir/2 we have

M N J[ky n(sinem  sinGs ) + 0m )

m=l n-ll

The fourth moment of the magnitude is given by

M N

<1A' > I <B B B B>
mlm 2n,m, nl,n2 ,n3, ml '2 m3 N
m4 = 'n n4

J(k y -k y +k' y -k y n>
-1 n1  m2 n 2  ma 3 m4 n4

.< J(fm -fm +0m -0r )> (19)
<e 1 2. m3 N

We have used the abbreviated notation k = k(sinO -sine ). With the

independent uniformly distributed random variables in (0,2W)j(19) reduces to

M J[k I (y n 2 )+k3 (Ym3 -y'4 A ,

nl2,2 n3, mMlm3 1 -- In

n4-1 1Iy m3

M J[k (y n-Y + k (y n-yn ]
2_ >e m 1 N 2 3  2+ <B ><

2(20)

M J (k m(y nl-Yn2+Yn3-Yn) >)

B4> 11 - 20)

m <e
M-1
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Summation over the nip i - 1,2,3,4,is now carried out using the assump-

tion that the positions of the different elements, the yl k-1,2, ...N,

are independent. The summation is straightforward although laborious.

Carrying out the steps we can then write

<i A 4> -<JA 21> 2

Var r 
0

o N4B4

2 2> B>ro- 2k2  21
2lf < B 2  1 N 2+N2 (N-l)e m+ e

= 171 m2 =1

2 0
0 2 (k +k 2 2 2 2_(k-m)2

+ 2N(N-l) e-2e+e 1 '

- -(kmk2 2  2 (k +k 2

+ 4N(N-1)(N-2)e m [e ml m2 "e m. m2

F N2( - 2  o202+k 2

+ 6N(N-I) (N-2)(N-3) - N1(N-1) e

4 2-. 2
<2 - 2 <m km r

+ B4  4 L(2N-l) + 4N(N-1) e

rn_2i2N

+ N(N-1) (N-2) (N-3)e 
m

-3a 2 k
2

+ 2,1(N-1)(N-2) e m

-4a2k2i
+ N(N-1) e ki (21)

The ratio Var r /i-r >2, where the numerator is given by (21) and
0 0

the denominator by the square of the mean power gain given in (16), is

a useful measure of relative variance. The result is cumbersome,
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however, and expressions applicable to limiting cases are instructive.

Two such cases are here evaluated assuming the ray amplitudes, Bm, are

k kk
equal for all m and constant so that<B __/B (1/M)2, k even.

The first case treated assumes the elements very widely dispersed

so that a 2k 2 >> I for all rays except ones for which sine = sin8.
M m

Since kM = k (sinem - sins ) a ray along the aiming angle will result in

k = 0. Assuming one ray is along the aiming angle set at 0 = 900
m J

we get, using (16) and (21),

Var r 2 2_ 2_
0 r NM + M(2N _2N-) - (2N N) ,(22

<r> 
(22)<to>2  N (14+N-l) 2

0

When M = 1, there is only 1 ray, and that one along the aiming angle.

There is no multipath and the array will be correctly focused. The

ratio above is then zero. When M gets large without bound while N re-

mains finite the ratio approaches unity. This result can be anticipated.

For M large the elements, being widely dispersed, see a sinusoid with

Rayleigh magnitude and random phase. The ratio in (22) in that case is

that of the variance and squared mean of an exponential random variable

for which this ratio is unity. If M is held finite while N is allowed

to increase without bound the ratio tends to zero. This result arises

because the element outputs caused by the one ray along the aiming

angle are coherently combined by the array. The random component con-

tributed by the rays off-axis add up non-cbherently at the array output.

The latter are the variance producing components. But as N increases

This result assumes also that sinkm Jsinkm for all ml#m2. Should there

be rays arriving symmetrically relative to the horizontal there will be
some sinkm =sinkm  for mrn . In such a case some additional terms will
be requireh from ?21) an (32) may exceed unity.
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The ratio of the non-coherent components tends to zero.

We point out that if no ray comes in at an angle sufficiently close

to s to make a significant coherent contribution then Var ro/<r >

approaches (1-1/MN). Now the ratio approaches unity with increasing

M or N as onewould expect.

The second case treated is one for which the element locations are

reasonably compact, say within o/X = 10, and N is large. In this case,

if ray arrivals are within t 100 of the vertical focusing angle es, o2k2

2o2k2  m

is small and e is close to unity (it is 0.748 for 8 = 10). The

predominant terms in (21) are then those of highest degree in N. Extract-

ing those terms we have

2 2, -a 2(k2  +k 2

Vat r 0  e 2
o nl m2 ='l B4

M B - 2<ZB 2> 2  -2 2 k 2

+ I4 e m (23)
Wn-1 B4

In (23) we have set such factors as (N-l)(N-2)(N-3)/N3 to unity in con-

formity with specification that N be large. Again now with Bm a constant

and equal for all m

--a k 2 M -20 2k2]
Var re

M -2a2k2  1

a<r>2  1 .. (24)
o , kZ 2 .(24)
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ro 2 > is obtained from (16) using the assumptions pertinent to this

case. The ratio inside the bracketed factor in (24) is 1/M for a - 0.

For a - 0 (24) is identically the variance of the squared amplitude of

the sum of H equal amplitude sinusoids with independent phases, all

uniformly distributed in 2w; this result for a = 0 simply reflects

the variability of the incoming total signal magnitude at the array

center. It is interesting to observe that if B were Rayleigh dis-m

tributed, Var ro/ ro >2 would be unity for all M and for all o/X

for which (23) is valid.

To convey some idea of how the variance changes with the array size

parameter a/X, and to provide some results without approximations the

ratio Var r >/< o2 was calculated for some representative cases

using (16) and (21) as they stand. Table 1 shows these results for the

case of H rays, H = 3, 5, 11, and 21, the rays arriving at equally

spaced angles in an interval of t 100 relative to the horizontal. The

beam pointing angle was set along the horizontal (0s = 900) and in the

direction of the source. The number of sensors N was taken to be 31.

It is worth noting that for M - 3, N = 31 in the limiting expression

(22) (a/A- <), Var Co/r0/ > 2  0.1175 only slightly below the calculat-

ed value in Table 1 for M - 3, and a/X - 60.

There may be another phenomenon responsible for the trend of the

calculated values in Table 1. With M > 1 the signal power at the array

center is a random variable as a consequence of the random phases of the

incoming rays. The ratio of Var r 0 is, as pointed out below

(24), given by (1-1/H). This is exactly the value in Table 1 for I
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- 0. As aIX increases the ratio Var r 1o *ro 2 decreases, partly

for the reason discussed under (24), and perhaps also because the signal

amplitude which varies with position is averaged by the array.

H

3 5 11 21

0 0.67 0.80 0.91 0.95

5 0.66 0.80 0.91 0.95

10 0.62 0.78 0.91 0.95
a
A 15 0.42 0.73 0.90 0.95

20 0.20 0.70 0.88 0.95

40 - 0.12 0.64 0.84 0.92

60 0.12 0.47 0.81 0.91

TABLE 1. RATIO OF VARIANCE TO SQUARED MEAN OF ARRAY
OUTPUT AS A FUNCTION OF ARRAY SIZE, a/X, AND NUMBER,
X, OF EQUAL AMPLITUDE RAYS. RAYS ARE ASSUMED EQUALLY
SPACED IN AN INTERVAL ± 100 FROM HORIZONTAL.
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CONCLUSION

Mean power pattern, mean main beam gain and main beam gain variance

have been determined for an acoustic array of widely scattered submerged

elements. The elements are assumed to be organized to accept a plane

wave but the array sees a multipath field typical of the acoustic field

at a great distance from a source in the deep ocean. The results obtained

show the diminution of array effectiveness as the array size grows; for

a typical case where the range of latitude angles of the arriving signal

is 10* above and below the horizontal, the mean power gain falls 3 dB when

the element spread as measured by the element position standard devia-

tion is 35 wavelengths.

In earlier work Smith [1] calculated the normalized coherence magni-

tude as a function of horizontal separation in a long-range transmission

channel with bigradient sound speed profile. In particular he explicitly

obtains the coherence distance for 50% coherence for a source on axis and

a receiver close to the channel edge. It turns out to be 46 wavelengths

If the difference in sound speed between the axis and the receiver loca-

tion is 20m/sec. The range of vertical angles of arrival is * 9.360 rela-

tive to the horizontal at the receiver and the energy density, obtained

from earlier results, is assumed by him to be uniform over the range of

arrival angles. This situation is roughly the same as that used to ar-

rive at the 35 wavelength figure mentioned above. The two results are

interestingly similar. This ought to come as no surprise; since the co-

herence distance corresponds to the array dimension useful for coherent

combination of the spatially sampled field. The crucial factor in de-

termining the coherence distance is the range of angles of arrival. To
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see this intuitively, imagine two multipath rays, one horizontal and the

other smaller in amplitude and at e* to the horizontal. The phase i of

the resultant vs horizontal distance, x, is expressible as [3]

*(x) - kx + ¢(x)

where k is the wave number. *(x), is periodic with period 2vrk(l-cos6) -

XI(l-cose). With e - 100 the period is about 66X. This is not too far

different from the 2a range (- 70 wavelengths) for an array power gain of

0.5, or from the 46 wavelengths obtained by Smith for coherence distance

for 0.5 normalized coherence.

[3] F. Haber, "Phase Variations with Position in an, Underwater Multi-
path Environment and its Effect on Array Pattern," Valley Forge
Research Center Quarterly Progress Report No. 24, University of
Pennsylvania, the Moore School of Electrical Engineering, Phila-
delphia, PA 19104, pp. 20-30.
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APPENDIX IliA

PHASE VARIATIONS WITH POSITION IN AN UNDERWATER MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT AND
ITS EFFECT ON ARRAY PATTERN.

As a preliminary we examine a two-ray condition as shown in Figure 4.

One wavefront is assumed to arrive along the x-axis, another at an angle e.
The wave4 ronts are sinusoidal in time and the sum at points along x is

s(f:,x) - Alcos(wt - kx) + A 2cos(wt - - kx cos0) (1)

RAY

e

MR.T RAY

FIGURE 4. RAY ARRIVALS

The case treated here is analogous to one encountered in FM systems with

sinusoidal interference to a desired carrier.

A 0 24 * k 0 4
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A1 and A2 represent the magnitude of the two wavefronts, * is the phase dif-
ference between them at x- 0, and k - 2w/A where X is the wavelength. A

sensor at point x responding equally and linearly to both wavefronts would

see s(tx). Writing (1) in envelope-angle form,

s(tx) = B(x)cos(wt + 7(x)) (2)

where

B+ A 22 + 2A A cos - kx(1 - cose)] (3)

-1 Asin kx + A2sin(0 + kxcose)

)ctan 1 Cos kx + A2cos(4 + kxcosO) (4)

The phase obtained using (4) will be modulo-2wr. It is useful to deal with

the phase derivative d4t/dx if the modulo-2r ambiguity is to be avoided. It

can be shown that

k k U - cos[) 1 + a ...
dx 1 + a2 + 2a cos[ - kx(1 - cosB)

where

a - Al/A? (6)

When a is large, meaning that the important part of the received wave is

along the x-axis

- k _k(l - cos0) cos[o - kx(l - coso)], (7)
dx a

It fluctuates sinusoidally around k with the fluctuation amplitude decreasing

to zero as a goes to infinity. For a small

d = k cosO - ka(l - cosO) cos[ - kx(l - cos)), (8)
dx

again a sinusoidal fluctuation which decreases to zero as a approaches zero.

For intermediate values of a the fluctuation of d*/dx is as shown in Figure 5.

QPR No. 24

'I. 
. . . . . L

1 2•-, ,, , .. L
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FIGURE 5. PHASE DERIVATIVE VARIATION WITH

DISTANCE IN THE TWJO-RAY CASE.

The variation is periodic with period

1- (9)

±- Cos
cose

and has peak excursions above and below k given by

Ml cosO)/(a - 1) (10)

a - -kO. -cos6)/(a + 1) (11)

Figure 5 is drawn assuming a > 1. The fluctuation is around k, which turns

out to be the average of dI/dx. Note that at a - 1+ B is positive and high

in magnitude, and the fluctuation is highly impulsive. For a < 1, dbydx

fluctuates around the value k(-cose) rather than around k and for a = 1 0 1

negative and high in magnitude, and the fluctuation is again impulsive but

negative going. hen a is close to unity the phase as a function of posi-

tion (which is the Integral of dn/dx) is as shown in Figure 6.

In underwater applications the angle 0 typically found in long range

paths is less than 200. Assuming it to be 100 the period is

-0 5X (12)
1P 1N0.98

QPR No. 24
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It Is interesting to note that in analyses found in the literature of the cor-

relation distance of underwater acoustic waves, numerical estimates around

50X are typically obtained (see for instance [1]).

(,-kx) (,L) c._ +

11-Cos)

, ) C(b)-

FIGURE 6. PHASE AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION FOR NEARLY EQUAL MAGNITUDE RAYS.

[1] P. 17. Smith, Jr., "Spatial Coherence in Multipath or Multimodel Channels,"
Journal Acoustic Society of America, Vol. 60, No. 2, Aug. 1976, pp. 305-310.

QPR No. 24
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We now turn to the more general case of n wavefronts arriving at

angles j 1,2,...n. The received sum at a position x is

n
A(t,x) - E A cos(ut- -kx cos (13)

J.1

The #s J 1,2,...n are random phase angles of each of the wavefronts on

arrival at the point x - 0. It is convenient to write this in the form

s(tx) - B(x) cos[ct+41(x)]

- Re z(x)ejWt (14)

where

J*X)=n JO i + kx casejz(x) B(x)ei(x) = .Ae (15) 

i-i j

*(x) is the phase angle we will study and as was done before we find the

phase derivative

d*K=m 1 dz
dx dx) 

1)

From (15) we have

dz n j + kx cose)
x- J Z A. k cose e (17)

so that (16) becomes

EA k cose ieJ(O + kx cosej

dx S£A k ej +excs

+ kxO+ coscj)
ZA e

SZ A i A cos - + kx(csei - cosj)]

cO No 24s
'I _i
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e2
As a rule 0 << and cose, = 1 - Where this approximation is permis-

sible we can write

r E e a(x)
=kk 1 (19)dx 2 E E aij(x)

where

ani(x) =AiAj cos[$i - + kx(cose - cose0)]

To retrieve we must integrate d*/dx; i.e. we form

'od (x1 ) "

Jo 1 dx I  O (x) - *(0) (20)

The integration will generate the phase difference between the phase at x

and the phase at the origin of integration. From (19) we see that one term
on integration will be kx, the linear phase variation associated with the

normal phase vs. position function of a plane wave along the direction of
travel of the wave. In beam forming with an array of sensors along x one
will subtract the phase progression kx if the axi,; of the beam is to be

colinear with the x axis. In this case the remaining phase difference be-

tween a point x and the origin is

- o I e 2 aj(x 1)
- J dx1  (21)2 E E al (x )

2
If the approximation cose1 - 1 - 01 /2 is not used, the remaining phase
after correcting for kx is given by subtracting k from (18) and integrat-

Ing over x.

Numerical evaluations of the remaining phase difference have been made

for a number of cases.* One particular case is shown in Figure 7 determined
assuming 21 equal amplitude rays arriving at 20 intervals from 8 - -200 to

Programming of this computation and the one described later giving array
pattern, was done by De Juan Ho.

QPR No. 24
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+20' with respect to the horizontal (see Figure 4), each with a phase angle

# randomly selected in the interval (0,2w). Because the average wavelength

of the various rays as seen along x is less than A, the wavelength along the

direction of travel of the ray, there is a linearly-tending phase accumula-

tion with distance as seen in Figure 7. On top of this accumulation there

is a random variation. The fluctuation around a straight line approximation

to the phase difference ranges around +3 radians. Thus even if the phase

were corrected to account for the slope of the straight line approximation,

a + 3 radian random error would still be encountered.

Figure 7 was obtained with one randomly selected set of ray arrival

phase angles. Additional examples will be ultimately computed for different

sets of arrival phase angles to provide data suitable for obtaining statisti-

cal averages. Other cases, including different intervals of arrival angle,

different ray amplitudes, and different numbers of arriving arrays will also

be treated.

Having a sample function of phase vs. position,a logical next step is

to determine the gain and pattern of the random planar floating array when

it is focused in some azimuthal direction using conventional beamforming,and

when the source signal is propagating toward the array through the multipath

medium. As a first step a program was developed for selecting element posi-

tions over a circular area assuming a uniform distribution of element posi-

tions.

If the array is assumed confined to a circle of radius p with uniform

distribution over the circle, the density function in the joint random vari-

ables X, Y, is

px~xy)2 2 2
Pxy(X,Y) =- 2 , x + y

SP

W 0 , elsewhere.

Transforming to polar coordinates, (R,4), we have

PR, (r,$) --- 2 , 0< r _ p

- 0 , elsewhere

QPR No. 24
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The marginal densities in R and f are
pR(r) 2r 0 _ <

• " O' els0' hre

P , 2- 0 , elsewhere

P~j*)~- ,0< < 2w

-0 ,elsewhere

The random variables R and I are independent and independent choices of these

variables are made. Sample values of 4 are obtained by a conventional com-

puter program which selects sample values uniformly distributed in (0,1) and

ultiplies these by 2N. Sample values of R are obtained by picking a number

Z uniformly distributed in (0,I) and forming

R m o 1/2,

for then
p(z- Idz I r

PR d 2E

Finally, the pairs (r,$) so obtained are converted back into rectangular co-

ordinates by

x - r cosf
y - r sin

Using element positions so determined the array pattern was next found.

The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 8.

Assuming N elements distributed over the circle, cophased to form a beam

along the y axis, the array pattern is given by

A) N )eJ[k(xnCOS + ynsinO - yn) - m(dn)]
N(d)e n n

where Xn, Yn' f, and dn are defined in Figure 8, and a(d n) is a phase vs po-

sition function of the form obtained earlier and shown in Figure 7. B(dn) is

the amplitude of the acoustic field at the nth element. This quantity can be

obtained using the earlier analysis but for our purposes now we will assume

QPR No. 24
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MCAt

FIGURE 8. ARRAY GEOMETRY.

it constant and set it equal to unity for all n. Amplitude fluctuations as

a rule, cause minor effect~s compared to phase fluctuations. The phase sample

function of Figure 7, called now ca(x) is used alone below to assess the ef-
fect of the multipeth medium. The variable x in Figure 7 is replaced by 4 n*

with

dn  p - rcos(€n - €

an

mp~~(x~ +y) Sn ta

Computer calculations of A(1), as described above, were carried out for two
cases: (1) a(dn ) 0 and (2) i(d as given by Figure 7, and the results

are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Case 1 is that of propagation through a trans-
parent (non-multipath) medium while case 2 is for the particular multipath
ease resulting in the phase function discussed above. Note that the gains along

the main beam in the two cases are in the ratio of about 4.4 dE - a substan-

tial factor; the sdelobe structure is dlfferent in detail but not in general

characteristics. These results, it must be recognized, are based on one set

of random arrival phases and on one set of random element positions; whether
they are representative remains to be determined. Averaging over many sets

QPR No. 24
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RELAIVE
VOLIAGE

GAIN

IA(0) I

FIGURE 9. ARRAY PATTERN OF RANDOM PLANAR ARRAY IN TRANSPARENT
MEDIUM. ENDFIRE BEAM FORMED AT AZIMUTH ANGLE, * - 90%

L1

RELATIWE
VOLTAGE

GAIN

jA(O)J

0°  90°  t~90 °  g °  50

!IGURE 10. ARRAY PATTERN OF RANDOM PLANAR ARRAY ASSUMING MULTIPATH
PROPAGATION. ENDFIRE BEAM. FORMED AT AZIMUTH ANGLE * - 90'
FOR TRANSPARENT MEDIUM.

of arrival phases and element positions, as well as carrying out additional

computations with other system parameters, remain to be done.

Fred Haber

QPR No. 24



APPENDIX IVa

MULTIPATH IN THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL UNDERWATER ARRAY

A planar array of widely dispersed hydrophones deployed in a horizontal

plane several hundred meters below the surface of the sea has been analyzed

and reported earlier (1, 2]. Because of the dispersive nature of the under-

water medium,signal energy approaches the array from a source along a number of

refracting peths. This results in multipath interference and a possible

consequent lcss of output. Ray arrivals from the source typically fall into

a range of vertical angles at the receiver which are ± 10* relative to the

horizontal. The vertical beamwidth of a planar antenna is large enough to

accept all rays in such a range, hence it is multipath sensitive. A three-

dimensional array is capable of a sharper vertical focus and will be less sensi-

tive to the kind of multipath typical in this application. In fact, by suitably

processing the array output there is the possibility that the multipath arrivals

can be separately received and then combined in phase to achieve an "angle of

arrival diversity" system as suggested in Figure 3.1. Such systems have been

proposed for tropospheric scatter receivers.

We analyze the mean properties of such a system below. If the array is

focused to look in the y-z plane its response to a signal at angle ( relative
to the x-z plane is

[1] Fred Haber, "Mean Array Gain Pattern of a Floating Acoustic Array in a
Non-Transparent Medium," VFRC QPR No. 26, August 1978, pp. 42-44.

[2] Fred Haber, "Variance of the Power Gain of the Floating Array," VFRC
QPR No. 28, February 1979, pp. 24-29.

QPR No. 3It0
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OCEAN SURFACE

55
3 ARRAY

BEAM I

OCEAN BOTTOM

FIGURE 3.1 MULTIPLE VERTICAL BEAMS FOR MULTIPATH RESOLUTION

M N J{k[xn sinm cos + yn(sinOm sin - sinS)A(,, ) = x IB e

+ z (case -case )] +(1

Here e is the vertical angle to which the array is to be focused;

(x n yn z n) is the position of the nth array element. (1) assumes M ray
.10m

arrivals each given by B me with vertical arrival angle e .m in

We concentrate on the output when the source is on the main beam; that

is, when 0 = 90. Then

M N j{k[v (sine - sines) + z (cOse - cOse )] +
A( '6 s ) = B e 'n m s n s s

m_1 n=l

(2)

QPR No. 31
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We calculate the mean power response of the array given by

jkfy n(sinO 1- sinO a - y n(sinO 2- sinO s)

PA~Zn1 (CosO - cose ) z n2(COSO m- cose )]>

eM 1- sM 21 (3)

<Ke 1

We have

< (m1 m2> ml2 
(4)

the Kronecker delta, so that

M N N jk(yn -yn )(sinO M-sinO )

2 K 2\K 1i 2
n~ n1 1 n2 =1

jk(z -z) (cosO coses)

n n m

1 2

jkvy (sin6 - sinO)

M~~ 2e N2 N n

n 1 n 2 jk z n(cose m- CosO 5)

OI~[INo. e

4jv(i~-sn
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We assume all vectors (Yni, Zn), ni  1 1, 2, ...N identically distributed.

Furthermore, the random variables and z are assumed independent and
Yi ni

symmetrical around the origin. Then

<1A 2 iej >I <B 2 >[N + (N N)
2sm=1 I

< ke n(sine m- sines) 2 (6)

e
<*K (case - Coae) > 2 ]

The expectations on the right are characteristic functions,

000 jtU (7)

where the random -ariable u is either yn or zn and t is correspondingly

eora dsriute d ) k e-Theando>a
either k(sine - s:nOs) or k(cose - caSes). The random variables will here
be specified as, either, uniformly distributed in an interval (-h, h), or

normally distributed around zero with variance a2 . Thus for the uniform
case[

(t) sin ht

= ht (8)

and for the normal case

-a 2 t2
(t) = e (9)

If the variables yn and zn are both normal with variance a2 and a

respectively, we have

QPR No. 31
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M+ (N-) (10)

-[a y2k 2(sine m-sineS)
2 + a z2k 2(cos m-cOSS) 2

If the variable Yn is normal with variance a2 and the variable z is
y n

uniform in (-h, h) then

i 22 >< 2 1-a 2k2 (sinOm-sineS) 2

.sin kh(cosO -cosO ) 2
Im -s

LkhIcosO m cosO S)

An inspection of (10) or (11) leads to the conclusion that if the

vertical dimension of the array is in the order of 10 wavelengths the

vertical beamnwiJth will be about ± 1. Furthermore rays entering through

this narrow bea:aidth (hence excluding other rays arriving at vertical

angles outside the vertical beamwidth) will be sufficiently compact to

avoid the effect of phase decorrelation across the array.

We are therefore led to propose the following concept. Let the

array simultaneously form contiguous vertical beams as indicated in

Figure 3.1. Outputs corresponding to each beam will be simultaneously

present. These outputs are then coherently combined. The operations

required are as indicated in Figure 3.2. The mechanism being suggested

is similar to that used in angle of arrival diversity communication sys-

tems with maximal ratio combining of the diversity signals. As a rule

in these systems each diversity branch has a separate directive sensor

and preamplifier. Here sensors and preamplifiers are common for all

branches.

QPR No. 31
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Because sensors are common one may question the effect of noise

generated at the sensor or preamplifier input. Will such noise be

independent when observed at the point of combination of the diversity

branches? The following is a discussion of that point.

A filter

H(f) = A(f) e
j (f )

which acts as a constant gain device and constant phase shifter - that is,

with

A(f) = A

(f) = - sgn f (4 a constant)

can be represented by

H(f) = A e-Jsgn f = A cos (-7 sgn f) + j A sin(- sgn f)

= A cost -j A sin ¢ sgn f

A filter .ith frequency characteristic

H (f) = -j sgn f

is a Hilbert transforming filter so that a wave function n(t) applied to

H(f) as defined above emerges as

n (t) = A cost n(t) + A sin n(t)

where n(t) is the Hilbert Transform of n(t).

By direct application of the definitions and by use of the statistical

properties of the Hilbert Transform one can show that for stationary,

zero mean, processes,

QPR No. 31
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A'~+ n<) n AK(t+T) n (t) > A 2 R (T)

Input and output autocorrelation functions are proportional. R n(T) is

the input autocorrelation function. Also,

<n 0 ( t + ) n(T)> = A coso Rn(T) + A sino R n (T)

giving a relationship between input-output cross-correlation function and

the input autocorrelation function. R (t) is the Hilbert Transform of
n

R (t). Finally for an input n(t) applied to separate filtersn

H1 (f) = A1 e sgn f and H2(f) = A2 e
2  sgn f

the cross-correlation function of the two outputs n (t) and n (t) is
01 02

<n (t+T) n (t)) AA 2 [cos(-2) Rn(T) + sin(pl-42) R (T)]

0O1 0 2 > =1 12 n n2

Consider now the block diagram of Figure 3.2. Each branch is com-

prised of the sum of N inputs, one from each array element and phase

shifter. Branch 1, for instance, contains a wave function

N N
NI(t) I n onl ( t) = I [cosn n n(t) + sinnL n (t)]

n=1 n=l n

where n n(t) is the output at the n'th sensor, and n onl(t) is the phase-

shifted output of the n'th sensor contributing to branch 1. nl is defined

in Figure 3.2.

QPR No. 31
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The output N1 (t) will ultimately be applied through the second filter

with characteristic given by A1 e resulting in an output

N
(t)= A1  [cos( n + 1P) nn(t) + sin(nl+ i) nn(t)]

n=1n

For all I branches taken together we get

I I N
N(t) = = (t) = A[cos(n + i)n n(t)

•li=l n=l

+ sin(nJ+ 4i) nn(t)]

We view the n n(t) to be Gaussian noise, present at the sensor outputs -

generated in the sensor, its preamplifier and the sensor's immediate

surroundings. We assume n n(t) is independent of nm(t) for n j m. Thus

we exclude external noise which may be correlated across several sensors.

The variance of N(t) is then

I I N N^

2t KAiAj[cos(Cni+ i)n (t) + sin(n+M1 >1 <1 ml 1 f l n+ '~nn(t)]
i=1 j=l n=l m=l

[cos( .m+ )n m(t) + sin( mj+ . )n(t)1 >

I I N

i-l J=l Y-l[<A'A'c°(ni+ cos( nj+ j)> < nn2 t )

+<AiA. sinG n+ P.)sin(G .+ ')> / M

We have used the independence condition above and also the independence

QPR No. 31
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of n (t) and n M(t) for all n and m for a Gaussian process. It can be

shown that

so that

> N 2

To continue this analysis we require the joint statistical properties

of the phase shifts and the amplitude factors. For our purposes at present

'we may assume the Ai constant for all i - 1, 2, ...I. But the phase shift

properties are needed. Note the following. If Ai = 1, all i, and

< cos(±ni- xnj+ 'i- *j) ,

except when i = j, then

< N 2 (t) > < nn 2(t)>

However, if the angular differences were small so that

<cos(ni-* nj + - PJ) > " 1

for all j and j then

< N 2 (t) > = 2 1 nn2 t

In the latter case the branch noises are correlated and add coherently.

In the former case they are uncorrelated and add incoherently.

The difference angle statistics are under investigation and will be

reported later. A preliminary calculation indicates that for the array

size envisioned in this application the angular differences may be large

enough for the first condition above to be approximately correct.

Fred Haber

QPR No. 31
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APPENDIX IVb

FACTORS AFFECTING MEAN POWER RESPONSE TO MULTIPATH RAYS ARRIVING AT DIFFERENT

ELEVATION ANGLES

The power response to a source along the main beam, assumed to be in

the y-z plane, was given in QPR No. 31, equation (10), page 30, as

2 M 2
JA (j- )I>I .,Bm >N {1+(N-)

m=1

e-[ay2k2 (sine _sin s) 2 + a k (co 2k-coCs ) ]}.

where it was assumed that elements are distributed normally in dimensions

x, y, z, with standard deviation a x, ay, and az . 6m are co-latitude angles

of arrival of ray m, m=1,2,...M, and ray magnitude is B . The exponentialm

factors determine the gain variation with element spread and focusing angle

C (measured with respect to the vertical). To better see how a and a af-
s y z

fect the beam width in elevation calculations were made of the two factors

2 22 2
-a k (sine -sin s)

y m s

and

2 2 2

I -cz k (cosem-cos9s)
z(m, s)

Figure 3.1 (a),(b),(c),(d),(e),(f) shows some representative results for I and

I as a function of e with e a parameter, and Table I shows the half power beam-
z m s

width in elevation, denoted m6 corresponding to each function. Note thatm

when 8 =90*, the array is focused along the y-axis and the mean beamwidth

ssis symnmetrical around the y-axis in the y-z plane. 14hen 8s is set to 800

or 85*, I is a bimodal function of e with a local minimum at n = 90" .

The local minimum is sometimes shallow and sometimes quite deep. When I falls

below 0.5 at e = 90, Table I lists the beamwidth of each hump; when I is
n y

above 0.5 at ; = 90, the bea-width given is the total range between half power
n

points and runs from a point below the horizontal to a point above the horizon-

tal. For instance, for a = 20,, = 4A, 8 = 850 the 0.5 power beamwidth de-
termined by I ranges from 81.75* to 98.25, a range of 16.5*.

As one might expect I does not usually strongly influence the beamwidth

Q008
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6s on I AD on I
es m z m y

o y 5X 90 6.10 > 20.00
850 6.10 28.20

o=2.5X1 0z 280* 6.10 33.20

y - 20 900 1.6* 13.20

-0 l 856 1.50 16.60

z  800 1.5- 4.50

ay 50 90" 0.6" 8.4

=25 85* 0.6* 3.750
z 1800 0.60 1.75*

a y 5X 900 15.20 > 20.00
850 15.30 >20.00

z  800 14.20 > 20.0*

a 20X 900 3.80 13.0 °

4 085* 3.80 16.50
z JI Fo 3.80 4.50

0 50X 900 1.50 8.40

0z  lox 850 1.50 3.750
z 800 1.50 1.750

TABLE I MEAN 1/2-POWER BEAWILTH, AOm, WITH NORMALLY

DISTRIBUTED ELEMENT POSITIONS.

in elevation, though for 50A, oz 1 01, and 02 = 800 the two functions

are nearly equal. As a rule with Oy/a z . 2, Iz established the pattern in ele-

vation and it is sufficient to consider it and to let Iy = 1.

In the work discussed below on the noise correlation we consider elements

uniformly'dispersed in depth where here we have assumed normally distributed

elements. Extraordinary differences between these two cases are not expected

though. Similar computations of the uniformly distributed case were therefore

not carried out.
Paul Yeh
Fred Haber

MULTIBEAM NOISE CORRELATION

Consider the system in Figure 3.2, QPR No. 31. The branch signal level,

when the array is focused in the vertical plane containing the Y-axis and at an

QPR No. 32
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angle B. to the vertical, is given by (2) of QPR 31. The equation is rewritten

here

J {kY(sin - sin ) + kz (cos e cos 1) + 4 1A(O1 Si 13Me -si M 5  n M - si +m=l n=l

The complex ueight

J 1) 1 sgn f
Wi = Ai e (2)

shown in the figure referred to is given by

Wi = A 0Si) (3)

when noise levels into all the branches have equal mean square value and are

independent from branch to branch. The total system signal output is, in this

case,

I i I
W = [ AO i) W. = [ !A2(si) I = A2  '4)

i=1 1 =l1 i=1

and the total noise ouput has a mean square value given by the second

expression p. 35 of OPR 31, namely,

2N 2I-<N (t)> = n n W> <A.A.cos( ni - nJ + 1i - s )> (5)

where the A. are defined by (2). The angles in (5) are given by the following

S=-k[Y sin s + z cos ] (6)

M N

B sin['+' + + I
S= -il= n= M ni nm m (7)

= tan -% -------i .1 N
/ Y B cos[it + ni + Sim=L ni nm

where we have used (1) and (6) in writing (7) and where we have denoted

k(h .sin,' + z cos ' (8)

QPR No. 32
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If the noise processes in the different branches were uncorrelated

the output mean square noise level would be

N I

<N< t>JA > (9)

n=l il

The output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is here defined by

___ 2iA) (10)

2<N (t)> 2N<n (t)> <A2>(
n

where we have assumed mean noise power at all elements to be equal and where we

have used (2), (3), (4) and (9) to write (10). If the A. were not random

variables (or if they were to have small variance), y would be the sum of SNR's

of the branches, a result well known for maximal ratio combining of diversity

branches in communications. In our situation the branch noises may not be

uncorrelated and there is the possibility of larger noise levels. We examine

conditions which will give uncorrelated noises. (5) can be expanded to give

2 2 

< (t) > = < n(t) > < AiA cos( -n)COS )
n=l i=1 jin

(11)

-AA sin(o ni-nj )sn(iO- ) >

A. and 4° are the amplitude and phase of the complex amplitude on branch i as
1 1

given by (1). These random variables are not determined by the position random

variables y and z because of the presence of 4 in the exponent of (1) which
n n m

is uniformly distributed in (0, 2T). On the other hand, the dni are determined

only by the position random variables yn and z . Thus the pair (A., 1i.) aren 1. i

independent of . for all i. Furthermore, from (6) we see that ni is a

linear function of the random variables y and zn. We assume the latter to be

symmetrically distributed around zero so that < sin(on-n ) > 0. (11) thus

reduces to

QPR No. 32
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N2(t) > = < n2(t) > i < A cos( ,i -J)>< coS(4ni - Onj) > (12)
n=1 i=l J=l

We point out that if either < cos(4n - n) > or < A.A.cos(1P.-'P.)> is

anj I 2. j
zero for all i i j (12) reduces to (9) tha: is, the uncorrelated

branch noise case is obtained. We investigate

< cos(oni - Inj ) > - < cos kY n(sin si - sin .-s ) + z (cos 8se - cos a sj)]> (13)

since it is much less complicated than < cos(., - >. The angles 6 .

of interest to us are in the range of about SO' to 1000. It can be

demonstrated that (sinOi- sinO sj)<< (cossi- cos sj) for angles in this range.

Also, if we are to have high vertical resolution, the variance of z will
n

have to be of the same order as the variance of yn" Thus we can argue that

(13) can be approximated by

<.osC~y* )> -"cos k z (cos9 .Cos: ,(4
nj n ( si-o s' (14)

so that (12) becomes

2 N 2 1
< N (t) > = < n > < A A cos - ) >

i1 j=l (15)

< cos kz (Cos C-Cos $s.) >
n si s

If the rv z is here assumed uniformly distributed in a range (-h,h)

then the rv (*ni-$n) will be correspondingly uniformly distributed in a

range (-aij , aij). We therefore have

sin ai
< cos( ni--j )> si

at (16)

aij

where

aij kh(cos-cco S (17)

QPR No. 32
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(16) suggests that to make < cos(O ni-nj) > = 0 for i 0 J, branch focii be

placed so that aij = Mi n an integer.

The 6 . will all be concentrated around 90, generally in the range

(80, 1000). Thus we are led to write

esi = 0 si - 900

so that
cos es = - sin 0s - esi

and using (17)

a =kh -es) (18)
ij si si

The angular separation between beams to get uncorrelated noise outputs at

the different branches should therefore be

esj -s = Mi-
sjsi kh

If, for instance, h = 25X (meaning that the array size in depth is 50

wavelengths which at Hz implies a depth of about 750 meters) adjacent

beams ought to be spaced

Aes = K= 1/50 rad A 1.150

in order for the noise variables entering into the final summer to be

uncorrelated.

The next step to be taken will be to determine the array power

response with array output processed as described above. If the multi-

path rays were to come in on tbe center lines of the vertically spread

beams the overall array response would be maximized. Some beams are ex-

pected however to see no incoming rays, others may see more than one ray.

In the latter case the multipath is not resolved by the array processor

and the combined rays add non-coherently. The corresponding diversity

branch will see a fluctuating level depending on the relative ray phases.

While the processor cannot improve the signal level in this case the

weighting circuit will take account of this fluctuation to maximize the

signal to noise ratio by suppressing the branch output if the signal com-

ponent is small and amplifying the branch output if the signal component

is large.
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The calculation of these effects is time consuming. We plan to carry

out a simulation of this next step by assum'ing a fixed number of rays arriving,

each uniformly distributed over a range of latitude angles about ±10% relative

to the horizontal. Independent noise at each sensor will be assumed. Beams

will be spaced as specified above covering the same range of latitudes and

the statistical properties of the array output SNR will be found. This calcu-

lation will also serve as a test of assumptions made earlier to simplify calcu-

lations of noise output.

Fred Haber
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APPENDIX IVc

SIMULATION OF UNDERWATER DIVERSITY ARRAY

In earlier reports 11,2] a three-dimensional underwater array which simul-

taneously forms and combines multiple beams in elevation, was described and

analyzed. The objective of the system is to approach a condition in which the

multiple ray arrivals from a distant source are separately received and coherently

combined. Because the analytical forms giving the final output signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) are too involved for direct computation simulation experiments were

carried out. Results of this work are presented below for the system described

In (1, section 3, pp. 26-35] which is based on maximal ratio combining (MC) of

the multiple rays formed. At the same time certain other cases were simulated

[1] Fred Haber, "Research in Distributed Underwater Acoustic Arrays," VFRC
QPR No. 31, November 1979, pp. 25-35.

[2) Fred 1laber and Paul Yeh, "Research in Distributed Underwater Acoustic
Arrays," VFRC QPR No. 32, February 1980, pp. 16-26.

QPR No. 333O 007
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in order to see what magnitude of improvement is obtained using this method over

simpler ones. Given below are results for (1) a three-dimensional array with

multiple beams (branches) using only coherent phasing of branches (known as

equal gain combining (EGC), (2) a three-dimensional array with multiple beams

using selection of the maximum amplitude branch (known as selection combining

(SC)), (3) a three-dimensional array with a single fixed focus beam, and (4) a

two-dimensional array. The last one represents the original concept explored

earlier and reported in [3,4,5].

The simulation results can be briefly summarized as follows. For the con-

ditions chosen, an improvement of approximately 4 to 1 is obtained using the

maximal ratio combining technique with the three-dimensional array over anything

else that was done. An interesting, though expected result, was that the var-

iance relative to the mean of the output SNR using this best technique was much

less than for the two-dimensional array. The computational model assumed ten

independent ray arrivals randomly spread over t1O in the vertical. In the two-

dimensional array these combine noncoherently resulting in a nearly Rayleigh

fluctuation of amplitude. In the three-dimensional array the ten rays are to

a large extent resolved in the separate branchec. The diversity selection or

coherent combining then results in a substantially smaller fluctuation.

We now descrilie the physical and statistical arrangements assumed. Fig-

ure 2.1 saggests tie deployment of elements in a three-dimensional space. Element

positions (X n,Yn,Zn), n = 1,2 ... N were assumed independent random vectors, the

number of elements N being 31 for this computation. The horizontal coordinates

(Xn ,Yn) were assumed independent normally distributed random variables with zero

mean and standard deviation of 50 wavelengths. This value of standard deviation

implies that at 100 Hz where the wavelength is about 15 meters, about 68% of the

array elements will be concentrated in a range of ± 750 meters around the center
of the array. Because the array main beam was focused to look in the Y-Z plane

only, the random variables X were not involved in the computation. The vertical
n

[3] Fred Hlaber and William J. Graham, "Research in Distributed Underwater Acoustic
Arrays," VFRC QPR No. 24, February 1978, pp. 17-39.

[4] Fred Haber and William J. Graham, "Research in Distributed Underwater Acoustic
Arrays," VFRC QPR No. 25, May 1978, pp. 1-11.

[5] Fred Haber and William J. Graham, "Research in Distributed Underwater Acoustic
Arrays," VFRC QPR NO. 26, August 1978, pp. 29-44.
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o
O 0

o 0CALL IN THE Y-Z PLANE)
0 -Y.

0

0 0 0

0

x

FIGURE 2.1 PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT ASSUMED IN SIMULATION.

coordinate Zn was assumed uniformly distributed with mean zero and range of

50 wavelengths, also. This Implies a depth range of t 375 meters around the

array center.

Ray arrivals were assumed to be in the Y-Z plane corresponding to the azi-

muthal angle of fozus of the array, but the rays were assumed dispersed in

vertical angle. Ten rays were assumed arriving, all of equal magnitude and

independent random electrical phases a , m 1,2 ... 10, each uniformly dis-

tributed in (0, 21). The arrival angles 9 , measured from the vertical were

assumed independent and uniformly distributed over (80, 1000), or ± 100 rela-

tive to the horizontal.

Ten sets of random pairs of numbers (y nz n) n 1,2 ... 31 to represent

ten possible random element positions were chosen. For each of these positions,
five sets of angle pairs (0,a ), m - 1,2 ... 10 were randomly selected.

m
Assuming the combining scheme of [1, section 3, Figure 3.2], the output of

each branch prior to weighting and combining is given by

M N J[k(x sinOm cos m+Ynsinm sino +z ncosO m)+0nia]

m=l n=l

A Ieii, i = 1,2 ... I (1)
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where (*m. 8m) are the azimuth and elevation angles of the mth arriving ray, and

(BU, a ) are the magnitude and electrical phase at the center of coordinates of

that ray. # n is the injected electrical angle to focus the array to azimuth and

elevation angles (0 S si) as shown in [1] Figure 3.2, page 31, and is given by

# -k[x nsinO sicos s+ynsinesisin s+zncoSO sil (2)

The subscript i identifies the beam or branch number and I is the number of branches

used; here we will use I = 17 branches for reasons to be stated below. (1) and (2)

are written to include rays arriving from any azimuth and elevation (0m' em) and

focused at any azimuth and elevation (s e si). We now specialize these expressions

to the case of the array focused in the Y-Z plane and ray arrivals in the Y-Z plane.

Thus m OS 90* and (1) and (2) reduce to

M N j[kysine+z cos 8 )+i m 3vi  I I B meJ kn n ZCSm ni+%m (3)
m=l n=lnn

and

ni = -k[Ynsin si +Z n coso si (4)

The final signal output using MC is given by

i=I 11 2 . A2  (5)

The mean square value of the noise at. the output of the system is given by

N2  N 2 1 1 (6)N n n > 7, 7 A iA icoS( ni_ nji_ i J
n1l i=l J=l i

where the (Ai, i) are the measured signal amplitude and phase on the ith branch

given in (1), the are given by (4), and <n2> is the equivalent mean square

value of the noise input generated by the nth sensor. In the computation <n2

was set equal to 1. Finally the computed output SNR is given by
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SNR 2 (7)
N2

As discussed in (2] the angles esi, if set at values separated by R-I,

n an integer, will result in uncorrelated noise voltages at the branch output pro-

vided the elements are uniformly distributed in depth over the range (-h, h).

For the geometric conditions used here it was determined that 1.15* spacing between

the esi would accomplish this when h - 25X. We have accordingly assumed 17 beams

symmetrically placed around 0 = 90* at 1.15* intervals. Separation is about a

beamwidth in this case and the total coverage in vertical angle is close to *10*

with respect to the horizontal.

Results of the simulation using the maximal ratio combining technique are

shown in Table 1. Here we show the average and standard deviation of the SNR given

by (7) over the five sets of paired values (0ms a.) m = 1, 2, ... 10, for each of

ten sets of position samples (Yn' Zn) n- 1, 2, ... 31. These statistics are de-

noted <SNR> 0 and a(SNR) 0 . Then the 50 results of SNR (five sets over (am, am )

times the ten sets over (y., zn)) were treated as a sample of size 50 and the

overall mean and standard deviation denoted <SNR> and a respedtively were determined.

These were found to be <SNR> 1 480 and a : 182. We point out that if a single ray

were assumed to impinge on a single element the output SNR would be unity and the

variance would be zero.

To determine the effect of a frequency change on the output we have assumed

two different situations. In the first we assumed the angular separation between

beams held at 1.15;* that is, esi was held fixed at 900 ± n(l.15*), n = 0, 1, 2,

...8. The frequency was then changed by factors 1/2 and 2. These latter changes

were accomplished by simply changing the values of yn and zn used in the previous

calculation by the reciprocal of these same factors. The vertical beamwidths be-

come narrower at the higher frequency and wider at the lower frequency but the

angular spacing between beams remains unchanged. Thus the beams are not optimally

spaced resulting'in either uncorrelated noise in the several branches, or in non-

total coverage of the vertical range within which incoming rays are expected. Results

of these calculations are also shown in Table 1 revealing a decrease in the over-

all average SNR as one might expect. These results essentially show the sensitivity

of the scheme to incorrect placement of the vertical beams. As we see, the effects

are not overly serious, the mean output at the 1/2 and 2 times frequency points

being within about 80% of the mean at the design frequency.
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y w50k ay 25 oy =751

Position h - 25X h - 12.5X h - 37.5X

Sample <SNR> e a(SNR) <SNR>e a (SNR)0o <SR> 6 (SNR)Of

1 490 200 396 93 327 135

2 455 205 327 90 662 392

3 411 60 384 141 293 125

4 483 134 355 173 417 185

5 587 214 501 98 432 178

6 552 283 459 154 451 125

7 492 120 368 163 270 48

8 421 40 406 90 343 132

9 519 144 602 156 275 50

10 378 101 373 273 298 139

<SNR> 480 417 377

a 182 172 210

TABLE 1 SIMULATION OF MRC ARRAY
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In the second simulation of frequency effect the array focusing was held

fixed f or a 100 Hz sinusoid by fixing the angles *4* The applied frequency was

then altered to 99, 99.5 and 100.5 Hz. As a rule of thumb the bandwidth of an

array with fixed phase shift focusing is the inverse of the time required for

the wave to traverse the 'array. In this case it would imply a bandwidth of the

order of 1 Hz, or about 1% of the center frequency. The results of the simula-

tion are shown in Table 2. The overall mean SNR is observed to have fallen by

about 3 dB at frequencies 100 ± 0.5 Hz from what it was at 100 Hz, thus confirming

the rule of thumb on bandwidth. The overall mean SNR at 99 Hz has fallen further,

the level appearing to be about what one gets when one steers the azimuthal focus

away from the source, illuminating the sidelobes.*

We point out that the array properties observed here are all normalized to

wavelength so that at higher frequencies, with the actual array size reduced but

with array size in wavelengths held constant, the bandwidth would remain at about

1%.. At 10 kHz we expect a 100 Hz bandwidth, a value adequate for operating a

teletype communication link. Furthermore, at this center frequency the array hor-

izontal dimension measured between ±a points is 15 meters, a dimension one might

envision for an array suspended from a surface ship or deployed around a submerged

submarine. The array could therefore be useful for underwater data communication.

Furthermore, our work was based on focusing by fixed phasing of elements of tbhe

array. It is the -fixed phasing which limits the array bandwidth. By using con-

trailed time delay networks at each element involved, broader bandwidths are achiev-

able suggesting the possibility of higher speed data communication, or lower center

frequency with higher bandwidth.

The multibeam, three-dimensional array was compared to four other arrangements

as follows:

1. The maximal ratio combiner weighting circuits which multiply each branch out-

put by Vi A e i'i where V. is given by (1) are replaced by constant amplitude

phase shifters eJ i, thus (5) and (6) become

I
S I Ai (8)

The sidelobe properties are discussed further below.
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P Position f - 99.0 Hz f 99.5 Hz f - 100.5 Hz

Sample <SNR> < (SNR)e <SNR> 0 (SNR) 8, <SNR>_____SNR)__

1 156 60 282 112 229 71

2 147 51 178 45 216 128

3 167 45 257 42 211 44

4 236 53 195. 72 235 50

5 206 57 269 117 238 86

6 244 65 239 189 270 103

7 19 31 304 104 411 117

8 172 71 179 25 160 33

9 229 41 344 57 301 177

10 138 33 159 42 231 36

Overall

<SNR> 189 241 250

a 64 110 115

TABLE 2 SIMULATION OF MRC ARRAY
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and

N I <M> I I Cos($4-*+l*- (9)
M-1 ni l j-i

Here only phase tracking is needed but the mean SNR will not be as good as for

maximal ratio combining. The term "equal gain combining (EGC)" is used in diver-

sity communication for this arrangement.

2. The maximal ratio combiner was replaced by a "selection combiner (SC)"; that

is, one which simply selects the output with the maximum SNR.' This technique is

also a standard scheme in communication diversity systems. Whereas the maximal

ratio combiner gives an output SNR which is the sum of branch SNRs, this scheme.

produces only the maximum of the branch SNRs. There is, however, no need for

phase tracking, greatly simplifying the processing. It is possible that

in applications such as the underwater case the problem is as much variation

of vertical arrival angle as it is multipath. In effect then, the array would

follow the variation in angle of arrival of the maximum amplitude ray.

3. Output was taken from one branch of the multi-beam array, the one which fo-

cuses horizontally (6si = 900). The purpose of this calculation is to see what

effect is obtained when the three-dimensional array is operated in its simplest mode.

4. The three-dimensional array was reduced to a planar horizontal array. Here

we are returning to the original array structute -- the two dimensional array.

Surmary results bearing out expectations are shown in Table 3. The maximal

ratio combining scheme gives an overall mean SNR of at least 6 dB better than the

other arrangements except for EGC case which is a close second. Interestingly,

the ratio of o(SNR)/<SNR> is much smaller in the diversity modes than in the two-

dimensional case. This too is expected. The diversity modes are partly effective

in resolving the multipath and avoiding the non-coherent interference of the multi-

path components. In the two-dimensional case all rays entering the relatively wide

vertical array beamwidth are combined non-coherently. There is, therefore, consid-

erable amplitude variation depending on the relative phases of the accepted rays.

In the fixed beam three-dimensional case there is also a high ratio o(SNR)/<SNR>

presumably a result of the narrow vertical beamwidth which may or may not see ar-

riving acoustic energy.

An important property of the array will be its response to sources off the

azimuth of focus. If we were to imagine swinging the focus away from a source which
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MRC EGC SC 900 Sector 2-Dimensional

<SNR> 480 367 105 32 117

(SN1R) 182 156 48 30 107

a - 50A for all cases

h - 25X for 3-dimensional arrays

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS

neatly fed M branches independently the power in each branch would on average drop by

a factor N, the number of elements. But the final output with MRC or EGC being the

coherent sum of the M weighted branches, would only be reduced by a factor 1 from
N

the main beam power. A situation of this sort was simulated to check this surmise.

The result obtained using the MRC system was <SNR> = 182, the average being over the

same set of random variables as before. This figure is somewhat below (H/N) (main-

beam <SNR>) but it indicates that these techniques do exact a price in sidelobe

response. In this calculation there was no signal on the mainbeam.

Further study of sidelobe effects, ,ith and without a main beam signal pesent

and using the diffe'-ent combining schemes, is viewed as a useful next step. in

addition, methods based on estimation theoretic principles (e;g-, maximum likeli-

hood and maximum entropy estimation) should be considered for application here.

These methods inherently maximize on-target signal response relative to off-target

signals. Applied to the separate beams as found here, or even to the entire array,

superior sidelobe rejection characteristics can be expected.

Fred Haber

Paul Yeh

t-
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